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PORTLAND

DAILY PRESS:

JOHN T. GILMAN, LUlor,
PUi LI6HED AX 8*i EXCHANGE SXEEEX, BY

A. FOSTER & OO.

N.

Daily Press L> published at
Ti
$$.00 per year in advance.
This Maine State Press Is published every
Thursday morning, at $2.00 i>er annum, in advance;
t .2T, h paid within six months;
and $2.50, if payment be delayed beyond six months.
b

Portland

Rules #f

One inch of space, in

Advrriuing*
length of column, constitute

square.”

a

$1.50 per square daily first week ; 75 cents per
week alter; three insertion*, or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; ohe

$1.00;

60 cents per week after.
week,
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 per square
per week; three insertions or loss, $1J50.
“Special Notices,” $2.oo per square first week,
$1.00 per square after; three insertions or less, $1.50;
half a squai'o, three insertions, $1.00; one week,

$1.60.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine STATU
Pm ss” (which has a large circulation in every pais
of tLe State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion
Si

ecial

Notices at the usual rates.

j3/“ All Communications intended for the papfi
should be directed to the
Editor of the PrkssI’;
and Sho e of a business character to the “Publishers.”
j
ST JOD PRINTING, of every description, exe...

cuted with dispatch; and all business pertaining P
the Office or Paper promptly transacted on appiici
Lion as above.
ill.
_._

Monday Morning, August 28,1865.
AN llli’EBAL CJSRHMONY IN RUSSIA.
The Majority of the Heir Apparent.
On the 1st of August the Grand Duke Alexander Alexandrov! tch of Russia attained hit

twenty-first year, and the occasion was celebrated as a national holiday. By the death ui
the late Czarovitch, this young man Is the hcii
apparent to the Russian throne. The London
Daily News correspondent thus describes the
ceremony:
“

fhe municipality have caused triumphal
arches to be erected on the road leading to
the chateau where their imperial Majestic
pass the night, and an unlimited quantity df
gunpowder and Bengal lights will be bunted,
wind and weather permitting.
The grand
charges of the court, the officers of the guards
and their ladies, the representatives of foreign
courts and their respective staffs, and in fees
ail those who have the entree to the Winter
Faiace, are there in gala attire—the men in
their uniforms of state, the ladies of the conijt
in the handsome and picturesque dress of the
country. It is all these that I see driving to
the pataee to take part in a pageant of which
the official papers have published a programme
here condensed. The members of the Imperial family, the high officers cf state and the diplomatic body assembled in the chapel of the
palace. A mass and Te Deum haviug been

performed by the Archbishop of Sh Petersburg and Novgorod, the lieir-apparent, with
right arm uplifted, swore fealty to his fatliei
aim the empire; he tock solemn oath that hi
would uphold and maintain the laws of #11
country, and stand by the rights of his f ami it
to tire crown and sceptic, as regulated by the

Vof. 4.

j

and he said

“Was these the

“ye3” to them ail.
questions ye put

same

the

prisoner?” says he.
“They wor,” says I.
“Well, here’s yer half

crown

says h;.

back for

the arches, and these were naturally to
have been great attractions to the holidaymaking jwpuiace. Making Immediate inquiry,
I was informed that the triumphal arches had
been pulled down at the desire of the Empress, which, only known yesterday morning,
was carried into effect in three or four hours
by a great number of laborers, Three or four
hours sufficed to destroy the handiwork of almost twice as many days. Not a vestige of
the woodwork remained, and even the road
was swept clean within the apjminted time.
Your readers here get a good insight into the
magical effect of autocratic power, while they
cannot but sympathize with the feelings by
wMch its exercise was prompted. The afflicted mother saw no reason fin- triumph on such
an occasion; it was a day of submission to the
Divine will, and her heart refused to exult.
This trait of character will commend itself to

by

the sympathies of sorrowing women, hut Its
effect will be one of disappointment and displeasure to the members of the municipality,
at whose expenses the loyal manifestation, evidently encouraged and permitted by the authorities, had been undertaken. The Em-

press had apparently only been apprised of
their intentions yesterday morning, after a
considerable outlay of labor and money had
been made, but of course these should be- of
no consideration when the
feelings of a mother demanded the sacrifice.
“liut although there were no
triumphal arvillas of the islands were
ches,
beautifully
illuminated. The fireworks were not very
successful as rain had failen in the afternoon.
The people were out in great crowds. The
illuminations may have been distasteful to
the Emperor and Empress, but it was necessary to impress forcibly upon the people the
fact, altough the “Oazievich is dead theCzarevich yet lives 1”

.the

A

CHARITABLE ACT.

The new Gzarevitcn lias

sent

tne

tallowing

CZAREVITCH’S STUDIES.
A newspaper correspondent writes that the
Czarevitch is busily engaged in
perfecting his
education, which, accordingly to the rules
abl e Ling tha younger sons of the
imperial family, had been chiefly a military one durin"
the lifetime of his brother. The
Emper.tr has
commanded that, in the present instance the
studies of the Czarev itch shall be shared bv the
Giand Duke Vladimir, his brother next in
General Count Perovski, a nobleman of
age.
talent and high intellectual
great
culture, has
been entrusted with the superindence of their

studies.

j/'ii For

ACADEMY !

North

ANEW

Bridgton,

Maine.

son.

Fall Term of this Institution will commence
TUESDAY, Sept. 5, 1865, under the continof C. E. HILTON. A. M.
THOMAS H. MEAD, Sec’y.
Aug 10, 1865.
augl5 3awd&w3w

TWsisagood location for a Confectioner, Oyster
and Ice Cream Saloon, Dentist,
Milliner, or almost

on
care

The lower story will he fluialie i
any other business.
tor a store with a tenement over the same of ten
rooms, or will be arranged to accommodate occupants.
The lot being 11* ieet deep admits of a very large
building in the rear, which can be connected with the
store and and usedfor work rooms. If the rear lot is
not otherwise improved, It will be used for an ice
house or for storayc, and will be let senarately.
Please apply to E. NETTED, U2 Middle St., or
P. H. FASSEXT, Architect.
Aug. 26—d3w»

SEMillM

GORHAM

'■'■old time** Academy and Collegiate Boardt0T YounS Ladies, will comjnence its

THIS

f

Wednesday

A modern three-storr Brick House, Ho. 486
Congress Street. Lot 33x120 feet, with a good
stable, together with a passage iu the real' oi
;.
If not sold by ibe 15th of September, will be

S

W. G. Lord, A. M., Principal,

leased for

With most of his associates of the past year as
Teachers.
The Female Department will still continue under
the immediate care of Miss F. E. LORD, of Portland.
The public are assured that the advantages of this
school, in all branches of instruction, will be equal to
those offered by any school in the State.

Apply for information

ye,”

J. A.

Enquire of

BOOMS, Cellar, &c., to anv person that will
buy the stock and fixtures of the Saloon attach'

SIX

same.
As my health will not admit of my
stopping here, I will sell at a bargain. House Stev-*
enr Plains.
E. H. ROBERTSON,

ed to the

Evergreen Cemetery, Westbrook, Me.
Aug 23—dlw*

E1VE8

For Sale.
A two story HOUSE, finished throughout,
t with one acre of land, a good barn and oatof water; situated at Allen**
Corner, We9tbrook, about live minutes walk frbm
the terminus of the F. A. It. R. For particulars enquire of R. Leighton, Jr., No. 15 Silver St., or of ths
subscriber On the premises.
D. McINTOSH.
Aug 24—<i3w*

fVLbuddings, plenty

MUTUAL
NE IF

COMPANY,

For Sale.
of the most
/"VNE
"
beautifully located House Lots in
V
Portland: good land, large lot. surrounding!
pleasant; will be sold for one-kajf wnat any other
equally large and desirable lot in this city can be

YORK.

bought

1st—It has

more

Insanng

as may be seen by reference to our
published tables, while the Dividends are larger.

JOHN

Aug

on

_HTfuljoinin"

world, being over

Cent.

year,

4th—Dividends are payable annually, the next hewing February 1st, 1806, and may be used as cash in
payment of the premium tor any current year, which
gives all the advantages of the note system without
j
having to pay interest on notes.
F. S. WINSTON, President.
HALF

through

REMINGTON,

22 EXCHANGE ST PORTLAND.

Io>lkn,

June 17—(Ui
~

TWO~ REASONS
“A

J

WHO

Wi

t

o

1y

s e

on

BENEFIT

Jl3P“

Comparisons

Albany Journal is now printed on paper
made from Bamboo. The Bamboo is brought
from Jamaica, where it is produced in unlimited abundance, and costs, delivered here, from
ten to twelve dollars per cord. It is cut into
five feet lengths, conveyed to the manufactory
where it is soaked in warm water for a time;
it is then put in steam guns of the form of,
ordinary cannon, where it is thoroughly saturated with steam and then exploded, under an
immense pressure, which tears it into fibres.—
When thus torn it is placed in an immense
pulping boiler, where itis boiled uhder a pressure of 60 lbs. to the inch, and from thence
blown into a receiving tank. It is then perfect pulp, ready to be made into paper.

WARREN
FOR

SPARROW,

CONVOY,
SOIPR
Sails, Rigging,

$1100.

:

«</

day

FROM

Stocli

5.

of

Greatly
us a

success, 1; widows of Amt-class
married or soon will be, 10; widows of second
class married or soon will be,
15; young ladles
married, IT; engaged and day fixed for wedding, 95; betrothed and gone to get consent of
paterfamilias, 67; still hilling and cooing, 99;
matches broken up bv stern
parients, 11;
come together
again,'8—but they have to
in
dodge parient;
love, but not reciprocated,
37 1-5; no one to love, 49:
elopements, 1; private marriages, 2.

K. W.

j uly25

House

Apply to W,

137 Commercial St.

37J

ner

of

$2,000

BOATS,

near

our

July

Fishing Boat

3
10
2
2
5

ROW BOSTS, FISHING DORIES

july25dt/

—;

,y

mA
Street.

J

7

!

Surgeon

General’s

Portland,

Me.

■■■

—--y

1,000,
2,000,
1,000,

lieal Estate for Sale.
story and halt House, and lot 40 x 100 feet,

A Men St.
For particulars

Office,

AN

Staff11

2^-3Uwtill^HgaOUGenera,a

Wanted.
Capital of 6600
A„at>_
mofttableaud reliable business.
Address W. B.
Aug. 23—dlw*

A

care

in

light,

a

P. O. Box 596.

Wanted.

ccop

smart

girl that understands running a
Machine, can find a situation at 137J

AfjJ'OJ™*.
Middle St.,
Portland, Me.

augiedtf

"

0N„ S'!}*!'I**1.

host l
» »mall. yellow,
shaggy DOG with

a white fa-e and black collar
around bis neck
oaaraoii with silver nails. Whoever will return
said
Dog shall be suitably rewarded.
WILLIAM H. GRIFFITH,
aug22d7w*
On board Tow Boat Uncle Sam.
__

JLiOst!

2

Store

S treet

on

on

a

containing a sum of money. The Under will
leaving it at 149 Congress

be suitably rewarded
by
Street or at this office.

aug22d?w*

Business

Wanted

Men

TOO soloit and dll orders for the lifo and times ol
ABRAHAM LINCOLN, by Dr. L.
t,
the Biographer and
Historian, Author of “PhilantUropic Results of the War in Amerioa,” “Our Great
Captains,” “History of the Civil War in the United
States,” &«., (Price $3, *3,30, $4,25 and $5, accordThe beat Biography to be
ingKt?vt^ofb?1??,8%
and the Great National Enaraviue,—
published,)
“Washington and his Family,”—a new work, from
Schusselos master painting, engraved by Sartain.—
Two superior works for salesmen.
Deeds of territory given, guaranteeing exclusive right of sile.—
Apply to C. K. HORTON, General Superintendent,
228 Washington St., up stairs. Room No.
15, Boston,
Mass.

i

P^Broeket

_augadlm
Wanted.

/

CUTT KR for Custom and Ready
Constant work and good pay riv*

Wanted.
family withoutchildren, small genteel tenBYement,
the centra' part ol the city.
a

a

near

Address X. Y. Z., Press Offlee,

augSeodtf

Wanted.
for the
AGENTS

every

town in Maine to

can-

vass

The

QUIDE.

simple method ever offered to the nubile
for CUTTING DRESSES. Ladles wanting employment can obtain a lucrative business.
most

Address

MRS. C. H.
or

62

SANFORD,

Portland. Maine.
Middle St. agldlm

experienced Teacher and Graduate, who
BY
out of Service,
Jms been recently mustered
situation
of

a

as Principal
an Academy or High
SeLool.
The most satisfactory recommendations
furnished. Address Box 614.
Bath, August 16, 1865.
augl8dlw&w2w

WAN TtilD 1
pay tot* cents wV “or all Pamphlet#
doliveiei at the office oi toe Po. Maud c'vgar Co.,
corner Commercial and Maple nts.
janildtf
j. m. BROWN.

(WILL

1per

at

,
nnum, In advance.

FLOUR

!__FLOUR

!

LARGE assortment id all grades of FLOUR
now arriving and for vale by the CAR
LOAD, or
otherwise, at Air prices.
The patronage of my former customers solicited.
B. hamblib,
No. 3 Union Wharf.
N. B.—WANTED to purchase, HOOPS and
SHOOKS.
August 5—d3m

A

Potatoes, Potatoes

J
wishing to Contract tor Potatoes for Shipping or other purposes, can be supplied at shoit
notice, and at the lowest prices, by calling on A. S.
DYER, Cape Elisabeth, E. O. CONANT & CO., No.
153 Commercial Street, or ANSEL LOTHROP. No.
176 Fore Street.
August 4.—dtf

THOSE

Onions.

Received cargo of Onions, for sale cheap by
the barrel
JUST
bushel, by

Aug 21—d2w

O. THOMES,
No. 2 Central Wharf

on

the old homestead known

as the Townsend place,
or more acres.
Fruit trees, wood lot,
convenient. Apply to M^f. W. MITCHthe premises. Price $800,0).
jy20dtl

on

For Sale or to Let.
French Cottage, on the Cape Cottage
road, opposite Oapt. Green Walden’s, containing
fourteen

THE

!

is

I
I

Hew

110 and 112 Federal st.
J^ARGE CHAMBERS
APlji.TEFFERSON
COOLIGE & CO.,
Cor.
orer

apiodtl

Commercial and Franklin streets.

House Lots.

)

..

House Lots, comprising 45,000
ELEVEN
Land,
Emery, Cushman
on

and Lewis

feet of
st.

for

Valuable Beal Estate for Sale.
on the cermer of Federal and
Temple
Streets, about) 160 feet on Federal Street, Including the Fulton House,Jk two story Dwelling House,
and four Stores.
For particulars enquire of

S. H.

4—d4w

COLESWORTHY,
92

Exchange St.

To Bent.
A TENEMENT centrally located, to a family wlthyear.

children,

Apply

Jmielfitr

to

at

one

hundred and fifty dollars per

P. S. W.,

No. 37$ Middle Street.

To Let of Lease for

a

No. 161 Commercial

Street.

.*• 1•• *10®August 7—dtt

Branches Taught

Book-keeping In all Its fbrms;

BATH, ME.
QAA BOLTS Superior Bleached 1
300 do All Long flax “GovA1
eminent contract,”
300 do Extra All Long flax
300 do Navy Fine,

dttwu'

Delivered in Portland or Boston,
Bath, April 20,1863.

ap22dtl

Corn! Corn!

15a Commercial

..

August 16, 1866.—d3w

In

Scientific

and

Industrial Department.
The studies of this course will
occupy two years,
^ *****
those branches
*f?»?n<?,fdi.ln8tru<nl011
of the Abstract Mathematics not taken
up in the
Academic Course; Land
Surveying; Geometrical
Mechanical Drawing; Architectural DrawJ**"&*5
ing; Shades, Shadows and Linear perspective; Astronomy: Navigation; Leveling; Mechanics; Locations of Roads Calculating Excavation and Embank;
ment; Construction of Roads; Strength of Materials-

Bridge Construction; Mechanics of Machinery and
Engineering; Mechanical Principles of Architecture;
Masonry; Stone Cutting; Geology: Mineralogy; the
b reneh and German Languages, and
History. Instruction will also be given by Lectures in Physical
GebgrapbY; Logic and Political economy.
As much time will be given to field-work with the
Compass, Surveyor's Transit and Engineer’s Level,
as

LAND, MAINS.
Business with the Departments at Washtmrton

cal

Drawing, and b'rench.

TUITIONPULL COMMERCIAL COURSE.
Payable in advance and entitling the student
to the privilege of
completing all the studies
of the.department at an v time after the
payment,
$40.00

J.

Post Office Address of the Principal, W. T. Webster, Auburn, Maine.
Calendar.
Pall Term commences Monday, August 28th, 1865.
Winter Term commences Monday, Nov. 20th, 1865.
Spring Term commences February 12th, 1866.
Summer Term commences May Ttn, 1866.
NAHUM MORRILL,
Sec’yoi Board of Trustees.
Auburn, July 18th, 1865.
Inly 29 S 4wd

j!

P.

LEWIS,’j

Jersey,

IS not THB Safest ! Is not THB Che attest I
1st—“Because its net Assets (do not) exceed those
ot any other Life Ins. Co. In the United States.”
2d—“Because It Is (not) paying back to its members larger Dividends, and more of
tbetn, (ban any
other Co. In the United States,” as is
aUegedbylts

*12,443,2(14 OO
The Benefit Co. had (gross assets) 7,1 34,700 OO
95,043,037 00 only, being Cash Assets; the balance
being iu Premium Notes, with an outstanding liability on Policies in force of $55,037,3S4 00, or nearly as
large as that ot the Mutual Ljfb Co.
The expenses of the Benefit Co In 1864 were,

9271,367 00
whUe its Cash receipts were only
$1,715,875 00
The ('ash Receipts of the Mutual Life Co. being
*2,620,801 OO
and its expenses only
$256,105 00
Any life Co. which does not inoease its Assets in
the same ratio as it Liability, oannot be considered
safest.
The Benefit Co. is not the Cheapest for the reason
that its Rates are higher, and the Dividends much
i
lest.
For Instance, at the age of 35, for $1000, on the 16
year plan, with the Benefit Co. it wiU cost
*37 81
while with the Mutual Life Co. only
*3101
being $6 20 less, with the same difference of Bate as
to other ages.
^The Dividends of the MUTUAL LIFE CO. have
been more than Seventy per cent, on the Premiums
paid, while those of the Benefit Co. have never been
more than 501* oent.
The Policies ot the Mutual
Life Co. are constantly increasing in amount, and
always have a Cash value on surrender.
While
those of the Benefit Co. do not increase, and have no
such value, unless the premiums are paid up in cash.
Which is Cheapest? judge ye.
We regretthe necessity for thus showing the talsity
of the statements put forth by our neighbors; but If
we can

fiunish other (bets of the “same sort.”
There are banf seasons for insuring with

Company

particulars inquire

may2Sdtf

of

JOSEPH H. WHITE,
No. 6} Union Wharf.

House Lots for Sale.
finely located House Lots in Cape Eliptheth, three minutes’ walk from the Cape Bridge.
Inquire of E. N. PERRY, at the Sheriff’s Office, Portland, where a plan of Cape Elisabeth lots may be
seen.
mayl3tf

SEVERAL

Ten Yearly payments,
no other Company presents such advantages; as this
gives more than compound interest for tne money
Policies are Non»F«rfei table in the true
sense of the term, and can always be disposed of to
the Company for their equitable value ia Cash. <
Many Policies taken out at this Agency have increased more than Fifty per cent, of the sum
originally insured, as numbers of our best citisens
information cheerfolly given

11

D.

on

F i

Kinfcaford's Oswego

Portland

CHAS. J.

y.

August 8-d*wtf

Notice.
hereby cautioned against barborALL persons
any
trusting Judith Roach, my wife,
are

or
as I

ot

snail
my fiumly, without my written consent,
pay no debts of their contrr.ot ing alter this date.

Portland July 26.1866.

SYLVESTER ROACH.
july26 ?w®

Sails and Rigging' tor Sale.
Standing Rigging, Sails and Blacks ol the
npHE
X new Brig Atlanta, 400 tons old measurement,
saved In perfect order. The draft ol the Bpars can he
at

oar

McGILVERY,

RYAN & DAVIS,
No. 161 Commercial Street.

and Calkers’ Tools, &c„

F. H.

RANDALL,
Carriages and Sleighs,

soy,
YAINF,

OF

HEAVY

IRON.

PUMPS,

LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

Magee Furnaces and Htovcs.
IF Orders from the Country respectfully solicited. Job Work done to order.
augPdtt

bemovalT
undersigned take this method to Inform their
mHE_
I customers anu the public generally that they have
REMOVED THEIR BAKERY from No. 5 Washington Street to their new Bakery, Nos. 6 and 8 Union
Street, where they will be pleased to see all their old
customers and as "many new ones as will be pleased to
gtve u a call.
B. W. SMARDON,
B. S.
S. E.

August

Bee that

label and

is

name

on

PERKINS, STERN

IxWtle.

&

may.deocJm

PI AM FOBTES! WolillS.

OF

PREBLE STREET* (Near Preble House.)

received the Agency lor the Piano#
HAVfNU
nlactured by the

man-

NEW

PORTLAND, ME.
110 and 112

each

CO.,
"Pioseeu House,’*
Dealing Exclusively In Caliiorufa Wine*
For sale in Portland by C It os man & (,t

CARRIAGES ANDSLEIGHS,

Room*,

onr

K 1M B A L L,

Sudbury St., Boston, Mawt

CHARLES W. LUCY.

YOICK
PIANO roKTK CO.,
394 Hu’son Sirnet, N Y„
We would caU the attention ot the public to the superior quality of these instruments. They are equal
to ‘Stelnways*,
Chiekerings’, or those ot any other
noted manufacturer in this
country or Europe.
The Company being compose.! of twenty of the best

IS

workmen that could bo found in the lirst class manufhetorfes in New York, principally iuSteinway'w manevery part of Utoir instruments is done In
the best manner, and this enable* the
company to ftn
nish i*»au >8 which, it equalled, con not be
surpassed
tor quality and
power ot tone, easiness ot action and
beauty.

da

ing the (lay

No. 91

ufactory,

Kxchanye St.,

prepared to ftimfsh Parties, Pic-Nice, Ac, with
the choicest CAKES and PASTEY, at tail prie s
Bring in your Basket, and get them filled with ju-'t
what you want for a Lunch at the Islands.
Also constantly on hand the best of Ice Cream, So-

Water,

and

Confectionery.

Wedding
that cannot be

excelled, furnished

notice.

All Orders

at the shortest

TRUNKS,
—

Goon Bargain

PIANO
g/^ta

—

*

Warranted.
iV
mm i:,
Agents for New York Plano Forte Co., 3U4 Hudson
Street, N. Y.
leblCdt
is

scuumacukk

VALISES

AMD

Pianos and purchasers are renuested ta
Middle St., Portland, Maine,
any time duror evening, where two Pianos
are for m e.
for themselves.

judge
A

promptly attended to.

July IT—eodtt

Judges oi

and

Cake

JWRTEST

undersigned begs leave to
that they are manufacturing
ffSWJ
IL *
upkeep constantly on hand
The

nounce

Traveling

BagM

!

Piano

Manufactured and for sale Wholesale and Retail by

DURAN

&

BRACKETT,

No. 165 Middle Street.
AU orders in the
Ailed.

city

or

from the country prompt!,
sept28"$4dtr

ALEXANDER D. BEEVES,
Tailor"
and
Draper,

aeptsdti’ts

SINGER’S

SEWING MACHINES!
WOODMAN, TRUE
Agentu,

k

CO.,

■

marl8tf

instruments sold by
satisfaction.

Patterns,

CUT PROM MEASURE,
-^t. HE?
liy CHARLES CI STIS fit CO.

May 3—dtf

Cali

Bolt Yellow

Metal, Spikes.

Nails te-

delivered at any port rei]oire>!.
McGILVERY, RYAN Sc DAVIS.

at short notice and

FIRE AND

IMPROVED

WATER-PROOF

FEa/F

—

Car ravel

AND

Surpass*-*

It is the

II

ooting

HOOFS.
E. MERSEY, Ageul,
No 16 Union Street.

Ice Cream, Loaf and Fancy Cake,
ofallkinds,
(plain and ornamental) and refreshments
than can be found elsewhere in the city.
Also, HOT and COLD MEATS, o» a superior qual-

ity tarnished at the shorteot notice.
WEDDING CAKE that cannot be beat, will be
any part of the country
packed safe and sent to to
engage Lancaster Hall for
py-Persona wishing
Lectures,
Deuces, Ac., will apply to
Concerts,
iO*.
July 28—mwafOw

'•*+**?*»

Copartnership.

undersigned have tills day formed

nSIJvlfPiI*5

1

SMARDON.

^

the Best Work Done

by Hand.

only practical Button-Hole Sewing

MaAn examination of It at our
Room will convince you of Its value.
iJ1" Sample* of work sent by mail whenever re-

chine known to exist.

Sewing Machines for famiand manufacturing purposes.
Maine
for
137$ Middle Street, PortAgency

We have also first class

ly

use

land.

may30eod3m

NEW AG-ENCY
-FOB-

Wliecler & Wilson's SewingMachine,
At No. 11

the Retail L)ry

Btyle aud

a

copart-

Jdevc-

ot s- T8t*nd of Thrasher &,
Block, for the purpose of carryand Fancy Good busiitcx*.
S. T. CLEVELAND,
U. W. RICHARDS,
E, T. G. RAWSON.

Portland, Aug 19—ood3w«

name

Oiapp's Block,

Oongrots 3t.,

PORTLAND, MAINE,
Where you will ttud a good assortment ol all the various patterns ot Case and quality manufactured by
the Company. Machine* sold at thi* otllro will be
kept in good repair one year tree ot charge. Thorough instruction given at theottioe. Machine At tings.

Silk, Thread, Ac., constantly on hand.
Particular attention given to repairing WheelA Wilson Machines,
Call and tee the beat Family Machine, before pur-

er

WM. M.

TOBEY.
tor Maine.

Agent

Fare Reduced to the Penobscot River
On and after June 1, the fare be-

»~.ti?nd,a.n'1
Ban?«‘'
8*.o«; Rockland
*2.ixi; other land>ings on the River reduced In proportion, per steamer Regulator.
"ni lx*

Portland, May 31,

UNDER

SCAMMAN,

perfectly
rapidity,

July 29—eodAwlm

LANCASTER HALL, would iniorm
liie friends and the public, that having had 1H
years of practical experience as a

on

Examine
UNION

and
successful In Its operamost difficult branch of sewing work
with an incredible
and in a manner which,
for both beauty and durability,

arrangement,

tion, a.ing the

JOSEPH PARTINGTON

ing

warranted to sire

done by experienced
EDWARDS & CO.

Sewing Machine!
crowning invention In the Sewing MaTHE
chine line, substantial in construction, simple /a

—

FOB FLAT

rpHE

are

Batton-Hole

chasing.

COMPOSITION,

Jan26dtl

and
THE

Mobtom Block.

New Bedford Copper Company.
undersigned agents of the above Company,
rpHE
X are prepared to furnish suits of

Copper,

us

Pianos to be let, and 'lining
Tuners.
CALVIN
March 8—d&wtt

quested.

Shirt

Bolt

Fortes,

Steinway & Sons, of New York.
All

Far

N«n* 54 and 56 ■ «
■
Middle Street*
Needles and Trimmings always on hand.

au-

and

with ail tite modern improvements, which they can
sell as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, oi the
same quality.
We have lua le arrangements, also, to
keep an assortment of New York and Boston Piano
Fortes, among which are

OS EXCHANGE STREET,
Manufactured to order and lu the best manner Military and Navy Uniforms, and Boye Garments.

he is fnlly prepared to furnish Pio-NIcs, Excursions,
Island Chowder- Parties, Collations, Dinner., Suppers, Weddings, Ac., with a better quality of

16—dtf

lar.

So. 20 PREBLE STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

juneltf

om

brand* o. thexe now celebrated
Wluee, I due
to their superior merit* and undoubted
purity.
For the sick chamber the “Ang bia” will commend
itself. Where « highly tonic ami invigorating stimulant is desired our Fort is excellent.
The “Muscatel” is without doubt the hnest Wine
of Its class in the country, and as a Parly or Dessert
Wine, is delicious.
For a Dinner Wine the “Hock” is deservedly popu-

marl7 dtf

Sale

Wines.

unexampled popoularlty achieved by

THE

0 joking. Office and Parlor Stoves,
WORKERS

$W~Xo. 200 Fore Street.
J une 16—dtf

California

French Cook and Confectioner,

And

Manufacturer ol and Deafer la

Has Removed from his old stand In Union
Strew
to No. 200 Fobe St., whore he i* prepare'I to fill
all
orders for Carpenters' and outer Tools, oi the
best
very
quality, at short notice aud on reasonable
ter m9.

FURNACES, RANGES,

store.

Juneld—dtf

&

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

A desirable
property and for sale on reasonable
terms.
Inquire of tbe subscriber, or of Mrs L. A. HALL
on tbe premises
p. r. HALL,
County Treasurer’s Office, Portland, Me

seen

yoYEs

PORTLAND

sl f JMSBii* taining about ninety acres, well diysipr Tided Into wood, pasturage and til“3®Produces forty-five tons of hay. Land and
buildings in excellent condition.

MAINE.

MANUFACTORyT I

P.

Tba-i us' Bank.

Carpenters’, Sliip-Joiners’, Coopers'

Perlland, Maine.
Work executed In every part of the State.
juneldti

C.

and

Joseph Bradford,

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

LORD* Treasurer.

No. 35 Exchange Street,

Corn Starch.

R E M O V A E I

Nall,

SCHUMACHER,

WARREN’S

annually.

a.

!

And other Norway and Swedes Iron.
Street, Boston; and 01 John Streef, New
or
ap32dto

Fresco and Banner Painter,

Starch! CITY

The HOME FARM of the late
JOSHUA E. HALL, of Gorham,
Me., near Great Falls Village, con-

d

a u

PORTLAND,

Portland,

P#
13—dtf
March 1JSP”1*

Manufactut errs

147 Milk

YELLOW METAL A COPPER 8HEATHING,

Tbeasubeb’s Office,
I
March 11, 1868. (
OF PORTLAND SIX PER CENT. BONDS
arc for sale at this office, iu sums to
Buit, not less
than S500, on one, two, three, finer, and ten genre’
time, with Interest Coupons attached, payable semi™

K< ;h.

And Importers ol

appli-

LITTLE, Agent,
Office 31 ExchangeStreet.

of

City

Valuable Farm fbr Sale.
—

h

s

Luthex Dana,
Woodbfry S. Dana,
June ldtT
John A. S. Dana.

dti

—

fordand

Opposite Manufacturers'

paid.

AH needful
cation to

Ojtlee,

From 41 Union to 200 Fore St,

JylldtiM

MANUFACTURER

E3T “Comparisons will eonfirm these facts."
On the 31st December, 1864, as
appears by the Commissioners Report, the Great MUTUAL LIFE INS.
CO. OF NEW YORK, had assets
{an cash)

testily.

Steel

D-ANAA CO.,

Agent.

deceiving the public,

Collection

JESSOP^ft

WM.

PORTLAND, ME,

CARRIAGE

TRUTH IS MIGHTY ! !

thus

and

No. 164 Middle street.
Jan. 13—du

AND FURNISHING GOODS.

B seekers alter truth are disposed to examine Into
facts and figures, they can easily satisiy themselves
that the

theystUl persist in

At B. D. Verrill’s

Lewis & Co.,

T.

Chans be rs, Nos. 1 and t Free Street
Bleek,
(Over H. J. Libby & Ce.’e) ,

DECEIVED!

Mutual Benefit Life Ins. 0o., of New

uiay23d6m

Leave Your Demands for Collection
Law

READY-MADE CLOTHING

families,

NOT

Refers, by permission, to Mosers Messrs. Lowell A
Senior: tfOrrlsh A
Pearson; John Dennis A Co.:
Clark, Read A Co., Portland, Me.

Baths, Wash

&c., arranged and set up in the best manner, and all
orders In town or country Atithfully executed. AH
kinds of JOBBING promptlyattended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS ol all descriptions.
aprndtl

ou

Office.—No. 12 Campbell's Wharf.
Norfolk, Ya.
.ir Consignments solicited.

Silver Plated Cocks.

_

5.50
6.00
8.50
6.50
Musio with use of Instrument, per tei
15.00
m,
Painting and Drawing, from
2.00 to 10.00
Board in
per week, inc lading room,
from
10 Aai
3.00 to 4.00

City of

Aug. 7—d3m

MERCHANT.
Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

description of Water Fixtures lor DwelEVERY
ling Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops,

3.00

ACADEMIC COURSE.
Common English Brauches, per term,
Higher English Bhmches, per term,
Languages, per term,
Scientific and Industrial Course, per term.

BE

Commission and Forwarding

Manuthcturers and Wholesale Dealers In

Analytical Geometryf Surveying, Geometri-

SIX PER CENT LOAN.

In such popular use for
food, has been counterfeited
by some unprincipled parties, and a spurious article
put up in imitation of their style or packages and
trade-mark to deceive the public.
Dealers and customers, to avoid
deception, will see
that every package is marked
plainly,

at-

Tamps and Water Closets,

and Shower

WOKCESTUK,
general

NO. 124 EXCHANGE
STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

Brass &

DeutiMt,

March z8—dtl

MAKER OF

Bowls,

Fred A. Prince,

iir..Hit*

Junel4d«*»m

Warn. Cold

Sts.,

Clapp’s Block, Congresr St.,
*
eOHTLAND, HB.

PORI

Sept 6—dtf

Oswego Corn

Law,

at

Office No. 117 Middle Street,]
(Hussey's Block,)

the. arrangement of studies will permit.
THE STUDIES OP THE PALL TERM
(first of the course) are

August

KINGSFORD’S

Attorney

□r.
iyu-11

PLUMBE R!

W.

I

Street.

Unusual Facilities
Are oflfered to ladies desiring to pursue
Penmanship
and Book-keeping. There will be a Course of Leo
turns °n Commercial Law by
gentlemen eminent in
the legal profession. Rooms open
day and evening.

Street.

CAUTION, CAUTION, CAUTION

,e

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

can

,“1/ W W i BUSHELS No. 1 high mixed Corn
*H/V/V / store and for sale by
HER8EY, FLETCHER * Co..

■

MERRILL,

tended to.

The

J

Tern

IS.

nut Free

MK.

Coloring, Whitening aid White-W&.hmg prouptat tended to.
Orders trom out ol town solicited.
May 22—dti

Commercial Law:

insurance as heretofore.
To those who prefer the

WorkH

ENG'NEER,

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,

Commercial Arithmetic j Business
Correspondence;
Telegraphing; Penmanship; Phonography, (Sc.

The

\%

W0.UIE8,

Congress

PORTLAND,

ST.
iy

Counsellor and

Divldends are now declared Annually and
may be
applied in payment of Premiums, or to augment the

Arbroath.

BOSINESS,

Oak Street, between,

JOHN F. ANDERSON,

force

I'l; i;s

STUCCO AND MASTIO

of

H. 8. KKLCKER.

SURVEYOR & CIVIL

S3,000,000-

JAMES T. PATTEN & CO

term of Years.

State and Wharf now occupied by Charles
A H. Merrill, situated between Union Wharf and
Merrill’s. The Wharf contains about 1590 square It.,
with a two, story buUdingthereou, 26 by 75. For furmil K

ther

Air-

Its Cash Assets being
'Its Annual Income is more than
$3,390,000
Its Net Increase In 1S64 nearly
$1,800,000
Its Suiplus Dividends to Policy Holders the last 5 yrs.

-FOB SALE BY-

SITUATED

out

intendil to

It I.

on

COMMEBOLAL

CHAS.

Mutual Life Insurance.
Of New York.

Soot oil Canvas,

W. H. STEPHENSON.
by
Portland, April 26,1865.—(ltf

“die

Aug

AT 63

inch 17

a-

PLAlfr AND ORNAMENTAL

CO
For the carrying

Tn rNewttte1"-

obtained in the best
easily perceive the advantagai which maybe derived from the connection
of tills department with the
Academy, where a thor
ough knowledge of the Modern languages can be obtained—a knowledge indispensable to business men
In many parts of onr Union.

ROSS

PL Art kkl us,

A GENERAL COMMISSION

$13,300,000

rooms, with, about seven acres of land. It
unsurpassed on the Cape. Enquire of
A. STEPHENSON.
^
Jy«—uf
121 Commercial Street.

To Let.

[,,

mSS^SSSmTlSS^^

THE GREAT

Scotch Canvass.

sepcseau

Business Cards.

Notice.

T7*

TJ•

the

and water

!

Commercial Department.
The design of this Course is to famish
men
with such instruction aa will enable them young
to Si gage
at once in
any branch of commercial business It will
combine the ’Theoretical
able (bi Banking, Business
Offices, Telegraphing.
&C" Ua'e

Address Box 1905.

August 5—dtf
-I____

enquire at No. Ill Exchange

For Sale.

ELL,

Thm

Penmanship, twenty lessons,

Lost!

TJETWEEN Yarmouth and this city, on Sunday
1J morning last, a Crochet BREAKFAST SHAWL.
«MeaSS>jnr
off ** 8uit»Wy rewarded by leaving it at
155 Middle Street.
aug22dlw*

aug8dtf

2;500.

Wasuikgtok City, D. C.,
August 17,1885.
ARMY MEDICAL BOARD, to consist ot
Brevet Colonel C. S. Tripler, Surgeon U. S. A.,
President: Brevet Lieutenant Colonel H. R. Wirtz,
Surgeon U. S. A.; Brevet Lieutenant Colonel Anthony Heger. Surgeon U. S. A., and Brevet Major C.
C. Lee, Assistant Surgeon ir. s. A., Recorder, wiil
meet in New York City, on the 20th of September
next, for the examination of candidates for admission
into the Medical Staff of the United States Army, and
of Assistant Surgeons for promotions.
Applicants must be between 21 and 36 years of age,
and physically sound.
on orders at a distance from us.
Applications must be addressed to the Surgeon
the residence of the ap&T Please mention this advertisement in address- I General of the Army, stating
! plicant, and the date and place of his birth: they
tng us.
must be accompanied by respectable testimonials of
moral character.
WTNSOB Jb WHITNEY,
If the applicant has been in the service, he will
send
the testimonial of the chief medical officer, un13 COM MERC JA1, WHARF,
BOSTON.
der whom he has served, and if in service at the pres2m
6.—eod
ent
July
time, the application must be sent through the
Medical Director of the respective Department.
b»o
allowance is made for the expenses of persons
Freedom Notice.
undergoing the examination, as it & an indispensasubcurlber hereby gives notice that he has
^ appointment.
'r£^-~re4tli8lte
are now twelve vacancies in the Medical
given b> his minor son, Charles DnllaiF, his time
He win hereafter claim
ti act ami trade ior himself.
debts
of
Ms eontractnone of his earnings ur pay any
J. K. BARNES.
h'Ar“*WTLLIAM DOLLAFF,
Aug

Apply
"

^August26—d2w*

■-

containing 35

ME.

#3,000,

Snooks in New York City.
™

F.

Sts.,

AVERY

mat., the following

Bond.;, 6-208, #1,000 Enoh,
100 Each,
Bonds, 6-20»,
Bonds, 7-308, 1,000 Each,
600 Each,
Bonds, 7-30s,
600 Each,
Bonds, 7-30s,

Address “Box 62, Press Office.”
Aug. 26,1865.—d3w

a

located in Freeport, 2£ miles from
ZUNDER, I ApLEASANTLY
tbe Depot,
the old county road to Brunswick,

#9,600

SKIFFS, FANCY SHELLS, &c.,

cor-

Keal Estate lor Sale,
In Cape Elizabeth.

—

rooms,
say from

Coopers Wanted.
make Hhd

Copartnership

6.—dtl'

on

Among the Bonds Stolen were,
#1,000 7-30 Bond No. 75,072, 1st Series.
1,000 7-30 Bond No. 75,087, 1st Belies.
600 7-30 B nd No. 90.8S6. 1st Series.
500 7-30 Bond No. 90,837, 1st Series.
The above reward will be paid for their roeovery
and conviction of the tliiel, or a proportion for whatever may be recovered.
STEPHEN PATTEN.
August IS—dtf

WHERBIES,

the

desirable residence in ('ape Elizabeth,
one mile ftom Portland
Bridge. The house is
two stories, containing 13
rooms, closets, &c., all in
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beauty of location is unsurpassed in this \ icinty.
Term easy.
For particulars enquire at
~9S Cvnyt-rtts .V/.,

Reward l

ajxoxjsjn mm me, mg lit of 16 th
O U. S. BONDS, viz:

or

«3located—price

or

State and Danforth

first-class

Office,
PORTLAND,

Poet

SALE.

finely located Beal Estate, on

1

81 Middle St.,
Aug 12-dim*

julylldtf

Now owned and occupied by tbe subscriber.
JAMES M. CHURCHILL,
l or particulars enquire of his
Attorneys, Messrs.
I Deblois & Jackson, 58 Exchange Street.

I*ricen !

&

and Sherbrook

Middle St.

FOR

MXlie

a conven-

HOUSE?.!-MMiSZd,
nine finished
eight

r„

Academy!

Commercial

Are

as

Valuable Real Estate!

take the liberty of inviting purchasers to give
call. They will find all varieties of desirable

FEUCHTWANGER

GAGE,

earner of Waterville
easy, to suit purchasers.

Terms

Sts.

PRICES TO SUIT EVERYBODY.

OF AST SIZE.

*n»w3w»

dtf is

HOUSEand Lot

Dry <3i-ood.s, !

a

$8

Business Cards.

Institution will enter upon its seventh year,
in
August, under the management of its present
More than seven hundred students have
principal.
oeen tn attendance within the
past year. The Trustees encouraged by its success, and not
unmindful at
the demands of the age tor educated
business men,
educated mechanics, men educated with
special referonce to this
age and nation, have decided to
ada to the practical
Academic Course two Departments—a
and a Scientitic and Indus trial
Depart-

The

Purchase.

Merchandise.

Heal estate for Sale.
and Lor No. 37 Middle
Street, known
the Vayson Hl'nse.

Goods!

and every kind oi Goods usually kept in
Establishment of this kind, at

to

The subscriber wishes to purchase
lent TWO-STOEY

CHASE, Head Long Wharf.

Enquire of

x

Dress Goods, Linen and Cotton
H ouse Furnishing: Goods,
Cloths tor Gents’ Wear,

hopeful of

to

SITUATED
Sts, 50 100 feet.

We

A Saratoga correspondent says: So tar as
heard from the matrimona! market, stands
thus: Old stock married off, none; old stock

Apply

House Lot for Sale.
on Oiu comer of Deeiring and Henry

—AT—

Reduced

* 8‘ shuktleff * CO.,
66 Middle St.

an

tons, well found in
Chains, &c. Price

Anchors,

lm-

Apply

Wanted.

Aug. 4-dtf

Agt.

further notice, we will sell

flfVji;

ELEGANT

jtT*-

until

Sowing-Machines.

Wanted

To Let.

MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.

this
whole

%r““

Lewiston Falls

this department shall require.
mail inatruction equal to that
Commercial Colleges. One can

Wanted.

Cluunbers for business purposes,
wholesale or retail, in Hite new block, 147 Middle
Street. For terms apply at
j
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.

TO THE PUBLIC !

51

Street.

Lease,

or

carries 75

D. T.
J uly 29— grftT tf

Central Office HO Exchange Street.
Portland, July 18,1866—dtl

Dry

^A^J^tf

4
Call at No. 3 Brattle
St»,

*

For Sale.

LESS to insure

State

& PROCTOR,

Lime

1

will Confirm these Facts.

Great Sale of

JOHN

The Store and tenement on
now occupied by Mrs. C. W. Jordan;
possession given August 22d. For further particu
lars inquire of
E. NUTTER.
92 Middle St.
August 12th- d3w*

Those who Teally wish to know all the facts, vitally
important to their own interests before paying out
their money, are invited to call at this office, where
facility is cheerfully offered to understand the
every
I
whole subject.

The

to

To Let

Because it is paying back to its
members larger Dividends, tend
more of them, than any other Co.
ip, the United States.
costs

'“L,

LADIES’

term of years.

a

2nd-IT IS THE CHEAPEST;

it

Cedar

on

FOR
Center St.

;

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the
United States.

The necessary result is,
It than In any other.

or

aug22d3w

Life Insurance Co.

in

premises

the

THE_—

1st,-IT IS THE SAFEST

Lost.
morning, a Tan Slut, about sir months
eoUtir
on the neck, on which is the
..th..a
s- KALEE. The Under will be
liberally
SVtog 8aiJ dog at 131 MlddJ« St-

wanted in

House anil Lot lor Sale
Street.

The tliree story Wooden House, No, 27 Ce*
s&jjjf Aar Street, well arranged for two families.—
yr.Ui'.Well supplied-with Hard and Soft Water.—
House in good order. Lot 26 x 114. For terms apply

”

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES

MUTUAL

j----

en.

A very
oontainand Clo is, together with about $
JcUIUng
acres land.
Pleasantly oated, and about M miles
from Portland; conve; ;nt to Schools, Pest Office,
&c. Cottage designe ; ny Harding, Architect.
For
terms apply to J. M
Gorham, Me, or
JOHN O. PROCTER,
i
Lime St., Portland.
Au8 22—d3w*

J. T. & W. LANGFORD, Agents,

THOSE

A

AFIRSTCLASS
Made Work.

For Sale.
CiJtlng* House in Go ..am, Maine.
Cottage Hou o Just Unished,
1 liiil desirable
» rooms

Agent tor the New England States.
C3f*All information given by application in person
*
'1
or by letter, to

JACKSON.

Wanted.

-JOH” lCAYZEfr

“Wfe-W

Gen.

WHY

lime Street.

An Excellent milk farm for sale
situated in the town of Cumberland
the Portland and Kennebec Railroad. known as the Iaael True form,
the depot, and eight miles
from Portland; convenient to schools, stores and
it
contains
one
and twenty acres
hundred
mee;ing;
of ehofce land; win cat from 50 to 60 tons of hay %
and past ure from 20 to 25 head of cattle. Tiler*
are two wetls on the place, and two never-fa?
ung
brooks that run
the pasture, with two tarns,
dwelling house and sheds, and wood enough t o keep
two tires for the house. The subscriber wiU ell
low,
as he i& fcbfeut to change bis business.
VI
For further particulars enquiie on tho j remises, or

in amount, and hi proportion to premiums paid, than
was ever declared by any other Lite Insurance Com-

never

PROCTER,

----j
Farm lor Sale.

And all important to persons who wish to insure, our Dividend for the last live years was larger

JE*ei'

C.

25—d2w

3d

70

Temitt

THIS

same.

Miss Griffith’s
Free
BETWEENLucas*
Store
Middle Street, Portemonnate

For Sale.
-story

other Companies,

&

cautioned

are

FEW Young Men, of
good address, as traveling
or local
agent, to sen at wholesale or retail, a
which
meets with a ready sale.—
article,
9EU!? ®f*t
<*»d inducements offered. A General
Agent trantAddress with stamp, Manuffictur!“ 5
No. 15 Congress St., Boston.
erjBoom 11,
“out for thirty
7 cents and one stamp.
*
Aug 28-dlw*

W. S. DYER’S,
ml Middle St.

A very desirable two
HOUSE, containhig ten finished rooms, with every convenJraiULienoe of water, &c., J acre land under a high
state ofcultivation, with a great variety of shrubbery
and fruit trees, currants, goosbcrries, &c.; situated
on the line of the Horse Railroad, near Woodford’s
'•« 1.. :
: T
Corner. Inquireol

less than most

are

DEBLOlS

and Mr.

$13,000,000.

2nd—The Rates tor

pany In the

at

Portland,. Aug. 21,1865.—<13w

now

Over

velope the youthful mind.
;
^ j
In an amusing article upon the “Physicians
and Surgeons of a By-gone
Generation,” a
foreign journal describes Aebnerthy conversing
thus with a patient:
“I opine,” says he, that more than half your
illness arises from too much reading.”
On my answering that my reading was chiefly history,which amused while it instructed, he
replied, that is no answer to my question. Al
your tjtpe of life a young fellow should endeavor to strengthen his
constitution, and lay in a
stock of health. Besides, too much
reading

Enquire

for.

than double the GASH ASSETS

of any Life Insurance Company in the United States,

being

..

Miscellaneous.

Wednesday night, August
First Mortgage Bond,

on

Androscoggin

one

Aug. 25—dftwlw

To Let.

IS THE

there are those who read too much, particularly the young. A moderate amount of reading and plenty of observation Is what will dq-

THE

BYRON GREENOUGH.

Aug. 23—fllw*

INSURE

OF

Office

uut

21* for tiooo.
All persons
against purchasing or negotiating the

iiot-#A*

iences ; 12 finished rooms, bathing room, steam heating apparatus, gas, hard and soft water, &c. Will be
sold low if applied for immediately.

'Persons Hhould

Lost and Found.

Auo 26—d2t*
26
Aug

8afe the three story BRICK HOUSE,
»5 No. 16 Spiing Street. It is thoroughly built,
igiHiwith the modern improvements ana conven-

REASONS

LIFE INSURANCE

>L«ai..«i»r

1865
jcnju.

term of years.

a

House for Sale.

to the principal, or
WATERMAN,
Seo’y Board of Trustees.

THEIR

F^m
"a,
r,

Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER, Lime Street.
Portland, Aug. 26—(ltf

Gorham, Aug. 4, I860—eod&w4w

“Why

Wants,

For Sale.

August 30th, 1865,

Under the management of

t
~7~
SOMETHING ABOUT BEADING.
While many do not read at all in these timed,

and

:

New Building to Let.
building ia to be erected on the vacant lot
on Center street, next below
McKenney’s Photograph Eetablishment, widen will be finished as desired for a respectable business if applied for is sea-

THE
ued

ey” for myself.

Yachts, Sail

Let/

Sale and to

*

-AT—
•

to

Constantly on hand, or built to order, by the subscii >
letter to the proper official :
ers, at short notice, as
“Prince Alexander Arkadieviteh: In taking the most important step of my life, vowing
Thirty Days for a 50 T. Yacht,
devotion to my father, and in Ills person to
all Russia, my first thought was to mark the
Ten Days for a Shell, Row or
Ship’s Boat.
day by an act of charity. I herewith transmit
the
sum
ot
six thousand roubles, requestyou
ing you to distribute the same among the
Particular attention paid to
poorest of the inhabitants of the country. I
shall be happy if it serve to dry but a few tears Stock, Fi nish, Model, Speed & Safety
or to provide bread for a few
needy families;
PRICES REASONABLE.
and God will listen to the
prayers they will offer 1
up in common with me tor the long life of our OARS OF ALL KINDS MADE TO
ORDER,
Emperor Lord, and for the prosperity of the
ASP A LARGE STOCK
«>N II AND.
country.
“Your welt-wisher,
N. B.-A liberal allowance on freight will be
AiEXaNDER.”
male
THE

Miscellaneous.

BRIDGTON

“I can’t take it, sir,” says I.
“Why not?” says he.
“Why not?” says I, “why, sure I can’t take
it back till ye go before a magistrate and pay
me smart money,"
“You be hanged,” says he. And he put the
money in his pocket, and I called to his lordship on the bench for a witness that I had
’listed him. And oh, holy Biddy! but there
was a roar in the Court.
Begorra, his lordship the judge laughed till the tears ran down
his face, and says he to the counsellor:
“I am sorry for you, my good man, but f
hope you’ll get promotion soon.”
Weil, the decisiou of the court being in my
favor, I axed the Judge av I might take away
my new recruit. And they all roared again,
and, the counsellor got as red as a turkey-cock,
and as mad as a bull with the
colic; but at
last he made the best of it, and paid up the
“smart money,” and I picked
up my cap to
leave the court, says 1 to the counsellor
says I,
“Don’t’list in the line next time, sir.”
“What then ?” says he, snappishly.
’’Oh, yer honor,” says 1, “stick to the rifles,
that’s more in your way.”
Well, begorfa, when I told the story to the
major, 1 thought he’d die; and when he’d
done laughin’ he bid use
keep the “smart mon-

SHIPS’

AUGUST 28

ill

PRESS.
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____

Well, mind yarself now, for this is as (rue as
gospel. It was on the 11th day of May, 1889,
1 ’listed a recruit in Dublin, Mid put the questions to him, an’ gave him the shillin’, glory be
to God, and walked him. to the barracks as
fine as a fiddle. Well, behold ye, now, a few
days afther he was claimed as a ‘prentice, and so
he was had up before the nnyor, and he committed him for trial. Well, at the following
’sizes he was had up, and I was called as a
witness, and the lawyer that defended him
tould me 1 did not ’list him.
“I did,” says I.
“Did you put the question to him rightly ?”
*
“I did,” says I.
the
vartue
of yer oath, now,” says he,
“Uy
“just ax me the questions, for I don’t believe
axed
them.”
you
“How do you know that ?” say3 L for by this
and by that, you wom’t by.”
“None oi your business,”
says he; “come,
now, let us hear. Put the questions to me,”
says he, and he held out his hand, and accordingly I pulled out half a crown and clapped it
in his fist, and then I
np and axed him the

made an able man. It is not so much
i sne extent and amount of what we read that
act of succession.
serves
ns, as what we assimilate and make our
“A friend who has just returned from witown.
“It Is that,” to use an illustration bornessing the ceremony describes it as most Im- rowed from my profession, tliat •‘constitute
pressive. The heir-apparent, dressed in the the chyle of the mind. I have always found
that really indolent men, men of what I call
uandsome blue uniform of the Cossacks, whom
he commands by right of primogeniture, read
flabby intellects, are great 'readers. It is far
oath
from
a
easier
to read than to think, reflect or observe.
the prescribed
paper, with a voice
And these fellows, not having learned to
strong, clear and unhesitating. He then ad
think,
cram
beside
which
a
the
oil
to
vanced
themselves with the ideas of others.—
table,
crown,
This they call study, hut it is not so. In my
and sceptre of the Bomanoff dynasty were dd
posited, and subscribed to the oath which he own profession I have observed that the greathad registered belore God and man. The Vice est men are not mare readers, but the men
who observed, who reflected,who fairly
Chancellor of the Empire, Prince Gortchakolf
thought
out an idea.
Ta learn to think and reflect is a
advanced to receive the'document from hlimperial highness. Then followed a praye; great desideratum for a young man. John
Hunter owed to his power of observation that
for the Czarevitch of all the Iiussias, durini
which every man and woman within the chap- fine discrimination, that keen judgment,.that
intuitiveuess
which he possessed in a greater
el devoutly knelt.
“The poor Empress, I am told, looked mucl;
degree than any other surgeon of his time.”
affected, and her feelings reached the clhnax
when her second son came to claim the feliciSharp Practice. There is a gentleman
tations she had on a similar occasion bestow
residing in the westerly part of this city, of
ed on her first bom, so recently tom from her.
whom the following story is told: He ie
The official programme further sets forth that
known among the merchants of Boston and
the Czarevitch, accompanied by the members
New York as an intelligent and successful
of the Imjierial family, the diplomatic corps,
Some time before the tall of
Ac., proceeded from the chapel to the Hall pi shipmaster.
Wilmington, and when that place was in the
St. George, where, with one hand grasping tinfull tide of successful blockade running, our
colors of the Cossack troops, he took oath that
shipmaster was urged by certain parties to
he would ever remain faithful, with the CoSundertake the venture of running a cargo of
sacks under his command, to Ms Majesty the
cotton out ofWilmington and into Liverpool,
of
the
all
The
regi
representatives
Emperor.
they promising to provide a suitable vessel for
inents of the Guards were there with their col
the purpose. H» finally consented, run into
ors to witness the oath, which done they tiled
his cotton and ran out
off at the command of the Grand Duke Nich- Wilmington, shipped
again, successfully evading our blockading
olas, general-in-chief of the Guards corps, star Squadron. Once safely out, however,
he raised
It must
tioned in the vicinity of this capital.
the stars and stripes and headed his vessel
have been curious and suggestive to see the
fot New York, arrived there safely, sold the
imperial crown borne from the chapel to tfie vessel and cargo for a handsome
stun, and
hail by the man who in 1S88 did so much towith a part of the proceeds bought a house in
wards placing it in jeopardy—the celebrated this
city, which he paid for in gold. It is not
Prince MeucMkoffi
very likely that the prime movers iu the affair
THE POPULAR CELEBRATION.
will ever mak eniucli stir to recover their ves“Following the example of every inhabitant sel or cargo, though they will not be very likeof St. Petersburg who could find a vehicle to
ly to ask that man to ran the blockade for
transport him, 1 drove out of town to the sub- them again.—[Lynn Bulletin.
urb known as ‘the islands,’ where the wealthier classes encamp during the hot and dusty
Printing Paper Made From Bamboo.—

mouths of summer. My astonishment was
great on observing the absence of two or three
triumphal a ches which had been thrown
across the read leading to the imperial chateau
of Eiaghin, where, as 1 have already said, tluEmperor and Empress are now staying. The
arches had been constructed on a scale of
much magnificence. The fire-works were to
take place at the end of the long road spanned
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AN IBIBH RECRUITING OFFICER ENLISTING A LAWYER.
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Copartnership
rPHR

Notice.

undersigned

have this day formed
worship under the style of

X

a co part

«- R. ilACKSON & SON.
loi the purpose of
doing a general COAL BUSINESS
at Sawyer s
Wharf, foot of High Street.
8. R. JACKSON,
OSCEOLA JACKSON.

Portland,

June 12, 1866— If

Deal Freights.

□

at,3a"*

Shins wanted tplojd
< ha.
for Liverpool and Bristol
RYAN A DAVIS,

AlK2?ILVEBY.
MU'ILVE^

JuncS—ff

CmBmU Sfree
_

EMPL°Y

^ E ^ T

At Your Own Homes.
OLSANDS cau realise a hundred dollars weekNo utensils required except them found In
¥
iv
lno percent; demand »la« very "household; |.roHis
the greatet discovery of the age.
ufo/.Uour. It issent
on receipt of two stamps for reFull partlculais
r

tnm

postage.

Address,
HOPKINS & BROWN,
6U Broadway. New Yorfc.
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PORTLAND-

county,
zealously to defeat the election of
Pebby, Esq., the t niou nominee

-—••-«

Morning, August 28,1865.

Monday

the Courts in that county.
1urn even trem the An^ncan's
nominated with

_——--

T”

daily

of the Prrss

issue

of

inert circulation
Terms

—

$3,00

larger

than the

daihct

>n

is

all the other

in

per year

corn
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farasweean

own
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Perry

columns,

was

to

men of the
county. There apleading Union
U> have been two parties in the Ccnven
,*ears
ij0„, and there wds a divided sdntifhent in relation to the right of certain members to scats

nr* Reading Matter on all Four Faces.
election Monday, September 11th, 18G5.

NOMINATIONS.

FOB

[

GOVERNOR,

CONY.

S^IVEXJSIL

8ENAT»B®:

HOLBf'ODK.i'MOport.

<ounty attorney

:

NATHAN 'lEliii. Portian,!.

admitted, as well as in relation to
exclusion of one who was denied the right
t > represent a*
plantation of which he is not a
but
resident;
notwithstanding all these things,
it seems to us the rule that prevailed is the oue
t re

to the contrary.
Mr.
A lull ticket was put in nomination.
Perry received 4i! votes against ol for all oth-

COUNTY TBEASUEEB:

PETEK R. HALL, WuiJllaua.
COUNTY OOSraiSSlONEB:

JAMES PENNELL, Westbrjak.

lieen
ers, and lfd exceptions appeal- to
taken on the spot to the fairness of his nomi-

|iave

Sngudukac Caant;.

nation.

SENATOR:

Since then

another convention

or

meeting has been held, called by no authorized committee, and by this meeting another
COUNTY COU.V113BIONER:
RUFUS W. AD Alls.
man has been put in nomination in opposition
COUNTY TREASURER:
to Mr. Perry.
The gentleman nominated—
HENRY M. BOVEY.
.dr. Hadlock—is no doubt a respectable, patri•Lincoln Cannly.
otic and worthy man, of unimpeachable integsenator:
rity ami loyally, and bad he received the reguISAAC T. HOBSON, Wiseaasflt.
CLERK OF COURTS;
lar Bouiinatiun we should 'have deprecated jiis
GEORGE B. SAWYER.
defeat, or any opposition to him on the part of
COUNTY COM STISSIOKER:
Union men, as much as we should deprecate
WILLIAM H. SMALL.
COUNTY treasurer:
the defeat of Mr. Perfy, who has been thus
ANDREW LUCY.
nominated,
i-L: OK i
Ji
We know that the people ol llaneoek CounTHE PULPIT ON
BECON3TBUOTIO^. ty arc abundantly competent to manage thoir
For the first time in our life we listened,
own affairs, and we shall not assume to dicyesterday, to a sermon purely and exclusively tate to them what
they shall do in any respect,
Pear.
it .was at the
of a political character,
ihit being interested in curfnnoii with 'them,
Street Uaivarsalist Church, by Rev. Wellard
.a the prosperity
of the loyal cause in tliL
Spaulding of Salem, Mass. Mr. Spaulding country, they will not think it strange that We,
took a text from Psalms,—“Pray for the peaet
and the Union men generally hi the State, witBut for this fact, in conof Jerusalem,” &c.
oars with deep concern a movement calculanection with the time and tine place, we should
te not merely to deieat Mr. Perry (who is cnit
discourse was inTHOMAS J. SOUTHARD.
■

.,

have mistrusted the

never

faithfully
reminding

and his close reason-

by his sharp points
ing, of some of Ward Beecher's most pungent
discourses on political topics,
Mr. Spaulding takes the extreme ground
occupied by Mr. Stunner; denies that States by
rebellion can go out of the Union, but insists
they may commit suicide, and that this it
preei ely what the seceded States have done,
and that, as civil organizations, they are simply dead and utterly powerless, ar^d that ^lit
duty of the President was to bury them.
There is nothing of the States Ifeil but thy
land and the people; they have lost eVery
right of States, for by perfidy comes the forfeiture and loss of every right and privilege
The speaker would
conceeded to good faith.
have the National Government, through Congress and other appropriate tribunals, exeit
the control over those late States that by rigid
of conquest it may with perfect legitimacy exert. This control, lie insists, is supreme.
one,

iuattemftile

destiny.

xve

other

accepted by

a

account, left bis vessel

;inal

went home to his
in time to die.

large

public opinion is at
among the people and in the halls
of legislation, and the Emperor is a very intelligent and good min, who begins to see the
work there

evils of the institution. But that is not ail
nor the worst for the Southerners who desire to emigrate to that Empire. The laws
there are vastly more liberal than they ever
were in the Southern States.
Brazil gives
equal rights to the free colored men. Negroes
vote there, negroes hold office, negroes sit in
Parliament, negroes are freely admitted into
the best society, and even one of the Imperial
Cabinet i3 a Brazilian of African descent.
When these features of Brazilian society be-

of death itself.

green,
me sun,
hi done

August 55th.

known to these Southern gent lemen, it is quite possible the fever for emigration may somewhat abate, and they may

come

S.

fully

conclude to

Tub Atlantic Monthly for September
to us from the
publishers, Messrs. Tcikuor & Fields, Boston.
It is quite a rich number.
First, wo have the opening chapters of
a
story by Mr. Trowbridge entitled “Cou-

stay at home,

or

seek some other

country.

eomes

KETTBLL’S HISTORY OP THE OREAT

REBEBIilON.
We have received from the publisher, Hr.
L. Stebbins of Hartford, Conn-, advance sheets
of this new work, now in process of rapid preparation.
If is to be issued early in Septenq
her, and from is the pen of Thomas P. Kettell,
Esq., late editor of the Army and Navy

pon Bondsthen an
essay
1,11 the
hidden meanings of

have received

questioned.—

Apprenticeship,”

by A. D. Wasson
“Wilhelm Meister's
followed' by a graceful and

thou ghtful Poem entitled
“Twilight.” A noticeable article on “Our Future
Militia System is by a writer
whom we do not recognize;

Journal,

closely printed
numerous

will
and

and

^

The splendid “Ode
recited at the Har-

Cummemmoration” by professor Lowell,’
a pleasing sonnet
written “At Bay Ridge-

by Aldrich, complete the poetical contributions to file numbar.

authority.

Notice

|

to

Sitbscmbkhs.—Mr.

steel

Years Pro-

octavo pages, illustrated with
engravings and plate maps,

give little space to theories and political
philosophical disquisitions, but will aim

present

in a concise

the basis on which
theories and philosophies are built.
By strict
alhcrence to this plan the author is enabled to
put his work into a much more compact form
than any who have preceded him In this field,
a id also to ftirnishit at a
materially lower rate.
It will be found to contain as ftill and complete
a history of the war as any of the
leading two
volume works sold at double its price. Its
style is pleasant and graphic, and it con hardly fail to be popular.
The work is sold only by agents, for whose
terms we refer the reader to advertisements
in this paper headed ‘‘Great chance fcr
facts and figures which

enlarges characteristically npon “Scientific
Farming;” and there is an installment of the
diffuse and tiresome though occasionally sensible “tfegdle and Garden” papers. The remaining prese articles an* “Running at the Heads,”
an account of the
capture 9!’ Jeff. Davis, by
one
concerned in it, a continuation of Mr.
Higginsou’s journey “Up the St. Johns River,”
and a review of
the “Painter’s Camp,” and
“Thoughts about Art,’, of Philip Gilbert Hajnrrton.

“Eighty

and luminous manner
the events of the great struggle just past, the
to

ton

vard

and author of

gress of the United States.” The work, which
is to be comprized in a single volume of 800

“1,18 ‘N ltura'

H'story ol a Peacock,” is by Dr.
Parsons: “'The Luck of Abel
Steadman,” by
the author of“Lifq in the Iron
Mills;” and “A
Visit to the Edgeworths”
by Mrs. Farrar.Mr. Sprague discourses of u\
pajr 0f Old
Shoes;” Mitehell continues his interestin'*
novel of “Dr, John,” Mrs. Stowe treats of the
“little fox” of “Exacting®ess;” “Gail Hamil-

Thii statement of the facts ill the case is
due to Gov. Cony, since a different impression
has been
sought to be created in this vicinity,
We know this version rests on the very high-

posed.

hold of slavery, but then

So here shall silence
guard thy fame;
But samewaere, out of iiumia
view,
\t Iwlu’cr thy hands are sol to do
Is wrought with tumult ut acclaim.”

BEGIMENTt

Keene, N. H.,city charter was rejecmeetings held on Saturday,by a
/pvor of adopting to 411 op-

.r i»i

Thu world which credits w.ia.
is c jld to all that might have been.

ment.

,:e

Boston, and
father’s house in Poland,just

“Thy leaf lms perished in the
And, while we breath Beneath

questing that the regiment might be paid off
and finally discharged in Portland. Tim Governor at once
telegraphed to the War Department re luesting that such should bo the cour- e
pursued with this regiment, and received an
answer that his request should be
complied
with. Subsequently a statement
appeared in
some oi the papers that the
regiment was ordered to Auguste for payment.
The Governor saw this statement, and
although he did
not credit it, he called the attention of
Col.
Littler—the chief Mustering officer o< the State
of
his wish that the
—to it, informing him
regiment should be paid oh and discharged in
this city. Col. Littler assented to the suggestion and gave the requisite order to have the
arrangement carried out in conformity with the
expressed wishes ot the Governor, no less
than with those of the officers of the regi-

ted at the legal
vote of 211 in

There is nothing very unnatural or extraorthe fact that many of our Southern
■slaveholders should contemplate a journey to
the Empire of Brazil and to fix their residence
there. Some of the champions of the
“peculiar institution” have seriously
thought of emigrating to that country, where they can enjoy
the blessings of slaveholding and do something towards perpetuating human bondage
which seems to be giving away under the
pressure of public opinion the world over.
Bat it is quite possible these champions of
slavery have not yet become fully acquainted with ad the laws in force in Brazil. True,
that Empire is at present the greatest strong-

dinary in

tastes,
pendent in hie thought and action, singularly
faithful in his life,
complaining of no ill, not

Sometime sines Gov. Cony received a letter
fro u Col. Wnitinan, of the Mains 80tli, re-

fist

Portlander would say, “I don’t see
L. A. B.

a

GKOUfa TO BRAZIL.

HU fiiends remember him as
always clieerAil,
hopeful, pure in his
fearless and inde-

copper in their heads mud, have been heated
nearly to the fusion point.
They must have
felt decidedly uncomfortable. But the bed Was
one of their own making up, and making a virtue of necessity, like true geutlemeu they concluded to “grin and bear it,”

cannot be

say, but

ability.

own

teeth chatter

the islands.”

at

<

our

moderates, I shall go into
the country, some day in the horse-cars; or
down the harbor—“among the islands,” they

checked by the sure advance of mortal
disease. His purposes were high, few men
are so ambitious,
but, with broken health, he
could do but the most
imperfect justice to his

whom we knew to be present. We didn’t dare
look them in the face.
We couldn’t do so.
We knew they must be upon the rack.
The

foliowiug
from authority that

As Rackliff was

reaching

up to the
ticket wagon for a ticket, Thomas thrust his
hand into his pocket and abstracted his wallet.
The offender *as caught, taken into custody,
and fined $20 and costs which be paid.
BSfTlie name of the insane man, who was

drowned last week

near

Hospital

at

wharf

Augusta, was Chas. A. J. Flanders.
SiP-Oldtown pays $135 tax on,$1000.

This

will pay off their entire debt.

£22-Hancock Agricultural Fair is to he held

Ellsworth, on Sept. 26th, 27th and 28th.
£|P*The if all 1'erqi of Bates OoWtge and
Seminary opened’on Thursday, with encoura'J
*
ging profpeett.
tiS^The old flag of Fort Knox, which has

at

floated over its walls since its iComiuoncement
twelve years since, has been presented to the

time.

at that

[From

I860.

handsome surplus, may do something for
surance Company to help it along, but
must

fcif "For county nominations in Lincoln and
Sagadahoc see; list of nominations in the appropriate place.

a
a

Temple

SEELE’S

A

PRICE

Fire Inlife office

adopt

XutaJ»

$4,883,349

Disbursements

during the year 1864, including paid losses by death, paid
on deposit for
minors, for redemption of dividends,
annuities, and
surrendered and canceled
policies,
printing commissions, physician’s
lees, taxes, ect., etc.

a.

Last

PHOTOGRAPHIC

1

are

Agents.”
f.

Ax other small planet has just been dis'
C^cfed by M. Ann bfi) de Gasparis. It is of

Tracy
our agent, will visit Sagadahoc
County during the tenth roagiii'"de. This raises the n^ber
the present month for the purpose of collect-’ ! of discovered
planets belonging to our solar
d&w
ing dues and receiving subscriptions,
system to eighty-three.

ks/" Mr. Fales has been appointed to the
Thomaston Post Office vice Mr. Robinson.

Copying

Oov. Cony was on
Saturday confined to
his house with an ill turn, and was scarcely
able to write a note or answer

a

09

Sales

Warrior and Marcena Johnson both make excursions, for terms and particulars of which,
see

advertisements.

of N. T. Blanchard of Augusbroken open on Friday night, by a discharged soldier named Robert Crawford; notes
and other papers amounting to about $7,000
abstracted.

The burglar was arrested,
confessed liis guilt,hut said he threw the papers
into the river. He was committed in default of

»lo
U nited States

bail.
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

collecting

A

Indianapolis are holding meetings in tovor of
the eight-hour system of labor.
5^—The Prince of Wales ’Wefi’f g<*> [he uaval
fetes at Cherbourg, because there will be no
princes.qf the blood there to receive him; and
the French Minister of Marine (Laubat) also
refuses to go because there will be qo
English
*
Lord of the Admiralty present
;,'lF*The earthquake in the Mississippi valley on the 17th agitated the river violently in
the vicinity of New Madrid. The water Boomed to rise in a body several feet high, and was
*

forced backward up stream. The current was
actually stopped during the few seconds the
earthquake continued. The shock occurred a
little before 8 o’clock in the morning, aqd was
also perceptible in the city of
Memphis, but
only to those in the houses, while those in the
street scarcely noticed it.

The occupants of
the upper stories hastened down to ter,-a ftnna
with frightened alacrity.

jy Thirty Laplanders, dressed in furs and
skins, accompanied by twelves Swedes, have
arrived in St. Paul to.sot tie in Minnesota.
Eiy The State Departtpent is in receipt of
inteliigcuoeJiom Prinoe Edward’s Island announcing the death of J. H. Sherman, Esq.,
United States Consul.
inst.

He died on the 11th

jyThe Louisville Journal thinks that if
John C. Breckinridge were to run for Governor of Kentucky, he would get
nearly all the
vote cast for the anti-ameudment ticket.
gyriie New York Evening Poet says the
public will rejoice at the action of the Boar l
of Brokers, which will break pp the
gambling
The
place known as the “Evening

Exchange."

brokers forbid members of the board attending this plaae, under penalty of expulsion.

tyTUe
to

following

be sold at Boston

government vessels are
on the 8th
of Sept., to

Steamers Wilderness, Jfew ijoudon.
Penguin and Albatross; barque Midnight, and
schooners Para, George W, Rodgers, John
Wit;

Griffith, and Sophronia.

When this and the

September sales at New York, Philadelphia
and Washington are concluded, the department
Wilj have sqld over three hundred vessels this
year.

ty The ladies of the President’s family
have gone to Richmond on a brief visit, and
of that city are very confident the

tlje papers

Prasideut Ipntseil Wtil Wdt Umbu
gy Among the honorary marks of distinction conferred at the jubilee' of the Vienna
University, the degree of Doctor in Philosophy was awarded to Mr. John Stuart Mill, M.
P.‘, for Westminster, and Sir Frederick Mur-

chison, president

of the

Geological Society.

Thompson.

.died.__

inst, Mrs. Betsey, wife of Seth B.
Hilborn, Esq., aged 73 years 3 mos.
Funeral to-morrow (Tuesday) afternoon at 2]

days.

aged

Miuiatnre Almanac.Au(ii<l 2H.
rises.
Moon sets. 9,12 PM
Sun sets.6.43 High water.10.26 PM

MA.RI
PORT

Steamer

& Fox.

L
Came.
Sch Aurora, (Br) Pavson, Westport NS—master.
SehThos Dickson, (Br) Maoomber, Windsor NS—

inju-

master.

Sunday, August 97.
ARRIVED.

Steamer Montreal, Liscomb, Boston.
Brig Kennebec, Lilly, Philadelphia.
Soli Delmont, Orr, Georgetown DC.
Sch Christina, Richards, Georgetown DC.
Sch Cherokee, Dodge, Bangor.
mackerel fleet of over 330 sail was off the port on
Saturday, a large portion of which came into port in
the evening for a harbor, and remained over Sunday.
They report mackerel plenty and very fht, but hard
to take. The high prices obtained for these fish this
season will off-set the small three taken.
A

it.

RECOMMENDED AND USED UY THE
MEDICAL AUTHORITY,
5y Ask for Hall's Sicilian Hair Renewer, and
take no other.
R. P. HALL A 0.,
Nashua, N. 11., Proprietors.
For sa'eby all Druggists.
auglosndkwam
IT IS

DISASTERS.
Sch Quickstep, Richardson, at New York from Llngan CB, reports 24th inst, at 10 AM, off Sandy Hook,
was run into by schr Constellation, from Savannah
for New York, cmrying away mainmast, lore rigging
and jibboom, and stove in port bulwarks and stanchions from knight head to fore rigging.

DR. BICKNELL’S VEGETABLE DYSENTERY

SYRUP, contains no opiate or mineral substance.
Very pleasant to the taste, mild in its effect, yet sure,
safe and reliable, and is Warranted to cure Dysentery, Diarrhea, Cholera Morbus, Summer Complaint,
Pain or Cramp in Stomach or Bowels. It is the finest
medicine for children, as well as grown
persons, ever
offe.ed the public, Try it! No cure no pay.
Prepared only by EDWARD SUTTON, Providence
R. I. For sale by Druggists generally.
H. £. HAy, Agent tor Maine.
julyl7dAw2m

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS-cm 15th, barque Palo Alto, Wiley, Galveston,
Below, barque Walter, from Philadelphia.
SAVANNAH—Ax 18th Inst, brig Potomac, Per-

kins,

A-

GEORGETOWN—Cld 24th, schs George Kilbom.
Norwood, Boston: Knight, Romer, New Bedford;

Crosby, Newport.
BALTIMORE—Cld 23d, brig Abbott Lawrence,

Fuller, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 28d, brig Itqska, Rose, to
Port Royal SC; sell Mary Fletcher, Tracey, Boston,
Cld 23d, barque Andes, Bailing, for Portland} sch
Leesburg, Blake, do,
Ar 24th, sch Kendrick Fish, Henderson, Vinalhaven.

Cld 24th, barque Ihos Dallett, Duncan, Laguayra;
schs Warren Blake, Meservey, and E C Johnson, for
Boston; Benj Strong, Brown, Providence.
NEW YORK-Ar 24th, schs
EUcaOfe, Ryder, to
itonaout ior
isoston} C*tb*rtue, Wiloox, Ewtport;
Arcade, Hall, Rockland j Palladium, Ryder, Boston

PBINOB

Will EXTRACT TEETH for the Poor, free of
charge on Saturday afternoon of each week, until
further notice.
Offlce No. 11

Clapp’s Block, Congress

fbr
Ar

Eliz&hethport.

25th, ship Virginia, Delano, Hamburg 42 days;
brigs Three Sisters, Hanna. Menton 52 days; Robin,
Kilfman, Cardenas; Cliimboiazoo,Hatch, Lingan CB
schs Quicksteck, Richardson, do; W R
Genn, Mal-

Si.

Aug. 28—sndlw

den. Boston.

S HE A H I>

TONIC

»

RITTERS.

Laberatory, where,with every facility for manutacturing, and with a stock of the best articles the
English and American markets afford, he Is now prepared to receive orders at the above address or at the
as a

office of his sole authorised agents.
MOOBE & SMITH,
187 Fore

25—snd]m

Cld 25th, ship Hope, Hancock. Mobile; barques
Gemsbok, Andrews, Marseilles; ElUngwdod.Ellimrwood, Cow Bay CB; brig Maria Wheeler, Wheels,
Philadelphia; «£l>« Gertrude, OolweU, Pembroke
Ada Ames, Marston, Boston.
PROVIDENCE—-Ar 25th, schs
Magnolia, Chase,

S

The constantly increasing demand for the abeve
article has Inuuced the Proprietor to lease thy premises on the cognec ol Congress and Chestnut
Streets,

Aug.

Boston.

John H French,

NOTICE.
F.

Franconia, Sherwood, New York—Emery

Barque Lillie M, Clark, Pictou NS—master.
Brig Hattie S Emery, Palmer, Havana—Isaac

FIRST

DK,

Benjamin, IsWsbdro.
CLEARED.

dressing.
use

Street,

Tortlftpd,

Me,

MR. W. UOMERSOL.
To conclude with the screaming three, played by
Mr. and Mrs. Gomernal in London over 1(X) “nights,
and over 3d consecutive nights in Boston, entitled

King Henrv

“r;'w“,V«

Berry

Libby Dan)

Loyd

Brownley Thos
Vvons Tims
BraiUey Jas 1st Me Regt MltoheH Berry a
Baldwin M m for mine VnnMarrlli Beni
B

dSSw*
H for
Bradbury

Msrsh c Spencer Rev
miss.McDermott C V
Mitchell D L
Burroughs \\fX
Moore K D Rey
Brown Wo for mUa Flor-Mitchell G P
eoce Eliii
Mustard G#a F CapL
Buckley Waltor G
Masters Geo F
Campbell Alex
MaeDonal l H R Hon for
Capers Asgood
xnlss Annie Maodona Id
Ldrter A
wm „ «

Mary ft Bugby

Merrill H F F

Clay.Atony

Last

CATHOLIC

Night

7 to 10

Mahony J

Mitchell J 0
for JosMUier John
Me Mann us Marc tan
McrrUlMosesC
Murrv Owen

Ryan
ChesleyChas
Conley ( omelins

FAIR!

&r^,wW
Ctba*

This Monday Eve’ng,

Marshall John L

Curtis Ambrose
Cook & Baker
tascy Cornelius

OF THE

Open from

Aug. 28.

fhaucl^R

MoQwvm Tho,

McKo'jkii»1» w i*’
Now jU Fdwo rd P

Nii.nabr

Crockett Geo Lt
John
C lark J T Jr

p,,ar,lt;TfJB®P^
Carroll John

A BAND OF MUSIC

Timber limits, Saw Mills

NE'VtoRT-Sld 2M

JtVcameoYElwell,

LIMITS, comprising some

;

Spuare

Capital^™

{W®

On

miles

Gormley

llodfty

Arthur 2

mr

Fox st

Draet-\a
Guln
1 B Cant
a

Oonlon Jim B

Harmon Alphens K
Howard Atwood L

Oliver C
Ann

Harding A C
HoeggDA

Thurlow Erastus
Tubev F
Th.)mi*on Frank E
Tliurton Geo H or A
X
Taylor Jas
Thayer L
Tunyer M K
Timelier R p E
Tobev Wm
Usher Danl
Vocille Joseph si, w
Walker
1C *
Waite EC
■

Arcfid fca**8®*

V
Ss11/Augustus
HaUAugustus
Gun

Whitney Lib

..
c.„
C
1

Wilson fedw h
Hunter Euw teth US Inf Whitten E
Hannatord Edov for mrsWeUs Geo w Cv‘
Hattie Hrtumafor l
Wheel icV

with

yL

Geo I T

HSw*

S”*" H 20 M“ *U*‘

Geo

goU^^.^lewM

Hannatord John for mrsW aterhmo^f
Harriet S Mariner
j D
Harrlsim John for Robert Woods
jp

1

t,

virJa*,b fjr

£Saa.

W&*
Weston

Hart John A
J lt for

J

for

mrs

Klixa
„

J'll’11

Ujjfari“

mi«« C Ilar-Webb
Whitten Grin B for FranHacker in,.,.
1>h
cis L Whitten
m
Winslow Roeooe
TG
Wstwter
s Mphen

All the above
Limits, which are now oAbred for
sale, are admirably placed to supply the Mill.

Hairiwot
HaSTi?”

ALSO, WILL BE SOLD,

Hbwtour1

The REAL ESTATE In the CITY OF OTTAWA,
comprising manv of the best situated and most valuable buikliug lots, for business purposes, and resi-

Wilber Thos G

O

Harding Wffi for

h

Whltelaw Wm
MWright Wm Cape E

Francis
Webb W J
Hepburn Wm S
Walker Wm H
Jens Albert M
Whltnev Windsor J
Johnson Edwin L
Watrnan Jus E
Jones John
SHIP LETTERS.
Hicks Benj seh Forest Homo
do
Hiaka John l>
Wesoott Capt sch Iitabo
Martha May
vessel
Rev
I
S
Spalding
M arker Ilobt bark Minnie Gordon
Fisher Jabes B sch Mary Johnson
Carstalrs Tlws A Ifoy nicer US ship Mar leu
Kennlston Jo«R sch Massachusetts
Stillman T R CMS Pawtuxet
Howes Francis sch Palmetto State
do
Howes Cyrus
do
Snow Christopher C
Owners seh Star Light
Day E H Capt sch Texas.
A. T. DOLE,
Postmaster.

dences.
The Terms will be libera!, and made known at time
of sale.
Plans of the above Properties can be seen, and farther information obtained,
In Montrael, from HENRY McKAY, 1 Merrhanh**
Exchange Court.
In Ottawa, from WM. R. THISTLE.
lB
«

^JTQ^SLcattnaa^

JOHN PORAN, Esq
aug28.13w

4,13*_
Copartnershipr

Dissolution of

between

*’•

UOLuMKS & CO.,
?■ tWb day dissolved by mutual consent.
C. F. HOLMES.
A. K. HABlfoN,
The business will be continued
by

Ported, Aug *Sd,

1888.

6. F. HOLMES.

aug28dlw*

House Wanted.
A modern built House or Tenement suitable
and
#>r a small flunily.
Locality respectable
Oct. 1st, and
Posses-doja So be
Address Box
much earlier

feii;
^iUJapteasant.

given

tyj

Wanted—Agents.
*°
of tin
r/hU'tSUJ
l*“,va“ *»
“tfen-l to
lii iiubllc^ T ,Qfl?
“C. "**prBook»
*“ “oeklng
tUtablo employment
j ,“!£????• T'1 °‘rered
*°make “°D«rAgen “££
i,ifc££
"-me
l’v‘,r

,

*>5<»

Coat ^fakers
ermA-ynuiit ami the highest

ttnd constant
CAN
wages,
J. E. FEKNALD
at

A SON'S.
87 Mi«IUle St.

to

Kor term. an,l
tam',>

UOO

Per

Month.

add™.
territory,
WSJ. HR
1*. O. Box

A

August 2S~d*w2w*

15^l,^Pert-

possible.

Custom

Aug 28—illw

.n

Shappv Kufus
Small Wm Car* E
Stetson W I
S mthone W:,Ul« p
8sllon Wm Paymaster
n aat®r u
IT
SN

O

Garuiner J L Lt
Graham J H principal

Logs*

is

Capt

Graflhm Clement E 2
OataEdmund

IS®

C*

f"r
Ba^tuart
Rico Wm A

Fitapatnck John
Flint L B
Fletcher Wm

TO BE SOLD.
SAW MILIA" situated at the
h
Lake, ittawa River, om» of the
i'uuj't-suo
moft extensive
Mills in the Country, and §a placed ns
to command the entire Ottawa and
all its tributaries
* SOttrC€
which 80 draw supplies of
Savv

copartnership heretofore existing*
r!*L
the undersigned under the
tirtnof

So7BwSSl <j
Robert

weo
PVyd
Jeremiah
Fynn John

AiSQ,

from

Ran tall Grin W

Robins

Daniels S'„th B
Russell W A
Df®r wrn W for B. F WU-Spanlding Albert
CapeE 2
Snow Ab ram
EUla IB for Sami I. HaU Smith F
Augustus
Enton Nathl for mrs M KSnow 1 reernan
Eaton2
Stapl Horace M
Sydney John
52*“ Wm 2
Sf*
Soruerby Joseph P 3
Fuller A G master
Sruith Jus H
liUmoreA rthur N
Skidds John Jr
French EW
Shores I.
Eredriek Mr for NelUe KSnow M D

the above Limit, there are in store
I’ork, Hour,
and Oraln and other extensive
next Winter's
operations,which
wui *» -

guebec,
August

Bev

Dwoliey N B

Dyer

Horses, Oxen, Hay
supplies requisite for

In

Boss Jos
9th Mo Regt
gf^l J<»J late
“
Richter
F William
Robinson J U In

Denett

toe'S

embracing an area of some 216 square
Finn Saw-MTU, Timber Slides, Ac!

1

nUmn't John
iJL
rivvc?!0! b AA T
beWUde

Miles

ST^CltV

York,

tached to any dress,

Hundred

The moat favorably placed of any on the Ottawa, and
worthy the attentfoi of
aTa
ti°n ha* been held In reserve and never cut
1
upon,
comprising as follows:—
Ihe HUNNEWELL and BEAK CREEK LIMITS, having a frontage on the Ottawa of Iburteen
mile., and an arear ofseventy square miles.
OK BOOM CREEK LIMITS, No. 314
^
aild
$15, of 1863 and *64, described to extend ten
milas up on the course of the River St.
Cry, with a
depth of live miles on each side.
POUSSIN CREEK OR SHEERWAV LIMITS.
Lioensea 327 and 328 of 1863 and 'ttt, deecribed aa a
block ten miles square, commencing three miles East
from the mouth of the Creek on the Dnraoine River
and extending East ten miles,
No. 321 of 1863 and *65. on the West
^LICENSE
Branch of the River Dumloine, described as extendEast
ing
ten miles.
LICENSE No. 324 of 1363 and ’64, on the West
Branch of the River Dumotne, described as extending up the Stream tan miles, with a depth of four
miles on the North-East side—an area or 44 houart
^
miles,
The DUMOINE LIMITS, comitrising Seven in
nnmber.-No*. 323, 326, 328, 322, '326, 96, aud 330, of
1363 and ’64. co umenclng about aeven miles from
the
Ottawa, and extending on a strait course up the River some 28 milee, with a varying depth of
about 5
miles on each side of the River—comprising an area of
225 square miles.
The LITTLE 8PNNCHKRE LIMITS, Six in
number,-Nos, 76, 76 77, 78, 79, and 86, of 1862 and
’83, extending from Cuctaata Lake to the Source of
the Little Donnchera, a distance of about 26 miles
the depth on each side varying from 6 to 8
mllei, and

chard, Bangor.

C(d 6th, sell Dietin' Pray, Philadelphia.
Ar 26th, schs JB Know os, Kallock, Flores; Marietta, Hall, New York; E R’chai dson, Thompson
Philadelphia; Boston, Haskell, Calais; Cyprus Colo
Harrington; Henry Alfred, PreblejMillbiidge; Elizabeth, Higgins, Ellsworth; Columbia, Colbv ^
■’ *> Bangor; Charlotte Ann, Andry^ Auckland.
Below rnh, ;bhi
New Orleans;
Iropi
MjWaStfsr,
barque ( ivthan.TtOm Philadelphia; brigs LT Knight,
Nancy N Locke, and Gen Marshall.
Chi 26th, ship Lluie Moses, Austin, St John NB;

ThiaVi

by Public Auction in the CITY oF OTTAon WEDNESDAY, the 20th
SEPTEMBER
“K™ foUowin« extensive and valuable TIMBER
fer

BOSTON—Ar 2»th, schs N Berry, Munson, from
Machine; Texas, Day, Portland; (landy, Wum, ftp

Nonpariel Patent Skirt Elevators,
For looping up Ladies' Dresses in graceful fold. The
gjostconygnisnta^tlclnnlndy ^qsc, Cun he at-

ESTATE of tho late

WA,

aeh*

Jas BHw, Hatch, Philadelphia for Bangor; Sarah GartUnfcr, Teel, fin .lo for
Gardiner; Wm Crawford, Haskell, do for WSwhury,
port: Nod Sumter, Hall, Bangor
TW1 Hirer.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar Mth!
Ellsabcthport for Portland; Gentile, Henderson, do
lor Portsmouth;
Harriet, Wiggtna, do lor Bnekaport;
John & Frank, Fowler, do tor Haverhill; Victory,
Harris, Calais for New Haven; Hampton, Nye, Bangor for New Bedford.
Ar 26th, schs J C Calhoun, Peace, ftn Portland for
Richmond; Willie Perry, Perry. Baugo.1 fop N York J
Diadem, Blanohard, do for Now Bed lord,
Sid, aoha Hattie Ho**, Juliet, Russell, Cameo, HarI r|eti and Dlitdern.
NEW BEBPORD—Ar 25th, sch Diadem, Blan-

Estate 1

THE
Ea<!*> deceased, with a view oi
4 JOPIL5QAN»
olosing the Trust, (of this, ouo of the largest Lumbering establishments in Canada) have determined to of-

Eight

Pen we A S

p,x>l* Calvin tor mb. H
Liziio Poolo
Crockett Jas H
Potnlow Chas H
P(,weU
E N Hon
^
Caatollo John
Peabody Francis
a
Pierce Frank
C°*hf'?
Cota Oliver
PoweU Geo W for mrs
Caw P
Ruth R Nickerson
Cornier S B
Procter Harry
CaldweUSeth Jr for E DPutnam Lyman t>
Cassell
Pierce L H Lt Col
Connelly Thoe for StephenPbelan Michl 2
Curran
Plummer & Cole 2
Tho*
Petherlck Thea
Chadwick Thos Washing-Perkins Wm for miss
Matonst
ria Perkins
Cates Wm
Quinn Jas
Douglass Alex D
Ricker D B
Robbins Danl H Oapt
Davis
Reoord
E A
JMvisChasG
Davenport PC
KmuipU |i'ri..i
Donning Geo W
Kicker Freeman A
Darlinw J T
Robinson Jas

IMPORTANT SALE

Sevan to

Penney Audita

?^Jon‘hh
Cooney John

aug38.Ui

TRUSTEES of the

C O

Kelsoude.1 M
ttewhall if a
Nichols Capt UMN
Nickerson Wm

Corlijw

Will be in attendance.

U 3

V 61

»OC

8
PhTi£r*S,aln
Cook Geo if
060
c
C,^a‘,1^ourn
Chalfhnt Geo A

o'clock.

***»

"rzi™

cSe^r18

S3f~ SU Tickets #1,00,

Real

Goo <)

Lewis Ueo Rey
Little H H
Lambert John H
Long John
Lebroke J H
Lang John V.
Llbbv Jud.. oa-jt
P
Leavitt Jus L
jas Wash’n st
fanden
Lawrence da*
Lovefoy J. M
Loribard N for
Mmrv
,or
Mary
..dd ‘,iN

H

SI^?,^.

F

Libby Edwin K Capo F
Leuke Egbert
Lunl E C D for mrs Sm ah
S Lant

Ira

r,°hn
BangBlSCol
Barnard John E
Barber Robert
Butler Richard

Chairs, 78 cents.
Parquette, 89 cents.
Gallery, 3) cents.
The sale ol seats will commence at the Ticket Office
at the Hall, Tuesday morning at It, o'clock.
Doors open at 7, to comments at 8 o’clock.
aatfMSt

Positively

P

Wm

Baker J W
Bartlett Jas B 2

During the Piece the fallowing Hongs, nets and
danoes will be intro, hiced by M
AND MRS. UOMERSAL:—Don't you remember Peter the day—
When a little Farm we k.K‘j>—1 111 my heart goes Pil
a Pat.
This duet was song nightiv by Mr. and Mrs.
Oomersol at the Boston Tlimter, during a run of six
weeks of the “Maid Queen” and never rataeed a treble encore.

Kafy Jobn

Lllchiield A Fred

Bnttincton Ira

MRS. W. UOMERSOL.

Kenney t hus B
Kennard Eugene
Kinsman Geo

Kul?ht Leonard
Rerieaii

Bishop Henry W Jr
Berry Henn- A

Mr. and Mrs. Peter White!

Baltimore^ Jotm^lcAdam, Pierson, (>;Y“, Senator!

1

TRIOS. TWESTT.Firg CT8- A SET.
For sale at the NEW YORK SKIRT and CORSET
STORE, 26 Market Square, Portland.
GEORGE ANDERSON, Agent.
Sent by mail on receipt of price.
The Trade supplied.
au£lltn d4w

._

Blalsdell Bradford W
Boultenhonse Bedford

Edw F
Bond Edwin F Sergt
Bedlow O S
Berry O P
Brower Geo V
Blake Ueo H Agent

panies herself on the drum.
a Peasant.

D
it

oeweftVCm"

Baney

GU1LLOT,

PORTLAND.

Huntley,

Order Town Com.

young, should fall to

OP

Sch Connecticut, Carle, EUrabetbport.
Sch Cameo, Elwell, Elizabetliport.
fich Loader. Doane, Elizabethport.
Sch Bramhall, Sawyer, Boston.
Sch Olive Branch, Reed, Boston.
Sch Jerusha Baker, Barberick, Boston.
Sch Sarah B Harris,
Machine,
Sch Preference, Thurston. Trcmout.

in said

hair

NE~NEWS

Saturday, August 96.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Forest City, Donavan, Boston.
Sch Star of the Sea, (Br) Tower, Jogs*inn NS.
Sch R ltaynes, (Br) Blown, Digby NS.
Sch Hattie Ross, Poland, Philadelphia.
Sch W H Mitchell, Colq, Philadelphia.

Sch Egret,

or

Jordan
Jo'nes \yifi

Baker Chaa H
Beattie 0 W
Barnes C
Bowdotn Edw

With the following song*: Auk me not why—The
Uatiteenecr—Song or tho Rogimeut—Franco, oh my
Country—and the Rataplan—in which she accom-

«.
* r„
C°

Johiwon sTV
Jewett Sam) 2

BaU ( has H
H

MRS. W. GOMERSAL.

Bi’.iini,

Jeffers

Sami H

...

Sun

it will keep the hair from falling out.
It cleanses the scalp and makes the
hairjsoft, lustrous and silken.

splendid

performance will commence with the boautJIhl
operatic drama by Buckst.me, entitled

CHILD OF THE REGIMENT!

—

it iru.L restore gray hair to its original COLOR,

a

Anthony

PETER WHITE,

Sami mra

GENTLEMEN S LIST.
B 2
Johnnn <S ?'arsb.n
Jordan *Tas n

Allen Sami
Arnold S&Ce
Baker Augustus 2d

MRS.

ru

Eugene

Wednesday Evening,

TICKETS TWENTY-FIVE CENTS.

JOG GINS N S.
Soli Star of the Sea
110 tons
5 cords wood, 4 bbis shad, to Thomas
Weston.
DIOBY NS. Sch It Haines —30 cords wood, 250
atls fish, 162 bbls herring, 9 bbls oil, 4 bbls herring, to
S F Randall.

Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renew*
has proved itself to be the most perfect
prepar itio for the hair eror offered to the public.

No person, old

Adams
Austin

Wednesday k Thursday, Aug. 30 k 31

JOSEPHINE,

n •»,

Stiver JlLgSv

Harney Mary

Company !

Frank A Lt
Appleton Gardner
Atkinson J P
Andrews .Jolin R

The

Suitor >1

JA

Boatou Theatre*,

the

Liztio

Tlieeban Thos mrs
Woodbury A melM
F J
Henderson E
Wheeler Andrew mra
Howard Fannie
Ward Emma A
Hav Helen H
Walker Elizabeth
Harris Jane mra
Williams LIzzteN
Harmon Jane mrs
Wright F-dnab 3
Hanson Ju Ua inrs
Waldr >n (dour Me
Hanloy Johanns P R mrs Warren Ira mrs
Uannalurd Louisa
Wilson Martha
Haleron Margaret
Whitney Mnry E
Holmes Marcus mrs
Webber Kosaua A.

Gomersal,

Stock

Small E H
Sunburn E O

Sherwood Lizzie

grindstones,

Town, on Tuesday, the
29th inst, at 5 o'clock P, M„ to nominate a candidate
for Representative to the Legislature.

It is

Wm.

RundettMary J
Bogota Ro/Jlla F

Tabor

Gomersal

BUFFO COMEDIAN, SINGER AND DANCER!
assisted by a

IMPORTS.

Union voters ol Scarboroare requested to meet

no

I

residence,"No.

o’clock from her late
15 Green street.
In Dixfleld, Aug 4, Mrs Jennie, wife of Walker
Brackett, Jr, agod 25 years 6 months.
In Dlxflekl, Aug 11, Geo B, son of Walker Brackett, aged 10 months 10
In Auburn, Aug 24, Helen A, daughter of A J and
A P Verrill, aged 17 years 8 months.
In Saco, Aug 18, Mrs Hannah Merrill, aged 70
yrs.
I11 Biddofbrd, Aug 20, Mv Michael Shute,
85
resident of Buxton and a sol pier of
years 8
the war of 1812.
In Biddeford, Aug 3, Ida C,
daughter of Wm M
and Lydia Dow, aged 13 years 2 months.

references the

It is a vegetable compound, and contains
rious properties whatever.

Mr.

arro

Pattern m l{ vaa
RackUff Ann
Kobberts V
Mines Kate
Ralcllff Francis E
Ramsey Harriet
Rush Ma,- 'i. f-

Sheehan Margaret
F arrer John A mrs
Sampson Win mra
Ureenlaw Nelly
Terry Lizzie
UreaalawBlcliard ■raJIDTavl.m Elizabeth

Comedy nud Soiifi,

of

“ary

Pogg Hattie mrz
Fkyd Henrietta mra

Orchestra

for interment.
In this city, 27th

days—a

™

mrs
mrs

f
Fletcher Addle

ADMISSION,

In this city, Aug 26, at the residence of Geo H Holden, Fred H Lawton, member of Co B, 30th Me Reg,
and formerly of a member of the 26th Me Reg, aged
about 22 years. His remains were taken to Sedgwick

er

tr-A very malignant type of dySautt ry
resembling cholera, is prevailing in Troy, and
other portions of eastern New York,
The patient seems at once struak with the pallor of
death—his skin blue and cold, andj pulse almost gone. Several cases have provfed total,
fcj2"Tiie mechanics, clerks, and laborers of

IIRIEP.

Bewail.
In Biddetord. Aug 21, William A Foss and Lizzie
Tarbox.
In Brunswick, Aug 20, Robert N Hunter and Mary

Notice.

Aug 23—d&wtd

9M

B

taudish, Aug. 23, 1866.—aug24tf.

Per

1131

V91

Standish.

_

20
89
96

In Mt
non, Aug 6, George M Park, of Dixiield,
and Iso-lore A Hawes, of Rea: 111 eld.
In Bath, Aug 22. Ferdinand Haven and Sarah E
Sheldon, both of Wise asset.
In Bgth, Aug 22, Isaac Oney and Miss Maria C

The Republicans and Union men of Standish are
requested to meet at the Town House, in said
town, on Saturday, the second day ol September
next, at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, to nominate a
Candidate for Representative to the Legislature.
Per Order ol Union Towm Committee.

House,

64]

Bangor City Sixes, 1874. 93]
Portland City Sixes, 1870. 93$

following names:—
Surgeon J. H, Kimball, Bridgton,
Chaplain Geo, C, Cuawford, Readfieid,
of the 31st Maine Vols.
aug7sn4w*

The

91

[By Hensliaw & Brother.]
Hill Manufacturing Company.
153]
Pepperell Manufacturing Company...1030

_YTA

Cplberu

Erwta Margaret

stage Mager.

...

Wm.

The (^ncen

33]

Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens....
Vermont Central R R First Mortgage Bonds..
Eastern Railroad..

Boston and Maine Railroad.
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth|Railroad.

Richard mra
Edgcomb B M mra
Eetea
mrs
EdworiU Larina F mra

GREAT COWHC ARTISTS I

From

j

_

L

Daria B Larina

144

small.
.A104#
..'
97

Ten-fbrties..

Parker

mra

Doakersley Mary

THE-

Talented

Boston Stock List*
the Brokers Board, Aug. 26.

Ogdensburg Second Mortgage Bonds.
Ogdensburg First Mortgage Bonds.
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds.

U. S. War Claim Agents for Blaine,

at the Town

may25snd6m

United States Coupons,...
143]
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,.. 1074
United States 7 3-lOths Loan, 1st series. 99}
do
2d series..
9N
do
small. 99)
United States Five-twenties, old. 1062

was

were

City.

P

Maria
Dalton M L inn
Dunn

AND

American Gold.

HARMON £ SAWYER,

&^"The office

ta,

at

in the

uirz

lOauihy Hannah

Day Lavlna

Manager.

....

No. 00 Middle Street, Portland.
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Card Photographs at Three Dollars

V

Dunlap Emiua

Dyer Nul9e E

Positively Only Two Nights !

PHOTO OKA P HE B,

dozen,—the

Decker Eliza T
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Carlisle Sarah E
Carter Sarah L
Chase miss
l >r ink water Abbie mrs
Dresser Annie A
Dodge Annie
Demock Bessie M mrs

Dyer Elizabeth

Susan fc

Smart Sarah care of mrs I
Nichols
lialstea.I Sula Halstead
Nellie care of mrs 1 W
Noble
Noyes L M
Nichols Margaret
Procter Adeline
Pye Ann
Parker Charlotte
Piugree Elizabeth
Parsons Jaa <> mra
Paine Jennie
Pike Jennie
Pike Jeremiah

mra

Chase Silas

DEKRING HA LL.

juneSldlyr

Exchange Street.

as

dee2i)tf.

manor.

...

Moxvry

mrs

Dunlap

THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal
demand, is made from the choicest materials, is
mild and emollient in its nature, fragrantly scented,
and extremely beneficial in its act upon the s>in*
For tale by all Druyyists and Fancy Good?t Dealers.

letter.

tSf“The Popham celebration coiues oil’ tomorrow.
Air excellent oration, worth going
fifty miles to hear, will he delivered by Hon. J.
W. Patterson of Hanover, N. H, The steamers

done in the best

Larrabee A L
C

Libby Abbie
Long Annie

mrs

Lydia

Clements

uuc.

New

Portland, Me.

Street,

Keunedy Itosy

mrs

Cole Mary B mrs
ChaxnbevlainMarthaP

from London tor New York.
Aug 18, lat 25 33, Ion 70 19, wan passed brig Star Of
Faith, from Mobile for New York, 12 days out.

GALLLERY,

mrs

Jones Louisa mrs
Jackson L A mrs
Joy Nancy it

r>

SPOKEN.
Aug 6, lat 45, Ion 35, ship Vlllaftanea, Anderson,

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!

Aug. 23d—3neodlm

Volunteers, and offers

CO.,

ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,
No. 80 Middle

721,593 54

to

fe

mrs

Crockett Katie mrs
Murry Mary
CavmtUra H mrs
McAtulrcws uirs
Cummiug.4 Harrieil LucyMcKeunon Margaret

Gardena* i/th inst, brig* Caroline Eddy, Kent,
New York.
Ar at Cow Bay OB 12th inst, barque J E Holbrook,
Brown, New York.
1m port 10th iust, barque Winslow, Nichols, for
Now York.

P O KTLAND

JOHN E. DOW & SON. Agents,

give their exclusive attention

CUSTIS

CHARLES

mrs

Lee Cora
Bailey Jenny A
Lowls iioioa E
Bunker Jobu mrs
Bee man Lucy Ann
L-incastor V A
Merrill Annie
Berry Martha A uirs
Moore Kate >1
Burgess Melissa
Bean Itoel A
Meahan Ellen
Merrill Frank Cvpe E
Bo we Sarah mrs
Milliken Frances
Bust-11 Susan M mrs
Chamberlin Charlie O mrsMarstou Harriet
Morse Jane
Carney C mrs
Merrill J mrs
Couway Kale
Mitchell Morv A
Crabtree E W nirs
f'.o .V
U
VI I>Vwm.u.
Y«
ft
mrs
K
McPhonm.u
Coock
>1 A

Ar at

WHOLESALE AGENTS lor the STATE ot MAIN E,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.
July 22—sndtf

Thus making a net increase of assets for
*«•*» ot
$1,005,217 43
During the year ending December 31,1864, the Company issued 4,905 new policies, insuring the aggregate
amount of $13,147,558. This is just as
many policies
as would have taken a
Company three or four years
to have accomplished a few
Such it the
years ago.
progress that Lite Insuranoe is making at the present
day. (The feet is, excepting Government contracts
for furnishing Army and Navy
supplies, we know of
no business that has flourished so
prosperously during the past four years of war at t.hp j Jfa insurance.)
The New York Life Insurance
Company, we are
pleased to see, has got a feir share of the spoils.
The Trustees have declared a scrip dividend of fifty
per cent, upon all participating life policies.
They
have directed the payment of the fifth Mid final Installment of twenty per cent, on dividends of 1850 to
1860, inclusive, and and the redemption in ftill of those
declared in 1661 and 1862,
Policies subject to notes will be credited with the
dividends on the settlement of next premium.
We trust the future will prove as successful as the
past.
The officers are: Morris Franklin, President} Isaac
C. Kendall, Vice-President) William H. Beers, Actuary j Theo. M. Banta, Cashier.

Will

liams,

-BY-

«ross assets for the year,
$3,658,T55 55
year the assets on January 1, 1864, 2,653,537 if2

9(P

FIFTY CENTS.

Jordan Dennis

mrs

Burnham Ira K

Guam Mab, (Br)

For salo at

disaster and ruin in the future. Hence the perpetual vigilance and supervision exercised by State officials over our Life Insurance Company’s operations.
In this connectiop we are pleased to
say that the officers of the New York Life are well tried and
experienced underwriters; and il any of the policyholders are unacquainted with them,
they have only to
iconsult the file of this magazine to satisfy their curios
VThe amount of assets heldson January
1> *364,
$2,663,337 92
Amount of premiums,
endowments,annuities, and Interest received and
accrued, including premiums on
gold, etc., etc., during the year 1864, 1,729,811 17

Bonks H B

Bartlett, WSi
Portland, taken ui» at 6 1 75 per bo*»: Ch*
bdwin, Brooks, ior Philadelphia; brigs W H Harris.
Lard, for Philadelphia, Mg; Haktoe, (Br) Davidson,
for Portland; Violet,
Oxnard, for do.
Sid 9th, barque Henry P
Lord, Bibber, Boston.
At Matanzas 18th inst, barques
Speedwell, Dixon,
ind C B Hamilton, Adie, for Boston,
Mg; Welkin,
Blanchard, for Cork, do; brig Rio Grande, Wil-

HAIR.

A L

L

Irvin Lizzie uro
Johnson Carrie

Bsrker Abby O
Barbour Clementine
Bond Lis tie A
Barbour Mellie if
Byrou Ellon mrs

Gunn.annmo 20th nit, barque O W Riwevelt
Jago.
7tt> *■**• brig Proteus, Mahoney.
!?r<lue Wj Hill.Kirby, Cam peachy.
Sid 7th ^-i1’
brig Tempest,
Wilson, Boston.
lnst_’ ®*4f Urona. Bruce, Baltimore.
ci!i 4tli, barque
Sla
La Oiguena, New York.

Wholesale and Retail,

depend upon the men and the method they
secure to its policyholders
protection against

Billing*

Herriman, Sf

LIFE !

BEAUTIFYING,
THE

M“fCUr}'' S4"4*"*. «*
B IMasinore, Foster

W

27411 ult’ "k ^“^rn, Herriman
3iVk^Tkal,nea
Ar Bt

-for-

DRESSING

ittth nit, ship

Hooper Susan

3

mrs

Alien Hany inn
Archibald ltebecca

IVrrk!**’

Magical Preparation

RESTORING,

LADIES’ LIST

Horn

Cliluchas,(and sailed for Germany); Mth.Et Dorado'
Sweoksor, do (and sailed loth for England); 21st,
rtmteel, Madmit, do, (and *U 22d for Spain); Chapin
HalU do, (and sailed 24th lor Germany); 22d, Thomas
LOTd, PreWe, do, (and sailed 21ith lor Spain.)
In port 2Sth, ships II B
Wright. Park, for Mel“ 294,1
0cw>,a' Bennett, from Clilnohae for

GEORGE M* HOWE*
Arp, 112 Middle Street.

HAITI

Port-

UauY

At at Callao

junc7sn3m

ever

to

of

give

Aiud. Albania

mens.

Our readers have long since become acquainted
with the New York Lift Insurance Company, and
been made somewhat familiar with the character of
tho men who conduct its affairs. If insurance journalism did no more for the profession than this, its
services are surely worth all that they cost. For we
hold, after all that has been said and written on the
subject, that it is the men who make the Company,
and this making may either prove successftil or disastrous, according to the fashioning of the workmen.
This is peculiarly so with regard to Life Insurance institutions. A knowledge of the men, therefore, gives
us on insight into the workings, conduct, and management of the Company. A large capital, with

13?" To obtain any of these letters, the appUcgut
must «ali for “Mmrtiud lettrrt,"
the date of
this list, ami p;y TWO CENTS for advertising.
within
one
for
ttONTii, they w ill
or if not called
be sent to the Dead Letter Office.

ylartl“.Credifurd.

FOEE16S PORTS.

Copying and Enlarging pictures tliis process is
particularly adapted.
Parsons can obtain a belter picture for the same
price than by the old process.
Exhibition Rooms open at all hours of the day.—
The public are invited to call and examine speci-

Beport far January 1.1865.

^

BA?y?PETAr 2Bth> sclls Rtenzi, Crockett
land; Eliza Anu, Condon, Boston.
A1 ***• BcL
Ma4a*>*»», Hamilton,
Por

Letters Remaining: Unclaimed
TN THE POST OFFICE AT POBTLAND, Htue
1 of Maine, 28tli (lay of August, 1885.

Melroseffimitil, Bangur; MarSul’cr^dif rd"

and
Boston lor Kemwbunk.

can,

For

New York Life Insurance Comp’yAnnual

a

dacail. Its advantages being to produce a clear picture, with more brilliancy of tone, and less liable to
lade.

U. S. Insurance Gazette.]

the

Photography}

P H OTOCf it A P n s.
Which Is superior to anything ever before im.ro-

PER ORDER OF COMMITTEE.

Portland, Aug. 23,

Bangor Historical Society.

Boston in their bireli canoes from time

the

If the weather

were

We confess while listening to it, our sympathies were deeply excited for a few persons

we

and say it is not so, though
all the while.

This brief record of his life shows no
paltry
accomplished, but in a just estimate of
iim, we cannot forget that his finest powers

it

perfume of

gone,

rfcsult

even

statement

The subscriber would c:UI public attention to
New and Original process for making

in the

—

that time remained on bourd the Vincennes
ill Tuesday of last week, when he settled his

ed.

The

NESDAY, 30th in8t., (if pleasant) leaving
steamer Gazelle, at 9 o'clock.
£27“ TICKETS to be had at the Whaif

--—.

resign.
spring of 1802, having partly recovaro 1, lie accepted the
appointment of A. A.
Paymaster in the Navy, and war assigned to
the IT. S. Steamer Wdmsutta, then
forming
part of the blockading squadron off the coasts
ofSouth Carolina and Georgia. In the spring
oflSO'i he was transferred to the sloop of war,
Vincennes, stationed at Ship Island, and from

portion of the Union men of the country, but
it would, if published, be regarded as a noble
contribution to the loyal cause; not because
of its exact soundness in all respects, hut for
its general soundness, its elevated tone, and
the simple, hearty and unquestioned honesty
of the heart and head from which it proceed-

GOV. OU.NT AMD THE 30th

drink the delicious

In the

would be ranked as number one among the
speeches upon the issue of the hour. Some of
its doctrines would not he

land.

53?" The Bangor Whig says, “a trip from
We feel the spray of1
Niagara on our brows, and awe and solemnity Portland to Bangor in a row-boat cannot be a
steal over us; we hear the choral of the sing- very wonderful feat. Onr'Native Americans’
hare coasted the Whole shore from
Quoddy to
ing pines and birds upon the mountains; and

to

was no

loyal political assembly,

A New Dineouem in

New Advertisements.

sssr&isrftt»'
iBSffi*15* 5ft*r JSLte;

PHOTOGRAPHS!

IMPERIAL

Ill© members and invited friend© of the Gymnastic tfaion will make their Island Excursion on WED-

these favorite retreats.

violent attack of the disease which was already laying its hand upon his life forced him

have no room for further remarks.

or

commonplace

of

enjoyment.
So we—who live in attics, and who stay in
atties, through all the glory and splendor of the
ummer-time—flourish a palm-leaf lan, read
the papers, and let imagination lead us to all

iad a right to rely more confidently upon the
opening promise of the future.
In the Gill after h s graduation lie taught
die High School at Gardiner, Maine, but a

droxvsiness during the delivery of that discourse. Jts honesty
and fidelity no one could doubt. The taste or
judgment which suggests such a discourse, for
We
such an occasion, may he questional.
confess we seriously quesion it; not from any
hostility to the subject matter of the discourse,
for, with few exceptions, it was, to our judgment, sound, sensible and exactly right. Our
doubts would be founded simply on the “fitness of things,” and the proprieties of the occasion.
In the City Hall, before a Union State Con-

vention,

merest

iu the Senior year was emoted orator of the
Poucmiun Society. It seomed that no person

Democratic

Conventions for resolving against negro suffrage, and Republican Conventions for hesitat
ing to come out s. mare-edged in favor of it.
The shoddy needed to be taken out of both,
When tills is done the press will be free, the
pulpit will be emancipated, the preacher wiU
be able to pray for God’s poor without danger
to bis living.
But

whose

And “Tom” writes prose pastorals, beside
which Curtis’ “Lotus Eating” fades into the

no

—--—

The speaker said it was a burning shame to
force the loyal blacks to the front in xvar and
to the rear in peace; to force the heroic Robert Small back to the plantation and alioxv the
Keitts and the Iihetts to control the ballot box

Suffice it to say there

Excursion.

immegardens of rial. Penobscot
PENSIONS, BOUNTIES, ARREARS OF PAY,
Indians are now killing porNature; we stroll upon the sands of Newport
PRIZE MONEY, LOST CLOTHING, <&c.
poises off Portland harbor in these same
and
and
feel
unless
the
ocean breeze upon
Nahant,
ter,
they are prepared to defend the act
canoes,”
Officers’ Accounts with the Ordnance, Quartermasour hair;—or is it the palm-leaf fan ?
and beau' its full responsibility.
6^" The Bangor Whig, very wisely we thihk, ters and Treasury Departments adjusted and settled,
!
We sigh, of course, alighting from our wan- declines to
publish communications in favor of and certificates of non indebtedness obtained.
hut we know that, by and by, and upholding the
dering
Pegasus,
bolting jnovemeut in Han- Terms reasonable.
SAMUEL JOftDAN.
the patient and the true, who live in
No Charges unless successful.
attiesi, cock County.
The announcement of the death of Samuel
All advice and information free.
aud toil in the
of duty, shall
if" l’he Journal says that Samuel
If
highways
dusty
Jordan of Poland, Paymaster, U. S. Navy, fills
Haley,
Office No. 88 Exchange Street, Jose Block, (old
rest in Everlasting Gardens, whoso beauty
Esq., of Lowastvn, has raised thus tons of hay stand
of Bradford <& Harmon).
many hearts In this community with unfeignfrom one acre of laud this
aud grandeur and loveliness, not even all these
Z. K. HARMON,
year-. First crop
ad sorrow. Upon a wide circle of schoolmates
W. S. SAWYER.
two and a half tons; second
summer tourists can conceive.
crop one and a
Referenced
Hou. Wu, P. Fessenden. U. S
and college friends, of officers and sailors who
half tons.
Hon.
Samuel
Senator;
Cony, Governor of Maine;
Notwithstanding picnic parties prevail to a
Hon. Israel Washburn, Jr., Collector of Customs;
shared his companionship on ship-board, and
S2F”TI»e editor of the Portland Advertiser Rt. Rev.
wonderful extent, and sea-bathing is as deDavid W. Bacon, Bishop of the Diocese of
has got water on the brain.
of men of whatever profession who had met
Portland.
If the municipal
dghtful as ever, we are glad to see a lire on fathers of that
m*yl6d&wtf
aim in any of the various relations which he
seaside town were afflicted in
the hearth at evening—or rather in the stove,
the same way, we think it would be better for
sustained, the blow falls heavily.
we haw* no hearths here—and shivering men
aU concerned. Portland should at once
Notice.
Mr. Jordan was a graduate of liowdoiu, of
proare anxiously inquiring the prices of fur colvide herself with sweet fresh water, good to
Persons who have lost frien.ls in the army, and are
the class of 1881. Hi3 course at College won
lars and overcoats; and the ice half an inch
drink and good to wash one’s seif
with, and in desirous to receive their remains, can learn all the
aim a high place in the regard of all who knew
thick on Ifft. Washington.
quantity
sufficient to answer the demands of particulars as to the best mode ot removing them, the
lim, and left him at its close, as scholar and
expense, &e„ by writing to R. SMITH, Hanover,
all steam manufacturing
It seems as if summer suddenly went out in
purposes. If she does Maine.
nan, without a superior there. He was a favthat one fiery flash of garish brightness—so not take up the water march soon, Lewiston
Mr. Smith has Just returned with the 31st Regiorite and leader in his class and in College, and
will be ahead of her.—[Lewiston Journal.
ment Maine
suddenly that we will not believe it is

rights.

Northern

one

and loveliness in the “Isle of Shoals.”

i.i that county; aod.wo Jrustthey will not
persist in a course Which can result only in disas-

bodio^

He was severe on

our

matter what their motives, or how
yure thoir intentions, that the Union men ol
-lie State l'eel that they will be
responsible for
w,la lever of injury comes to the Union cause

up for the benefit
large
of the poor, both black and white. The loyal
blacks should be organized into military
and be empoxvered by their votes and tlieii

and fix his

honeymoon has not yet
begun to wane, see3 only beauty and grandeur

Our friends in that county who feel aggrieved, ami whose grievances have been expressed
in this discordant nomination, may rest as-

being divided

own

While

and for the

sured,

ter, the report was well calculated to make the
most unfavorable itnpressidm, which was
precisely what was aimed at by those who prompted the examination. V):
;
ff:
The Rockland Owmoemt says John
Thomas of Bangor, waa arrested on the circus
ground in that eitv, on Thursday, in the a«t of
picking the pocket of Oliver Itaokliff of Rock-

1S00 X.”

friends, therefore, iu the
good of a common cause
.hat is dear to us all, to suspend
indefinitely
.heir divisions, and with one heart give a united and
elpciciU support to the foy^.1 ^ause ol
the State and nation.

the reasonable

firelocks to protect their

conjure

We

name

for in the Federal Constitution, as in Next
England it is in the State Constitutions. Thy
landed aristocracy should be destroyed, the
estate

“B.,” at the International Hotel, is gradually becoming convinced by mathematical calculations that Niagara is enormous.
One complains that young folks bring the
city into the country,—elegant turn-outs, balls,
receptions and waterfalls.
Another is disgusted with frowning rocks,
because they are inscribed below with “S-T

ty in the State wore obscured, shone brightly
and steadily to encourage and to cheer thfe
faithful and true-hearted In the hour of their
temporary defeat,—is what the.loyal people of
Maine, with one heart, hope may he averted.

possibility oi
another civil war. The right of suffrage should
be guaranteed to every loyal man not tainted
with crime or smitten with imbecility; popular, universal education should be provided
against

tel.

—the one whose star, even in the storm and
aigptof 1855, when those of every other coun-

He would not erect them into even Territorial Governments till the Federal Constitution can be so changed as to forever secure the
nation

£.,” at the same place, finds the bathing delightful, and his appetite In the heartiest
sympathy with the bill of fare at Clark’s Ho-

ery Democrat in his place, and thus to create
a division in the loyal ranks in that
county,
which will be nearly certain to throw it into
the hands of the copperheads for years td
come.
The happeninj of such an event in
thntstaunchestahd truest of all the counties,

and

towards the late seceded States;
and fully did he redeem thi3 pledge,

truth of the above statement.
A dyspeptic writer at Mt. Desert, emerges
from his sea bath “bluer than the bluest Indigo,” in a state of temperature to which “icebergs” are mild as the South wind; while “A.

of the best officers and truest men in the
State) hut to secure the election of a pro-slav-

tended for a sermon.
Indeed, the speaker
said in the outset that he proposed to talk ti
his hearers on the duty of the Government

lei'.u

everybody took instant alarm, and $1,142,309.90.
6'32“In many localities in this State, the aucountry, and to the seaside,—
thorities are awaking to the importance of
ennot a farm-house, way-tavem
forcing the liquor law.
or hotel in the country but contains its
reprej^-The Pemocratio friends of free speech
sentatives of the metropolis ruralizing. In feet,
arid a free press occasionally betray their inthis going into the country has become such
stincts. For example : a “Copperhead” in the
a fashionable mania, that the only citizens recountry writes to his organ in the city, commaining in town appear to be those whose plaining of the indignity offered to the late
actual, urgent business, or limited financial re- Democratic Convention, by the presence of a
Union editor on the platform at the
sources will not permit them to leave;—for
reporters’
table ! and Intimates that such a
botn reasons tms letter is not dated from Nithing should
not be tolerated. The day the
Convention was
agara, Saratoga, Newport or elsewhere.
Newspapers are flooded with the correspond- held one of the active members was heard to
he
“didn’t know what
say
right a Republican
ence of scribbling tourists, who have nothing
editor had to crowd himself into the
else to do, or it may be they wax philanthrocompany
of decent people /” When the Union
Convenpic in the haunts of nature, and seek to im- tion was
Democratic
held,
editors Were on the
part their enjoyment to the poor stay-atat
platform, the same table, and
homes, through the medium of the press; but ble courtesy was extended to every reasonathem,‘to enable
I rather incline to the opinion that these epis- them to make
up theirrepArts; and they were
tolary effusions are the natural offer escence of neither insulted nor invidiously relerred to or
volatile spirits exposed to the open air.
pointed at during the proceedirigs of that
If is quite entertaining, however* to a phibody.
losophical man, to observe the varied effect of
Argus^nya the Bill resolution adopthis rural retirement upon different minds, as ted toy the Democratic IftAnventidn, as published
in some of the
party papers, is “mixed up in
expressed in this voluminous correspondencesuch a way as to be
“
intoxica-of
Tom ”'is in a state
hardly intelligible.’' This
profound
is the one endorsing President
Johnson. It it
tion at West Campton, N. II.,—completely bein
lacking
intelligibility anyway, and may be
wildered with the “rare sunset” among the
read backward or iorwaad without
affecting its
m untains, which, “with its shifting splendors,
meaning, which is simply to deceive honest
weird suggesliveness and sorcery of color, men
and gull the flats.
transfigured the lovely mountain forms, and
The Argu4 says ’this subject of witter
f-upply
shook the superflux to them.” The ecstasy has once been examined and
reported upon bv
with which he explores “sheep paths,” gazes a competent
engineer. lionbted. It was reinto “mill-ponds,” with their “twinkling birch
ported upon, but if we are iiofc grossly iniainlogs,” studies squirrels, and struggles through formed, while the examination was confined to
tangled underbrush, leaves no doubt as to the a single mode of supplying the qlty with wa-

conventions in othusually adopted
er counties; and had a different rule prevailed
—such a rule as was contended for by the discontented party—it could not have changed
The nominations would
the practical result
lave been the same, for aught we can discover

GEO. W. WOODMAN. ruruaua
SAMUEL A.
GEORGE IMBRUE, HMrtaon--.
DANIEL T. ItililAROSON, Lallwln.

to

that the extensive granite quarries
in that eitv
are soon to be operated on a
large scale. Hr.
Joseph Wbarff, * gentleman of bug*
experience in the
working and quarrying 0f stone
has taken hold of them, and is
preparing to
supply the great demand for this qnalitv of
granite. It is conceded to be the best
light
granite in the market* particularly ^ h<tli~
meted work.

Sfcper, ByTarna: Fannie, Carver

bar.fl»fc.s QsaionU
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SPECIAL

Of course

in similar

CuuaaerlauJ cohoit.

ror-Xhe Halluwell Gazette d glad

SPECIAL NOTICES.

went into the
ergo: there is

who ware

UNION

the Editor qf the Prest:

jT

About two weeks ago, tbe dwellers in the
great city were suddenly wilted by an ambitious rise oPthe mercury—a “cool“ editor,
who wrote in a deliciously shaded sanctum
of iced
with ivell-sprinkled floor, and a grass
of the inlemonade beside him, complained
“
a*85 ! ” In
tense heat with the thermometer
corner of
salubrious
the shadiest and most
stood
at 92. i
persistently
mercury
the
(£F~The claim.of Maine against the iieawal
my attic,
Government for raising and equipping
Other penny-a-liners agree with the latter
troops
at tMe outbreak -of tke
rebellion, irmonirts to
record.

ordinary faiiparty usage. The Conaess, and according
him embraced the
vention that nominated

Air

city.

the

Boston, Aug. 25, 1866.

UAMKEn W.
for Clerk of

So

ITEMS OF STATE
BTEWS.

LETTEH FKON BOSTON.

DITTIOULTIES IHHAKOOCK OOtfNTY.
It fs to be deeply regretted that the Ellsworth AmSt&m, the Republican Union pashould be laboring
per in Hancock

at
ace *

once

with

CO,

1732. Portland Mn
M®

Wanted.
VmiwI. to l,>a,l di al, at St.
John, NB., for English and IrUh Ports, at highest rates offreight.
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE,
No. Central

Aug. »-dtr

ifW

Monday Morning, August 28,
r<

7 T,l.AYlt
New

1866.

iiciMTY.

-i\It

AiUcrtisemt-uts To-Doy.

SFEOIAL NOTICE COLUMN,
ureim—Gymnastic Union.
IlLlUa and

[

Row.—There was a row in Fore street, near
Franklin street, Saturday night between some
soldiers and citizens. One of the latter, Edwaid Shields, while cocking a pistol to fire hi
among the soldiers, had one of his liager* shot |M
oil' by the accidental discharge of the weapon.

NEW AOVEU'J J3EMENT COLUMN.

x

Catholic Faib.—This evening is the last
It Is exone in which the fair will be open.
pected that the Band of the 17 th tj. S. Infantry will be present. Doors will open at 7
o'clock and the fair will close at 10 o’clock.

K'

steam Revenue

Revenue Cutters.—The
Mahoning and Ashuelot left Eaatport
Saturday afternoon for this port. The Ashuelot is to uiideigo some repairs here under
,
supervision of Collector Washburn.

cutters
MUSTJLIHJSD OUT.

The long-expected order mustering out unemployed generals In the volunteer service
was issued Friday noon, and is as follows:—
GKNKBAI. OUllEltS

182.

ADJTTTAHT-GENEBAL’u OFFICE,
j
Washington, Aug. 24, 1865. j
of
direction
the
President the followingBy
named general officers of United {States Vol-

unteers are hereby honorably mustered out of
the service of the United States, their services

being no longer needed:—
Major-Generals Nathaniel P. Banks, Silas
Casey, Samuel P. Heintzlcman, Daniel Buttcrlield, Abner Doubleilay, John J. Peck, Geo.
D. Uarti.nH'; Brevet Major Generals A. Ashoth,
George L. .Andrews, Wm. W. Belknap, Cbas.
Croft, Joseph B. Carr, Wm. P. Carlin, Joshua
L. Chamberlain, Thomas A. Davis, Ellas S.
Dennis, Edward Ferrero, Cuvier Grover, Kobet t 8.
Granger, Charles K. Graham, Kenner
Gan-aid, Lewis A. Grant,

hirueon u. unuin.

Gordon, Joseph Hayes, N. J. Jackson, Nathan Kimball, John it. Kenly, Jolm
McArthur, James 1). Morgan, John F. Miller.
Byron It. Fierce, John C. Robinson, Truman
Sej mour, Frederick Solomon, George J. Stannai ii, Alexander Shaler, Erastus B. Tyler, Jas,
O. Yeitch, Wm. Vandever, W. T. Ward, Walter 0. Whitaker; Brigadier Generals Richard
Arnold, Napoleon B. 11 afford, Mason Brayruan, Henry Baxter, Wm. B. Bonney, Cyrm
Bus.-.y, Edward S. Bragg, John Cook, Henry B.
Canington, Charles T. Campbell, Powell Clayton, Alfred N. Duffle, E. J. Davis, Speed S.
Fry, -Lawrence P. Graham, Edward Hobson
Joseph R. Hawley, Henry M. Judah, Joseph
P. Kemp, H. H. Lockwood, Jacob G. Lanina:
Thomas J. McKean, Salomon Meredith, Wm.
H. Morris, George P. McGinnis, Thomas H.
Neill, John M. Oliver, Win. A. Pile, Elliot W
Rico, Samuel D. Slorgis, James H. Stokes
John P. Slough, Eiiakim P. Scammon, Aden
J. Siemmer, Tiiomas W. Sweeney, Alex
Schemmciieuning, John W. Sprague, Stephen
Thomas, Daniel Oilman, Horatio P. Yandevei.
Fitz Henry Wanen, George D. Wagner, Jas
H.

A. Williamson.
By order of the
E. D.

It will be soea that this list embraces sever

MUNICIPAL COURT, AUGUST 20.
Edward Harris and Cornelias O’Neil were
up for larceny of lumber from the
Messrs.

Cummings.

There fellow:

connected with otheis, and their plan
for one set to pitch tin; jumper into tin
dock, while the others, in a lioat, picked it up.
were

was

They

lined five dollars each and cost-:-

were

Harris paid, but O’Neal

Auction.—The sale of linen goods by E. il
Patten, ou Saturday, attracted a large audiThe sale will be continued to-day and
ence.
to-morrow, forenoon and

afternoon,

at Patten’s

rooms.
_

Timber Lands.—Attention is invjted to the
advertisement of an extensive sale of valuable
timber lands in Canada,—the sale to take
place
at Ottawa

City, Wednesday, September
•—--

2Uth.

.,

Peai. Estate.—K. M. Patten sold at auc-

tion, Saturday, the Haskeli estate on Cedar
Street. It brought $1,900, and was purchased
by J. H. Williams, Esq.
Furniture at Auction.—Attention is invited to the sale of furniture at No. 72 Urackett
street, which will be sold to-morrow at 10
o’clock by E. M. Patten.
Excursion—We call the attention of our
readers to the excursion of the Gymnastic
Union Wednesday next. It promises to be a
very pleasant aftair. See advertisement.
The American Illustrated Newspapers for
this week have been received at the book and
periodical store of A. Robinson, No. 51 Exchange Street.

BY

TELEBKAP1I
-TO THK-

EVENING

PAPERS.

4

Secretary of War,
Townsend, A. A. G.

Major Generals, thirty-five Brevet Major Genei-ais and forty-three Brigadier Generals.

brought
yard of

Qulf—Matter* in Texas—The Colton
Recognition of tin Court* in Ala-

the

Trade
bama.

—

New Orleans. Aug. 24.
Cotton
sales 1,750 bales at unchang d
of
the
week 15,000 bales; exports
prices; sates
of tlie week, 17,000 bales; stock in port 9l),00li
bales. Sugar and molases drooping. Freights
3-4 a 1 l-2e.
:
—

Brownvilie, Texas, dates of the 16th

say
tlie railroad to connect Brazos with Brownsville has been commenced mid several miles of
track laid. Tlie telegraph Hue would also be
completed in a few days. Brownsville is growing amazingly. A lucrative trade has commenced with the Mexican Hancheros on tlie

Upper Rio Grande. Political

news

unimport-

ant.
Tlie ship Francis Blent ting has cleared from
A young man named George Loriug wa
Mobile for Livei'iiooi with a cargo of cotton
for
lie
up
brought
gambling.
pleaded guilty: vai,H<$
This Js Uie ftrst cargo
and furnished sureties in the sum of $100 for’ shipped for foreign ports since the occupation
of the city, by the i'ederkfei
O
his appearance at the November term of the
Gen. Woods baa issued an order forbidding
Supreme Judicial Court. The complainants in cotton in Alabama to be taken
from the planthe case, as well as the principal, are said to
tations or warehouses for the present.
be gamblers, and all of them were engaged in
Gov. Parsons Lias issued a proclamation
against cotton and horse stealing, and provida gome of three-card monte, at the Islands, in
ing for the reorganization and sitting of the
which Loring won $85 from complainants.
courts to suppress these crimes.
Hence the prosecution against him.
Au office to procure white labor iu Europe
has been opened in Mobile.
Colton ceases to come in Shreveport, owing
S run—The steamer Touawanda, which wa
to the seizure of nearly all that arrives by the
puieuased at a recent government sale of ve
military. Complaints are general of non-fui
self, by Messrs. Isaac Emery, Charles H. fiilmenl of contracts made with freedmen.
of
for
about
this
C ia: c, and others
$40,
city,

committed.

was

—

000, has been sold by them to Messrs. W. II
Kinsman, & Co., Boston. She is to he placed
in

line of steamers from Boston to Havana.
The Tonawanda, when in government tx-r
a

vice, was called “Arkansas.” She was sold at
auction at the Kittery Navy Yard in July.—
Her purchasers made a pretty little specula
tion, as they have obtained §55,060 for her.
Theatre.

—

Great attraction at Dcerin;

Hat! next Wednesday and Thursday evening:.
Mr. and Mrs. Gomersal, assisted by a mteuio
stock company from the Boston theatres,-will,
appoa* in the Child cti the Regiment, and th:>

laughable farce

of Mr. and Mrs. Peter White.

good music and fine
acting will be on hand. Mrs. Gomersal is a
celebrated artiste of highly cultivated musica1
powers, and Mr. Gomersal is a good buffcomedian. We expect there will be a goo.
turnout on this occasion.
Those who are fond of

“Call dp to the Captain’s OfficV
and Settee.”—The Collector of Interna!
Revenue informs us that lully two-thirds f
the taxes assessed in tins district, upon in-

carriages, pianos, watches, Ac.,
unpaid.

comes,

reman,

Tax payers, who desire to save the fee < f
twenty cents, for service of personal notice,
should call and settle their bills during the
first four days of this week, else it will be loo
late as will be seen by referring to Collector,
notice in anotiier column.
Accident.—Mr. John Winn, a teamster
residing on Salem street, is in the careles.,
habit of allowing his horse3 to run to and from'
the stable to the jigger without a guide. .Saturday afternoon, after the horses had- their
feed they started for the jigger, and one cl
them struck a little nephew of Winn’s, knock
«d him down and then trod on the lad's head
with his hind

feet, inflicting

a

severe, if not fa-

tal injury.
Portland Business College.—This in

stitution, located at No. 8 Clapp’s Block. Congress Street, is in successful operation. It offers superior advantages to young men who
wish for a thorough mercantile education, and
also availed them
many young ladies have
Measn
selves of the privileges offered by It.
will
tie;
&
Stratton
Principals,
Gray,
Bryant,
furnish any information needed by those who
may be

disposed

to enter.

Expobt3.—The total value
Foreign Exports from this port last week
Iinclucletl in the
amounted to $40,434.13.
were 1,100,001 ft. Deals; 11,793 ft.
shipments
£02,299 feet Lumber; 8,226 Shooks
Deal
Foreign

Ends;
Truss do;
and Heads; 89,542 Hoops; 9,050
83,000 feet Plank; 24,091 ft Scantling; 112,577
ft Joist; 1,499 bris. Fiour; 232 brls. Potatoes;
3 bbls Onions: 4 cases Shoes; 550 lbs Lard.

Congress Street M.ethwlis>t Episcopal Society held a meeting Friday
evening, and voted to erect a new church on
New Church.—The

the lot of die present one, hut to face on St.
Lawrence .street. The church will he an orna-

Alupj

>y,#s it will be of hnndsom
architecture and have a steeple. A. building
committee was chosen to forward the move-

ment to

ment.

_____i»
Patents,—Patent* were granted Last week
of Lovell, lor clothe
to Janies VV. Butters
dryer;

--—

of New
to Hewitt Chandler

Gloucester,

machine; to
improvement in harvesting frr
improveWilliam E. Coveil of Gardner;
to Ebenezer Pierce
ment in earth pulverizer;
in bomb lance
of HaDuweli, for improvement
for killing whales.
for

■

Bread.—It was the bread cart of Mr.
‘George W. II. Brooks that was so dneeremoaiFri
om sly dumped in Exchange Street last
day. We take nothing hack as to the quality
ofihe bread, <fce., manufactured by Mr. Brooks_
for every hotly knows that Ills articles are of
the best quality.
The Concert.—We
that the concert

are

pleased

to learn

given by Madame Poppen-

Wunhi.ujUm Correspondence.

New York, Aug. 26.

The Times’ Washington dispatch says the

pardon granted to A. Dudley, President of tlie
Richmond and York River Railroad, has been
revoked.
The Tribune’s dispatch says legal proceedings will soon be instituted against Mayor
Wallaek of this city, to make him disgorge tlie
funds for tlie colored schools.
The Herald’s dispatch says the. Emperor
Maximilian recently sent a letter of condolence
on the death of Mr. Lincoln to President Johnson, but the letter was refused acceptatfce or.
the ground that no such person as the Emptier of Mexico was known or recognized.
Several heavy seizures of whiskey having
been made recently in Cincinnati, O. S. Cox

The Lorn of the Steamer Brother Jonathan.

M: TIJLEtatAp.
TO TllE DAILY

g^

-T

i'.

3d inst, has been scceived by private hands.
It contains the following intelligence by tele-

<

The Trial vf Wen.

<

ComnMssion^^^V^m^fine

The Were
and after the reading of the record of
yesterday, Dr. A. W. Barrows, who
fore been sworn, identified a having lieretoccrtaUTpaper
a’ *“
handwriting of Josiafi H.
Judge
Advocate
White-fhe
accordingly
moved that he amend the first
charge in which
the prisoner is arranged
by kibstituiirm the
nirnne of

t^,ed’

o’-

theT

Joseph White, as one of the
with whom the delendant is
charged with conto
cause the death of the
spiring
Union pris-

pri^ners

oners.

Mr Baker

objected to ttm motion and supplied the prisoner. He argued that the prisoner was arraigned on the
charges by the order of the President, and that
until the original authority should
supply the deficiency, no
further testimony could be received affecting
Dr. White and the prisoner at the bar.
1 lie court overruled the
objections, when
the
conspirators.

appeared

as

one

of the

(%ty, July 30tk, via Juckoonaille,
Aug. 2d.—The steamship Brother Jonathan
struck a sunken rook- off St. George’s Point,
eight or ten miles west of here at 1.80 P. M.—
All on loarj were lost, except 17 persons, including tliraaeldlditn. Boats have gone to
the rescue, but there are no hopc3 of saving
Two boats swamped alongside of the
more.
ship, and three boats were left on board. The
following are names of the saved: Jas. Patterson, od officer; David Farrell, steerage steward; Henry Muller, baker; Patrick Lynn,fireman ; William Lowry, fireman; W. E. hltleld,
waiter; Stephen Moran, waiter; Mrs. Mary
Ann Twisdclf, Mrs. Maria Beuihart and child,
Mrs. Martha E. Wilder, Mrs. Marthall and
child, and four colored seamen.

ing more passengers. Officer Patterson reports
that Brig. Gen. Wright,when last seen onboard,

their *iends and the Trade

pared

to

snow

trial?

Mr. Baker—1 hold that Winder, who is dead,
must be tried for conspiracy.
Judge Advocate—We have not boen informed that Winder is dead.
Mr. Baker—It is a notorious fact of which

Brother Jonathan have been recovered. No
lives were saved, except those escaping in a
smali hoat, as heretofore reported.
Ez citiineut in

Pittuburg—Murder
on
ing.

Hosiery, Gloves, Yams,
Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’ Trimmings,
head

Belt Clasps, <£-c., <&c.
1?or variety and
comprehensiveness we think our
5ki'qualto any in our largest cities, and will be
8#*
onercd to the
their

trade upon such terms

horrible and very unhealthy, besides the
streams overflowed owing to the dams, which
made the premises still more intolerable. Human bodies sometimes laid unburied for three
days. The stench was terrible, sensibly ailectwere

ting the atmosphere and was worse than that
from any dissecting room.
Complaints of
these things were frequently made in high
quarters. Dead men were in the piornitig
frequently found among the living. The latest number of deaths in the stockade ibr one
day in August, 1804, was 207. The witness

found Capt. Werz In charge of the prison when
he went there. At the time he made his es-

cape rations were cut off from the entire number of 80,000 prisoners for an entire day for the
alleged offenses of a lew others. The witness
remembered that Werz said to him that he
(Werz) was of more service to the Oenfedorate Government than any of the rebels at the
front.
Cross examined by Mr. Baker—Was a modi
cal student at Amherst, Mass., on the breaking out of the war, apd has been licensed since.
He was mustered out on the 7th of December
last. The witness had never seen our men
in the army wearing a ball and chain, nor had
he seen them punished in any other way thin
by detention in the guard house. He bad
seen men in our hospitals affected with sylphus, but none of the cases were so bad as

I'ro til

OF

C.

from Matamoras.
French troops continues to airrive in Mex-

WISE WORD JP30M THE SOUTH.
Norfolk, Va., Post takes a sensible view
of matters, and in its issue of Aug. 10th, in answer to the question—“How long shall we be
subjected to military rule at the South ?” an-

governments shall be so
thoroughly organized, and on so sound a basis
as to preclude all danger of the rights of any
individual being infringed without the certainty of his being able to obtain justice.”
“One thing,” continues the editor, “must be
fully, finally and irrevocably settled before the
military Can be withdrawn; and that is, ‘the
It is the most important
negro question-’”
he regards it as the only diffiand
question,
culty left to be adjusted.
State

He adds: “Until the real status of the Afri-

fixed, and so firmly fixed that it
shall not be in the power of any person or set
of persons to alter it for the worse, there will
be no safety in leaving the South to take care
can race is

herself.”

If southern secessionists and their northern
allies would heed this admonition, and make
UP their minds to abide by it, the peace of
society anti the good of mankind would be
'

The London Quarterly for
July Is received ft\.in the American Ke-publishers,
Messrs. Leonard Scott and Co. New York.
The articles in the table of Contents are ten
in number.—1. Grosue;—2. The Appian Way
—Pagan and Oliristian
Brown-

ings Poems;

Sepulchres;—3.

The

Close

Non-

Year Non-Forfeiture Endowment Plans.

TB1S

Settled.

COMPANY BAS NE FEll LITIGATED
A CLAIM!

Ed. 1!. Ketchhm was arrested yesterday afternoon at aliouse in West 20th street. He
lias not been out of the city. He had an interview with many of his friends and
victims,
and with his father. He was also visited at

the Station House by his wife.
He has been about tbe city frequently during the past fortnight, but had avoided his former friends.
He had about $50,000 when arretted.. As yet uo complaint has been made
against him.
The creditors of Ketehum, Son &
Co., will

eases.

brjt
depart-^

Plymouth,
tery, captured
nearly
liilated at this prison.
Ihe Commission here adjourned until Mon-

fork Markets.
New York, Aug. 26.
Cultun—steady; sales 1,600 bales Middling Upland
at 44 <i) 45c.
Flour—receipts 6,592 bbls; sales 16,000 bbls, including 500 bbls extra State for first twenty days in September at 8 00, and 1000 bbls do for all September at
7 75. State and Western openod 5 @ 10c better, but
closed dull with the advance partly lost. Superline
State 7 00 @!7 50.T|Extra do T 85 (a; 8 00.
Choice do
8 05
8 25.
Round Hoop Ohio 9 00 % 9 20.
Choice
do 9 30 ^ 11 UO. Supertine Western 7 00 ® 7 50.
Common to good extra do 8 0d @ 8 45. SoaiJiem
firmer; sales 500 bbls mixed to good at 9 50
10 50.
Fancy and extra to 60 @ 14 00. Canada 10c higher;
sales 300 bbls common extra at 8 05
(g 8 36. Extra
good to clioice 8 40 @ 11, oo.
Wheat—openod 1 @ better but closed dull with
a strong downward
tendency; sales 63,000 bushels.
Chicago Spring, Nb. % 1 55. Milwaukee Club 156
1 58. Amber Milwaukee 1 58 <tr> 1 61, closing at 1 58.
\\ inter Red Western 2 12. Amber
Michigan, choice,
'•Kir

day.
From

Washington.

Washington, Aug.

20.

of the American

bery and the Band of the 17th U. S. Infantry
War;—5. North Polar Exploration;—6. Gleanat Cape Elizabeth, Friday
evening, for the
from the Natural flistpry of the Tropics;
ings
Mrs.
benefit of
Graves, was a great success,
The Church in her Relations to Political
—7.
and that the worthy yridpty will obtain someParties;—8. Carlyle’s Frederick the Great;—
thing handsome from ft.
9. Sanitary Reform in the Metropolis10.
Messrs. Moore &
Smith, No. 187 Fore The Elections. The article on the American
street, are the sole authorized agents for the War is really a marvel of malignant stupidity,
sale of Sharp’s Tonic Bitters—an article for those on Polar Explorations, and Tropical Natwhich there is a constantly increasing demand. ural
History are interesting and valuable.

to-day decided that the amount of personal
property subject to legal taxes under section
124, Is determined by the clear value of such
property, that is, the amount remaining after

the payment of debts and expenses of administration ; when such value does not exceed
$1,000, no tax should be assessed thereon.
Brig. Gen. Crocker, who has been ill for
some time, die ! in this city to-day.
President Johnson to-day made the appointments of deputy post-masters A. M. Condit at
Nashua, N. H., and I. A. Goodwin at Lowell,
Mass.

2 16.

Lorn—opened lc better and closed dull with the
improvement lost; Bales 88,000 bushels. Mixed West96* @ 98, closing at 961. Do do unsound 94 i'q 96.
Oats—firmer; sales Western at 631 @ 64jc, including 69,000 bushels to arrive lu twenty days, at 64Jc,
closing dull.
Beef— tinner; sales 750 bbls. Plain mess 8 00 @
12 00.
Extra mess 10 00 @ 14 uo.
Pork—more active and firmer; sales 8750 bbls new
mess at 32 50 @ 33
00, closing at 32 87* cash; 1863 and
1864 d>33 03 ", 39 so, Prime 21 00. Prime mes.- 27
50 @ 27 75. Also sales 4600 bbls new mess for September at 3125 @ 32 50.
Lard—firmer: sales 1400 bbls at 19} @ 25.
Butter—steady; sales of Ohio at 21 ® 2Se. State

Washington, Aug. 27.

ern

Bobert Field, the ex-rebel commissioner for
the exchange of prisoners, was among the visvisitors at the President’s house yesterday.
Should the Werz trial not progress faster
than it has during the pa?t week several
months will be consumed in bringing the proceedings to a close, as only half a dozen of
more than 150 witnesses have been examined.
The Commission gives the defence the greatest
latitude of examination.
The repeated statements of a contemplated
visit of the President to Kichmond are mere

31 ® 39c.

Whiskey—a shade firmer; sales
19J @ 2 20.
Rico—quiet and steady.
Sugars-firm; sales 1300 lihds.

at 2

speculations.

Our Minister at Constantinople officially informs the government that the cholera continues to extend Its ravage?, and says that had
the proper quarantine regulations been enforced at first the introduction of the disease
from Egypt might have been prevented. It
seems to him, from experience at Constantinople, that it would be advisable in the United
States to guard against it by the Mill rigid

Muscovado 12 @ 14c.
private terms.
Coffee—quiet and steady.
Molasses—dull.

15c.
on

5.86—mile heats.

Porto Rico 14J @
Havana, sales 800 boxes

120

@ 1 25.

Oils—firm; Linseed 1 35 ffl 1 36. Petroleum steady
crude; sales 120 bbls; refined in bond for
September at 65c. Lard, Sperm and Whale nominal.

Tallow-fi rmer; sales at 11 @ 16.
Wool—dull.

Turf.

,
1

to

Liverpool—dull.

Cotton

$> steamer jiL

T I .1 if

lUIAfi
column.

by any

on

If!a|

New York

j

TO

{

can*, discount.

Hughes’ advertisement, in another

In ids

specialty Dr. Hughes
physician in this country.

is

unequalled

lights”*

August

next,

leaving the end of CENTRAL WHARF at 7 o’clock,
and arriving at the Fort, in lime for all who wish, to
attend the Annual Celebration at that place.
Several experienced Caterers will accompany the
Boat to furnish Oysters, Chowder,
Coffee, Sic., at
reasonable
The number ol tickets will be
limited, and can be obtained of Davis Bros, Exchange
St., and at my store, No. 4 Central Wharf.
IJr^Fare tor the round trip $1,60.

axe

give2u—

FIRS1,

5£ettng

w£v<ATn£°Sp??y5a8et’erPald
DlTldeIlds are equsff to-

Diyhlemliu ttiia
those of any Lite

a

Company
Those Intending

to

effect

Insurance,

new

or

Policies, will do well to examine
®*i?Mng
this Company. Inhumation from
4118 Past

01

in-

tho
ot/toial

merits of

t*®®®*111 6 year, cheerfully

Office Ho. 64 Middle Street, Boom Me. 1.
S. IT. Me ALPINE,

NOTICE.

r

On and after TUESDAY. August
the tare to or from Harps well
1

Short

Ac

ONE

DOLLAR.

TICKETS

EXCUESIOX

From Portland to Harps well and return

ONE

Liprillg»

Exchange Street,

PORTLAND,

same

jTgC

w"‘

BOOKS,

SCHOOL BOOKS,
SCHOOL BOOKS,
SCHOOL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
SHORT & CORING,

BY

Boarding

At Geo. H. Babcock’s Old Stand,
FEDERAL STREET.

attention to the

BOARDING,

EXCHANGE STREET.

HACKING & LIVERY BUSINESS.

TELEGRAPH!

tAf Particular attention paid to Boarders.
Carriages furnished for Weddings. Parties,

G-LORIOUS NEWS!
Sifter

the hearts of every housekeeper.
It is
PERFECT Sifter In use. It has two

only

durability, it stands without a rival, and no tierof good sense will
a poor article when thev
have a good one for the same price.
Therefore,
before you buy, wait for the Bon-Ton, for it will visit
every house in Cumberland County, and sure it is
they will have no other.
C. H. LUNT, Proprietor
For Cumberland County.

and
son
can

buy

£le

Bund-

INVENTOR’S EXCHANGE, SO FEDERAL ST.,
and at No. 423 Congress St., next door to St. Luke’s
Church.
P. S.—Orders from Country Traders
solicited, and
will be promptly attended to; to such a liberal discount will be made. Address
C. H. LUNT, Portland, Maine.
Aug 22—dlw*

Great Business Chances!
$100

to

Can be made

by controlling

good

a

K I N (i

on

EXCHANGE, 80 FEDERAL fj'f.
This is the only practical
Bread-Kneading Machine in the world, and it can be sold at a
price that
will insure its introduction into
every family in the
land.
CUSHTNG.

F. T.

Aug 25—dlw

Wanted

Immediately,

Bon-Ton

y

Flour

investigate

and

Saupe

Sifter!
May

16tu,

1665.

ot the greatest curiosities in the way oli a
domestic article ever seen. For its cheapness, siaiand
merit, nothing can equal it. An opporplicity
tunity is here offered to make from
one

«**

$25

to $100

terms,

V.

IV.

Aug 11—d6w

name

Iron Founders & Machinists,

Notice!

of

Deering,

No.

IOO

qf Deer mg’8 Bridge,
Aug 17—dti

copartnership

PORTLAND.

REMOVAL!

Milliken & Co.,

U. T. S. BICE <2

We hare taken the Store and
purchased the Stock
of Messrs. G. L. STOKER & (X).
WM. DEERING,
S. M. MILLIKEN,
H. F. LOCKE,
W. H. MILLIKEN,
J. E. BLABON,
a B. GIBBS.

Portland, July 13,1865_dtf

J. M.

N’o.

63

KNIGHT & SON,
Commercial Street*

ers-_augl2dti
WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD,
Solicitor

ot*

AT

BUSINESS COLLEGE

YARMOUTH,
TERM will

T^28(I^LL
Normal
A

AT

THIS!

GREAT PRICES GIVEN
-FOX-

Second-Hand
Of all

be used in both
TO For
sale by

Fluid and Kerosene Lamps.

SHIRLEY
Aug,

dlw*

17

I>>

&

WM, BROWN, No, 91 Federal Street,

Railway.

For Tickets to all points West & South W, st,
APPLY TO THE

General Western Ticket Office,

90

Exchange

Street.

W~ Fares from «4 to *1 lower
Railway, than any other route

via. the Grand
to the West

G. C.

WEBBER,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
N«<
SO

Aug. 4—dim*

Free Ntreet,
(CQJt, OF Cotton.)

Mssolution !
Partnership of LEACH * ROBINSON is
by mutual consent, Mr. rfibiina.n'i?
^dissolved
taacm
tronsterred his Interest to
having
Mr, AO
authorize<1 40 884416 1111 d*b4a die to or
A.

Q. LEACH,
HENRY ROBINSON.
Portland, Aug. 12, 1865.
augl4d3w
p„rtl

JAS,

E.

Eli IS OLE,

Agent,

90 Exchange Street,
August

PORTLAND.

10—dfim

Copartnership

Notice.

undersigned have this (lay formed
nership under the name and style of

THE

ELLIOT
and have

1

fromtfc? firm

[ WM. FLOWERS.
BKAtH, lien. A~t.
Sf?6 Broadway, NewYork. I
Eastern Agt., Bangor.

J5. P.

HOWE,

154 & 165 Commercial St.

R

E

M

DR.

<>

W.

V

HI reel.

^-ki

A

I,

!

N.

DEWING,
liClectrici; m

Medical
Has

removed

hie office from

Clapp's

Block to

171 MIDDLE STREET,

&

a

oonart-

McCALLAR,

the stock of CALEB S. SMALL,
Square, intemling to do a CASH

mpchased

BUSINESS in

WHERE

complaints.

Klectrictty

The
the
the lame and the
leap with joy, and move with the agility ami devric
lty of youth; the heated grald is cooled; the fr<*'
bitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities re
moved; feintness converted te vigor, weaktu u i<
strength: the blind made to see, the deal to hear :un<
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes <>
youth are obliterated; the accident* of mature li.t
prexented; the calamities of old age obviate*! and a:
active circulation niaintained

Rheumatic,

goaty,

LADIES,

Who have eold hands and feet; weak stomachs, Ian c
and weak backs; nervous and sick headache; dlxxi
nees and swimming in the head, with indigestion anconstipation of the bowels; pain in the side and back
leucorrhcea, (or whites); falling of the womb with in
terual cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that Ion;:
train of diseases will find In Electricity a suie mean
of cure. For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all of those long line of trouhkwitb young ladies, Electricity is a certain specific
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of liealth.

TEETH I TEETH ! TEETIl 1
continues to Extract feeth by I5j.ec
tricity without pain.
Persons having decaye
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for re jet
ting he would give a polite iuvitation to call.
Superior Electro Maonbtic Ma-hjm.h lor mif
lor fondly use, with thorough Instructions.
I>r. D. ^an accommodate a lew patients with boar*
and treatment at his house.
bo

Otllce hours from 8 o’elock A. M. to 12
OP. M., and 7 to Din the evening.

Consultation free.

JL;

»rom

novltl

Dissolution.
POBIXASD, August 2. 18l’S.

HOHH IIROTHEHHi
Is this day dissolved by mutnol consent.

0.11

d

do
do

One

lax 80 it.
40 it.
40lt.
35 It.
30 it.
40 ft.

One
do
One
do
one
do
One
do
15x60 feet.
13 feet high ol

15x
10X
lex
15x

Pence.
they stand

a*

CO.f

[No. 18 India Street.i
V. S. NAVY YARD, BOSTON,
Commandant’s Office, aug. 26, 1866.
TheU. S. Steamers “New L. uuon,” ‘-.Ubetr. ss,“
“Wilderness,” aud “Penguin,” the liaruue “Mtdnlght,” and the Schooners “Para," “t;.YV. It g,.rB
“Suplrrunla," and “Juhn Griffith,” will be sold at
Public A action by HORATIO HARRIS, at this
Navy Vara, on loti DAY, the Eighteenth D«v of
Scpte. ber, at twelve o'clock.
The “New Louaon” Is a wooden, screw steamer
tonnage length 130.33 feet, breadth 26.83 teet, depth
••

A

8.17 teet.
The •’Albatross” is a wooden, screw
steamer, ton
uago length 150.75 loot, breadth 2p.6o, doplh 18.75
The “Wilderness” is a wooden, side-wheel
steamer,
tonnage length 116 feet, breadtl 2C.60, depth HUSO
The “Penguin” is a wooden, setuw
steamer-, ton-

nagd length
feet, breadth —, depth —.
The -‘Midnight” is aclipper bar.rue; tonnage length
L4u feet, t-reoath 278-3 IL-t, depth IT tee t.

T™*”

™
*• a “chooner, tonnage knglh 97.50
teet,
breadth 24.56 leet, depth 0 li-et.
The “G. W. Rogers” is
asctiooner, tonnage length
761eet, breadth 22313, depth 6.76.
The “Sophronia" is a bcltooiioi-, tonnage leuglh
106.83 feet, breadth 28.25, depth
The “John Griffith” is a schooner, length 114 50
foot, breadth 28 teet, depth 9.
Five per cent o, the put chase money must be paid on
tlus day of salu, an the remainder bolero the vessel is
!
removed from the Navy Yard, which must be done
within six days after the date of tale.
An Inventory
of the articles to be sold with the vessels w.ll be found
at this Yard.

kL

The steamer GASCO will leer,

Freeport for Portland every MOL
DAY. WEDNESDAYsndfLU'UCDAY Mornings nt 7 o’cli ok.
-n---J Returning, will leov
run

Iloi'SE Whabk ou Hie same afternoous at 1 o’clock
Fare each way, BO cents. Freight talon at lew

rates.

j„ly7

T>r. .T.

2m

R. Newton

W
{HSi ™ Jtwttmt, at foNOBKSS
Wfdls, be’. TUESDAY,8 ,Bioc'c' d*»*yat*>"■9 *<ur
ginning
o’el! ck.
August 22d.
C ^*JUnres in most cases instantaneuus.
A cordial invitation to all who are not able to pay,
‘•Without money and without
price.”
No medicine is given and no
pain caused, bai relief from pain, from any sickues* or cau*e, certain hi
•*
a lew moment*.
auglTlf
Portland, August 32,1M6.
COAL CO. have

MUTUAL
THE CONSUMERS’
hand
nupei ior quality of COAL for k.mw
Also
steam
now on

a

a
purpose*.
purposes or for foundry and
nice article of Smith's Coal, and a good supply of dry
I
an.
Hard and Soft WOOD, when* the stockholders
auy others that want can be supplied at the lowest
market rates.
Office head of Union Wharl, formerly occupied by
Co.
ShurtlefT
1. F. BUTiiEK, Agent.
Ang*3-ci*w

Deealcomaniu, Decalcomunla !
with iaoility, au ftny 1 ,w
L rates at No. 371 Middle Street, PaymutV Block.
Varnish, with printed directions tor using, for 3*< cts.
aug22dtf
per bottle.

TbICTURE'transferred,

Offic»

Charges moderate.
boarder* licfefeimod&t< <!.
Respectable transient
0
24
—dlv.
Aug.

ItubberH.

We hope to see all our Mends, the old ftftndi ol
Small, and the public generally, feeling confident,
give aatisfocrl.m in goods and prices.

Mr.

M. F.
D. C.

ELLIOT,

McCALLAR.

Board.

ROOMS

with Board

August 15—d7w

can

be obtained a* tt"‘

ALBION HOUSE.

of

Assistant Qvabtfrmasteb, I

“*ton- D- C., July 25.
.rrwr.VjPbV1
SALi'. OF ROLLING

...g'CCTION

j

1866.

STOLE

V HI be sold al PUBLIC
AUCTION, to dir Me
*
* host
bidder, the lbllowing rolling stock :
On TUESDAY, September 19. at the
Portland Co.'a
Shop in Portland, Maine, Six (8) Locomotive EVistneOa THURSDAY,
21, at
rh
Williams’ Shop hi Boston, Mass., Four
(4) Locum

HinktJV

September

Engine*.

tore

•*i**^Y,8eptemhei25.
Philadelphia, Penn.,

at Kennett Sqnarc,
Fifty (50| Box Frrlsl :
elght-and-a-half-iiich range.
On WEDNESDAY, September 2T, at
Wilmington, Del., Eighty-four (84) Box Freight Lars, live fobt
near

Cars,

lour ftet

gauge.
The above stock is

quality.

TheEngincs

all new, and ot the very best

five foot gauge, five loot drivers,
and cylinders 16x24 Inches.
They can be changed to
narrow gauge at a
trifling exponse.
Soles to commence at 10.4. 51.
Terms: Cash in Government funds.
H' L.
na
ItOBINSON,
Brevet Colonel and A. (J.
julyikltd
are

..

id.

sale of government cars
gines, AND RAILROAD IRON.

Large

en-

United States Militaey Rau.koids.
Office of Assistant Quabti umastfs
Watkingtun, D. C\, August U, ls68.
Will be sold at CITY POINT, VA.. on WEDNESDAY, October 11, at 11 o'clock A. M.: Abbut IrnTr
thousand (4JM0I tons Railroad iron.
VA- 0B ™DAY, October
.

At.^>£T8MOUTU'

ltK at 12 M
Five (5) ttret

cla*a Ix>coinotivo Engines.
Freight Cars and one (1) Passenger Car.
NORFOLK, VA., October 13, at 5 P. M.:
One new Locomotive Engine, 5 foot gauge.
At ALEXANDRIA, VA., on TUi.i>»AV, October
About (50)
At

17th:

iirbt-cliJM Locomotive Engines, 4 teet 84
gauge.

(50)
Fiftyinch

Eighteen (18) new l latforui Care, fl\ o foot gauge.
Twenty-live (25) new Box Cars, live (3)foot gauge.
About three hundred and fifty (350) Box Cars, 4 feet
8^ in. gauge.
About two hundred and thirty (230) Blatiorm do., 4

feet
About thirty

8)in. gauge.
(30) Stock do., 4 feet 8i in. gauge
Twenty (20) Passenger do., 4 ket &J in. gauge.
One (1) Wrecking do., 4 feet 84 In. gauge.
Two (2) new Truck*.
framed.
Sixty do. do.,
Fourteen (14) Flats
About two thousand (2,000) tons Railroad Iron.
Sales to commence at
M.and to continue

ALEXANDRIA,

fron^day

at 10 A.
until all are

day

to

Cash, In Government ftmds.
h. l. rubinson,

Brev. Col. and A. O. M.,
U. S. Military Railroads.

August 15—dto oct 10

What Every (hie Says Must Be So !
rnHAT INGERSOL’S PATENT WATER-DRAWI ER IS THE BEST IN T1IK WORLD. It challenges everything, and is now taking the lead (over
all others) In (tonnecticut, Mmeswhusetts, and Middle 8tates where they are sold. The greatest chance
ever yet oflerod to the enterprising to nuiko money,
bv purchasing the right el (.ninths to manulhetuie
aiidsell. The Diawercan be seen at Uundlett's Inveutors' Excliange, where lerrirory can lie purchased
of the Agent, ata baigahi. A chunco lir all.
C. HOLLY, Agent for Maine,
80 Federal St., near Lime.
.Vug 22—dlw*
HOW has this

day
& CO.
WM.Man ot HENRY L. PAINE
W. C.
C.

withdrawn Aram tho

HOW.
HENRY L. PAINE,

rortland, Ang. 19,1865.

The subscriber will continue the business under tho
heretofore 3t 237 Commercial Street.
Smith s Whart, where a chotee assortment of the
r.i:er QUALITIES of Coal and Wood
may be found at
tho lowest market prices, delivered
in aqy part of
the city.
HENRY L. PAINE & CO.

oaB2L?*&»»

Portland, August 22.1865.

pmgS2dtf

Special Notice.
solo

ALVAH L1BBEY, who ha*
MR.Agency
for GOLD'S IMPROVED STEAM and
and the Justly
W
Iia 1

the

HEATING APPARATUS,
celebrated McGregor Hot Air Fuma- both of which
have a world-wide reputation, ean be Emwt hereafter
at, the store of Meatus. C. H. STUAKT & <0., 171
and 173 Middle St., where ho will be lmpr-y to meet
ATER

those in want of ftirnaces, and receive their orders.

att™.,,™.*

-

Kur,^jvXSkL 1UBEY.
»»i,'22 13m

l>,.rlJatui, Aa* 21,lSSfi.

Tho

WASTED!

AG KMT S

Bentlg in

r>LLASANT
l

Admiral.

UNITED STATES MILITARY RAILROADS.

UOOK

Board.
suits ol Rooms, furnished or uniurufsbed, with board, in the first class home 77

STRINGUAil, hear

V
Ang
23,28,30,Septl,1,6.

Terms:

The undersigned will continue the business under
the sarno firm name ol Robs Brothers.
WM. ROSS, Jb.
aug7dtf

we can

Aug 24—d&wlm

2011*

2Cx€0d.

IIE.VRY INMAN,
and A. Q. 3P.tr. S. A.

Aug. 25, 1865.—sltd.

ROSS,

Free St.

8hoos

fex 20 it.
12x
lax 30 It.

do

8.si.

Nearly Opposite the United States Hotel
lie would respectfully announce te tie
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he n
permanently located in this city. Durmg the in
years we have been hi this city, we have cured m
of the worst forms of disease in
persons who h.iY
tried other forms of treatment in
vain, and oini
patients fn so short a time that the question;
,p
asked, do they stay cured/ To answer
thisquesil
we will say that all that do not stay cured w< w'li
J
w,li
doctor the second time.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twentyone years, ana is also a regular graduated
physic;*'?
Electricity is perfectly a<looted to chronic diaetks * lithe form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgic in
the headL neck, or extremities; consumption uh«n
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not tiQ.
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula. h..'
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvutuic
of the spine, Contracted muscles, distorted Uu.bp,
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness, stammering or hesitancy ot speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, odes— we cut
every case that can be presented; asthma, br-nclb
tls, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female

Clothing,

Grand Trunk

The Best Oil in the Market!

Middle

STEAMER FOR FREER ORT.

descriptions, by

Auge.1

EXCELSIOR BU iNiNGOIL.

I«9

do

do
do

BY HORATIO HARRIS ,P

WM. ROSS, Jb.

LOOK

ME.

BATES, SeCy.

_Augustl.-eod.w3w

S. B. GOWKT.T,

«EO. E.

ftCfcDEHY,

commence

Possession given immediately if desired.
Please call and examine.

name

Street.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

25—dtf

of the best situations in Portia*(!.

one

One
One
(me
One
one

Capt.

herctoloro existing behvevi
THEGEO.copartnership
E. ROSS and WM. ROSS, Jb., under tbi
firm
of

Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired in
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Clothing bought and sdld.
augMlf

Class is termed in the Spring and Fall.
he h»rt with the Teachers In “Russell
Enquire of E. 8. HOYT, A. M„ or

Hall.

Aug

will tind this

LAW,

Patents*

No. 105 Middle

fT'HIg Institution offers to young men and ladies
X the best facilities for
obtaining a thorough Busioea Education.
for lull course, comprising both theoScholarships
ry and practice, good in thirty-six Colleges, eonsHtut
ingthef‘International Chain,” time unlimited.
For further information please call at the
College, or
send for College
Monthly And Specimens of Penmanship, enclosing letter stamp. Address
BRYANT, STRATTON & GRAY,
Aug 25—d&w3m
Portland, Me.

to, and

Where they will be pleased to meet their old custom-

PORTLAND
Olapp's Block, OoagreBa Street.

1

Dr. I). still

their Commission Office
taken the Store recently occupied by
HAVE

COUNSELLOR

YARMOUTH^

CO.,

removed

Dry Goods & Clothing.

HO.

Street,

Green

South End

~

a

FOR THE JOBBING OF

No. 8

&~C0T

L B. GRAHAM

AGENTS FOR THIS STATE.

undersigned have formed

m

P. T. CDHniWG.

Aag. ac—ill.

Successors to Dodge & True.

Copartnership
THEthe

at the

«fc

SON,
35 Exchange Street,

business,

HOODS !

By

INVENTORS’ EXCHANGE. 80 FEDERAL ST.

Smoky Chimneys.

NOYES

iu ray

do
do
do
do

The Building* ami Fence will be sold
and are to be removed immedi.it ly.
Term*—Cash, in Government fund*

TUE3D1y,

Every Day.

Call one and all, and see the Bon-Ton Sifter.
State and County Bights for sale on reasonable

A Sure Cure for

DUY

a

do

One

—

INVENTOR’S

Patented

WARRANTED

about to make

change
BEING
shall offer ray entire stock of

8

Patented Jdly 25th, 1S65.
This very valuable Invention is now on
exhibition
and sale by State and County Rights at the

It is'

TheArchimedian Ventilator,

--

NOTICE!

-—-—rr--w--f-Tttt

County

Patent Bread Kneading: Machine.

iW!J

J# BESSE&iRj
^artAKB

141 and 143 Middle Street•
Aug. 9, 1865.—dtf
■

One

21x100 it.
20x f-3 it.
I8x 24 It.
2®x. 60 ft.
20x160 L
do
60 ft.
20X
Onp
One
do
16X 44ft.
Seven do
20x loo ft.each.
One
do
10x 3T it.
One
do
15x 40 ft.
One Building
2400 teet In lengih ana

LEWIS, ROLLINS & BOND’S,
mj ^A»C4to..-. .A

Office, U. 8. A„

Maine, known a* GAMP BERRY.
The building* are pt‘ the 1 olio wing liiiuucBionii:
One Building 25x 36 ft.
One BuiUliag IhX 26 ft.

—-AT

Aug. 1—eod&wti

Day

per

Quartermaster’s

on

One
One
One

Also, FOR SALE one good second-hand Hack; one
2 wheeled Chaise; one Top Buggy; and one Carryall,
with pole and shafts.
j ulyUldtf
FR A XCIS' It. HA X S O .V.

Tilden’s

W'

'm,‘

n

Co., Auctioneer*.

&

Thuredwy, September 7th, 1865,
AT 10 O'CLOCK, A., 11., all the Building* and
Fence at the Draft Rt-ruiezvuu*, Cape Elizabeth,

Immediately,

AUGUST 1st,
My stock te fail and oomplete iu every department.
who
wants
thmily
Every
any goods for the next bJx
months ta come wiU do well to supply themself; m
immediately, as the price* are daily advancing.
Any one wishing to go into the Dry Goods TrAlo

LOOKING FOB BUSINESS to
MEN
the merits of

|i^LBUMS
"1

'*

BAILEY,

to inytructfons fr.»m the War DeAGREEABLY
W part ment, I shall neil at Public Auction,

At

Funerals.
The stable having been furnished with New Carand good Hordes, a share of patronage is solic-

$50

9feves—one for flour and cne for sdfthjg all kinds of
sauce, and whatever else may want sifting.
The Bon-Ton has no equal. For capacity of work

v

in and about tne house is in

PORTLAND, MAINE,
August 21th, 1865.

Makers

GREATLY REDUCED PRIONS, until all Hold
out, commencing

COMINO,

IS
gladen
npo
A
th<

Flour

Assistant

Venice

and

fhV|os,

The Bon-Ton

*•

augmi

Auction Sale of Public Buildings!

Sponges.
Liquors for Medicinal Use.
ES^PaMleular atte ntion paid to preparing Ph jsiclans PremrlptUmii.
jnlrSld2m

«-».♦,»

subscriber, having been at the above place for
rjlHE
A the paat seven years, would inform his friends
and the
public that he is still at the old stand, wlibrc
he IntendB to devote Ills entire

everything

a
on
JJENTIY
20—dtd.
Aug

Pure Wines &

BOOKS,

-AT-

66 & 68

Hack and Livery Stable!

AuetloueSS'

tern: and

IVlobrated Mineral Walera, KISSINGKN.
VICHEY, CONGRESS, SARATOGA and
EMPIRE SPRING.

Wanted

h’sheiln'

good order.
Sale positive-teviuH at sale.

DRUGS,

Coat, Pant, and Vest

"

1

GEORGE W. 1‘AKK f
HENRY HAILEY .ft CO..
at Portland, Aug. 20, I860.

All of tlie

Turkey uud

t

ON

the tost Office,

PURE

S.ap, Br

Saturday, September 2d, at 3 o’clock P. M.,
we shall sell a two and
a half story wooden
House, with brick basement, No. 17 Alder St; It Is
the northerly house in the Block of two house*. This
hoiue i» well built, luu.siiol thorough-in, with ten
romni, excellent cl *aeU anil sink-room; jjood water,
mml ami a*.ft; excellent
cellar, with gorfa brick cis-

GENUINE MEH) ICINES,
ENGLISH, FRENCH and AMERICAN PERFUMERY and FANCY GOODS, TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES, &e.

Fine

HAVE A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

SCHOOL

CHEMICALS

day,

DOLLAR.

®3T~*No person will be.Jkassed free unless holding a
Pass ticket with his name thereon.
Motflrnyw Frankhn Wharf at DA. M. every day
except Monday. On Sunday leaves at 10 A. M. :
Excur 8,071 Parties taken at greatly re-

Aug 32—few

I

an

Also the

House and Lot at Auctiou.

DEALERS IN

S'“‘e A«*"r ** Mai"e-

Aug. 2Mly

near

Ac.

/AN Friday. Sept. 1st, at 3 P. M., we shall sell
v
House No. 17 Tate Street.
It is a two-story
wooden house with fen rooms; good closets, hard and
soft water, wood-%use, See. Tlie lot Is 27 x 64
that,
and a ten feet passage w
ay in common. Title perfect,
sale positive.
HENRY BAJLEY & CO., Auctioneers.
Aug 28—td

PORTLAND, ME.,

“au‘’otcclf the Directors,” are obvious.

°r

given8*48*

September 4th,

7X Middle St., Fot Slock,

,li*r,ar>

Dwelling House at Auctiou.

DRUGGISTS,

HARPS WELL!

os

p

SaJer*t>“‘
Gorkin?’ n il“5’ K ‘o0’

a«aortSeouIf’uIS'.J,v
wlllil
Shop VunfiZIy’<-^T,
and Platform Seale, Sugar
Grimier,
TtiSu’JffirSfi!
Sale, Desk, Letter Cross, office hairs
7 i a11’
Dated

GROSMAN & CO.,

a

ll-v of
**“*“■;

,h*

‘‘eam

(

Continue tun Cri ekn.
dr Separate Department fforChfldren.
Miss ELLEN M.
FREEMAN, Teacher.
For terms, Inquire at No. 15 Preble Street.
WARY C* HALL* Principal,
Successor to Mis* H. Hawkes.
Portland, Aug 19,1865.
aug24dl5t*

-FOB-

renewal, coumieudng with
Dividend is paid, thus aiding the intheir payments by an immediate
return. The advantages oi this
system, over that
ol scrip Dividends
without interest payable In four

the

Starch, Pea-Nut*, Filben*

1

FALL TERM of this School for YOUNG
LADIES and MISSES, will commence

J;S- W1NSL0W' A^‘-

Aug. 25—-(ltd

"ill be sold by
Woudi s-

"!clock *»
SES'*

Castile and Palm
( loves, Mustard, Pepjwr,

key, Wine,

STREH_SEMINARY!

Monday,

mT.’u ??,n^

goods in

Tobacco, Pip.*, (to
ing, Ctc., Ac., with

f|iHE
A

prices.

»*«»> :‘n<l

^bllc Auciiou,i>n
,at**“
ln th<>

Portland, recently oeanncTs1*

the

G. M. STEVENS, Secretary.
Plains, Aug. 15, 1865.
augl8d2w*

CASCO

29th,

TTA^iP’

i

•j'ftj®*

Mareeiia Johnson

I.

yew Orleans Market.
“
V-ew Orleans, Aug. 26.
Cotton—quiet; sales 1.000 bales at 43 m 4«c.
Sugars—cetamon Louisiana 12*e. Prime 16*c.
Mohpses—sales of inferior, old, at 69 ® 70c.

Exchange

Tuesday Morning

Trunk

at 31c ibr

Freights

SPBUfOFXEn, Aug. 27.
The race on the Hampden Park, Saturday,
Sorrel Dan, oi'
for §830, was well atteuded.
Boston : Volcano, of Pittsfield, and Black
Diamond, of Hartford, were tl>e contestants.
Sorrel Dan won in 2.40, 2.39 and 2.40
A foot race for $260, between J. Adams and
Mat. Cassidy of Hew York and Edward Brady
of Albany, was won by Cassidy txi 5.37 and

bbls Western

Rosin cImc^—iuu'tj Sjsritaffurpenline

quarantine regulations.
The

009

FALL

R,

&aLe7

M—

Aconsemof
Tittii

day Aug
slo're Nm

r,r?r0f^i^rj.?8tru?tion

Excursion to Fort Pouham

an

OOjrSEMiRrf

TERM begins
Wednesday, August 30th,
and continues twelve weeks.
consists of Rev. S. H. Mc*>> si* experienced d’eoehoi*.
Tuition Horn *4,Gu to 7,00.
*>er
hot including wood and

STEAMER

Aug 28—d2m
New York, Aug. 28.

Oku

n

dividends annual.

and in cancellation of notes when notes

Principal,

SHjcMjrr’H

W ESTER

Stevens*

Life, Ten Year

Promptly

*

Post Office Address, Box 103.
N. B.—Please send for a Circular.

JPOPHAM!

PATTEN, Auctioneer, 12 Exchange 8t.

Walnntand Plush, .Marble Comer Table Mirror, Brussels Carpet, OD Paining*. Chandelier Ac
Also, leather Bods, Matress. s, Bedsteads, Bureaus'
L'rockery, Kitchen Knrniture, aud other ardcNe.
Aug. 21th—dtd

HANOVER STREET.

28

M.

O n‘in b££S sXrad’l>ath.10-V,M at »—• No.
tVe
Xn^^nr\lr^hTt
Black

Week*.

!

J«ku™
goSt,

Household Furniture at Auction.

Assi^auts

trip, hi,50.

WA R RI o
Will

WAliKLRV, President.

luossea

beiwjf^,

the steamer

Company,

Arrest of Ketehum.

The Commissioner of the Internal Kevenue

swers:

1.

THE--

Forfeiture, huU Ten

ico.

stated, blit entered upon the duties of-eounsSt aft^ a consultation wilh JudgeHughes, who hail just retired from the case.
On the assembling of the Court the crossexamination of Dr. Barrows was resumed.)
The questions and answers were numerous on
the point involving the treatment of their dis-

the round

FORT

CONN.
Organized A. D. 1860.

on

IheAc^.t ft&f&ZSZSZSSL I

EOW 1)

Aug21—dtf

HARTFORD,

Policies Issued

yivjrictl.

and, at Hie time of the steamer’s leaving Vera
Cruz, on the 14th. the French and Austrian
vessels were tiring salutes.
The Imperial troops had been twice
repulsed
from Zongonlia.
An expedition was organizing to drive the
Republicans out ol Chiapas.
It is reported that Negrette lost hall of his
men and all his
horses, and was retreating

Fare, for
Aug 26-(ltd

11)4

^dM**®

nf

will sail dnd
fur the continued pursuit of their .iLiiLAS3 SCH001'
HTParHculav attention wUl
v
K*vtn to boys
conting front the Public Schools.
Thu utmost endeavors of the hhdu]
will be uaed in order to
ncuooi
worthy of public patronage.
Terms 810,00 per Term .1 Ton

take passage in this staunch Boat.

CHARTER OAK

56 and 58

New York, Aug. 27.
Mexican advices slate that intelligence had
reached Vera Ortiz 6f a victory over the Liberals near Puebla previous to the 14th
inst.;

than to

afl

uSutter

motv

can

last.,

Auc-

at

L.'r« Ch?)e
llld

can

AT 1 O'CLOCK A. M.,
Harpswell, returning same evening. Those
Yfe..
wishing to attend the Celebration cannot do better

I 1ST S XT H E

Life Insurance

29th

Free Si.

dttaTra0*™'''
in Commercial Aritbm^tie tbo.^l?'i^"?t LTingund
‘^,1'od. ** those who
sKneonW
few
be admittc-i
“ubTcto^I1A
Masters and Misses
nh

on

12 Exchange 8t.

tion.

TERM of this Institution will comilh, 18®.
lK>guim r. and lor advanced scholars in
wiu h* funned at the beginning

C. O. FILES,

Aug. 26—dtf

-WITH

Fort Popham,

on

AUCTIONEER,

/COMMENCING Saturday, Aug. 28th, at lo K M
*'•
•i“a
srt sni1 continuing through Mondayy
and-I
newlay at the same hours.
*
“tock is not
large, but consists of a general
tine linens and Linen Hoods,
wai
!?n‘l tobcsold without the least reh.~i ....*.**?? ‘dnena tir Bosom and Cellars, heavy
M «Bow Case- Linen;
aml
and Bleached Linen
Table Cloths
*5rown
men Napkin and I)oyBm
Hdkis.; crash; toMtlm Uh a
V*"ut“ ,J“tn
of Linen au.l other
<>'eneral assortment
invltwi‘*» attend this sale.

The FALL
meneo Sept,

WHARF,

FRANKLIN

Tuesday next,

FiLEy

M. PATTEN,

Sales.

Linens and Linen Goods

SUCCJSaOB TO J.H. HANLON.

At the head of Green St; Entrance

,,-„,t ,

for

E.

SCHOOL ROOM, CMOS HALL,

EXCURSION

())

The

greatly promoted.

secure

Fancy Goods Headquarters,
145 Middle St, Portland.

passports'upon

of

will

as

patronage.

PiTThfirmo, Pa., Aug.

Aug.

our

nets,

Beltings,

and Pois-

26.
Our city has been thrown into intense excitemefit for the past two days by the discovery, bn Thursday, A. M., On Boyde Hill, in the
8th Ward, of the remains of a man with his
throat cut from ear t&ear, and Ids body terribly! mutilated bynwiterous wounds. The most
active eieftlons naveTailed to give any clue to
the perpetrators of the awful deed, nor has the
body yet been identified.
Several persons are under arrest on suspicions of committing the arime, but the proof
against them is very slight.
Yesterday, the excitement was rendered more
intense by the arrest of a Mrs. Grader, charged with the jiersistent and quiet poisoning of
three persons who were guests at her house at
different tfrnes.
They have died, it is supposed from the effects of poison, and another lies
in a critical condition. Thepdlsoning has been
going mi for several ’months. The investigation is still pending,);.:

fcr.«W*

M

fancy goods,

Shenandoah.
Sailed on the 13th, steamer Sacramento,
Panama, carrying 40ty passengers and $646,OOt)
in treasure for New York, and $400,000 for
England.
Many bodies from the wreck of the steamer

J

Auction

AiTd^ACAdImTS

O.o,

Will leave

The crews of the vessels captured were
plundered of everything valuable.
The war steamer Saranac is to cruise for the

Judge Advocate—Booth was dead when the
ot her -conspirators were tried, yet in that cate
the sources for the defense made no object dn
to Booth’s name in the charges.
Mr. Baker—A military commission could do
many things not commoD for a civil court to
do—hut they could not try a dead man.
> Dr. Barrows further testified that the Andersonvilie prisoners were arrested for buying
green com, which the guard took away fro|n
them.
Com is an anti-scorbutic in cases' of
scurvy, and is uscHtl. The slops of the coAk
house were thrown into the stream which ran
through the prison, the exhalations from which

P OR T L

Marceua .1 olinson
Ah

leaving the pirate.

cognizance.

Complete Stock

I

YACHT

STEAM

-_

_Miscellaneous.

mui unm

a

New and

Chicago; Aug. 26.
A San Francisco telegram of the 2d inst.
that
the following vessels have been dessays
troyed by the pirate Shenandoah: Harmon

J. Howland, Nassau; Brunswick, J. Muray,
Waveriy; Martha and Congress of New Bedford; the Favorite, of Fairhaverr:
The last seen of the prate, she was steering
toward Lawrence Bay.
Tlte Niel saw other vessels burning after

==iA. HjOY

RIGHT A GAIN!

W
genT T erally that their
spacious store, lately damaged
hy Are, is again in complete repair, and are now pre-

Depredations of the Shenandoah—Becovery of
Bodies from the steamer Brother Jonathan.

alleged

The Court interrogated the witness,, who
said the rebel force at Audersonville was between 3,000 and 5,000 men. The fuel for them
was cut by a large force of colored men. There
were enough to supply our men for a like
meet here uoxt Monday to hoar a Statement of
The witness gave as his liono,,l
purpose.
the financial affairs of that firm. The assets
opinion that if there had been projier food, are. likely to reach 00 cents on a dollar.
and
other
clothing, quarters,
necessary supplies, from 75 to 80 per cent, of the deaths
From the Southwest.
have
In
the dispensaty
been
might
prevented.
he had seen supplies which had come by way;
Naw Orleans, Aug. 20.
of Richmond, such as dried beef, say 200
The weather has been unusually cool
for the
*•
300 pounds, and some Bologna sausages. Hel season, iff; jj fP, «ifj f
i *.. w
saw several boxes of dothing at the
A severe wind storm in Jackson, Miss., tohas arrived here as attorney lor the owners. ment. Nobody in his ward saw anything of- day blew down several buildings in course of
is
at
seized
estimated
several
The property
the clothing. Once or twice a little of the' construction, and some people were injured.
dried beef was brought, but it did not afford
millions »f dollars.
One negro was killed.
A delegation from the Alexandria Colored
each man in the ward half an ounce.
Several persons have been arrested at San
Boston
a
colored
headed
Robert
H.
was
sworn.
Antonio,
Ho
said
by
lie
Convention,
Kellogg
charged with having made away with
preacher named Grimes, called on the Presi- was captured at Plymouth, aud with about 40o public 'property and money included ht the
»■•••
terms of stnrentlon—— ■■ "
more prisoners was nitron to itliueroonviile.
dent to-day.
This was the ‘Mof Ma\, 1864. The only other
Gen. Mackey is out in. a letter, which does
'prisoners there at the time were those who hail not give Kirby Smith much credit for truth
Taesj.ort* for Tar (ton eel Rebel*:
and veracity.
been brought from Belle Isle, Libby prisamand
Executive Office, Dept, of State, 1
other points. They were ragged and destitute
22. j
Washington,
J if.
fj f.J
Pardoned prisoners asking passports as citi- of clothing; many were nearly naked and toSew York, Aug. 26.
tally unprovided with shelter except tattered
zens of the United States, and against whom
The
men
blankets.
were
mere skeletons.—
Tbe first bale of new cotton arrived here tono special charges may be pending, will be fur-'
nislied with
application there- The prison appeared crowded, though thou- day from New Orleans. The steamer Guiding
sands
were
Star
there
afterwards,
brought
tfho
for to tlie Department of State in the usual
brought 2500 bales of cotton from that
form. Such passports will, however, be issued men were in a filthy condition. There was a port.
The Commercial's Washington dispatch says
poor opportunity to Keep clean. There was
upon tlie condition that the applicants do not
the President will order the release of Alex. H.
return to the United States without leave of very littJe soap. The nights were cool when
the President. Other persons implicated in vye first went there, but as the season advanc- Stephens.
ed the weather became intensely hot. There,
Ex-Gov. Brown, of Georgia, is in Washington
tlie rebellion, who may wish to go abroad, will
on business- connected with the
were 21 rainy days in the month of June.
reorganization
apply to. the Department of State for passports, The
prisoners were not supplied regularly or of that State.
and applications will be disposed of according
Gen. Lee will avail himself of the provisions
sufficiently with fuel. Sometimes a squad
to the merits of the cases.
would be allowed to go out to briog in pine ot Hie recent order to leave the country.
By the President of the United States:
to
make
a
fire.
roots
Sometimes
the
rations
WILLIAM H. SEWARD,
were furnished raw with no wood to cook.
Fra uds of Paymasters.
Secretary of State.
The penalty for trespassing on the loadlree
Naw York, Aug. 27.
was ileath.
He saw a man shot for this cause
The Richmond correspondent of the Herald
Reception of the Relf/ian Minister.
b/ the sentinels. If any crossed from the states that it is asserted
there that fourteen
Washington, Aug. 25.
prison to the swamp they would be shot at.—
The new Minister from Belgium, on being Once he stepped to the brook to wash his paymasters are concerned with Binney in the
frauds
in
that
alleged
department. It is also
presented to the President to-day, assured him hands when the sentinel fired at him. The believed that a
The piece missed, and he soon got out oi the reach
large number of northern payof the constant friendship of the King.
President replied: “Your soveyeiga has per- of danger. The witness said he did not re- masters are involved in the same charges.
The Heiald states thtt an
formed promptly many kind offices for the member whether the man shot for drawing
aimy officer In
United States, and he is, therefore, held in high water out oi' the brook was killed that day or this city was yesterday charged with fraud
esteem among the American people. Our best
not. The quantity as well as the quality of and forgery on tjhe paymaster’s department
wishes are constantly given lor not only the the rations was irregular. Some days they
welfare of your enlightened country, but for got nothing at all, some days a short allowance,
Trial of Werz.
the health and happiness of the King.”
and another there was a ftlll quantity, such as
Washington. Aug. 20.
The Werz Military Commission reassembthey were. Thirty-two of the ninety to which
was
he
attached
unable
to
stand
alien
were
led
this
forenoon.
tnericu.
Dr.
A. M. Burroughs was
From South A
ordered to form in line by the Sergeant Their
again called to the stand to-day and testified
New York, Aug. 26.
to do so arose principally from scurvy
at
inability
Jo
$s
the
abuses at tbe Anedersonville
length
Panama dates of the 16th state that the
qnd diarrhoea. Their limbs’were contracted
and filthy Condition of the
place.
place is greatly excited by au invasion from and therefore they could not keep their feet. prison,
Cauea. Business was paralyzed, military imThe brook running through the prison was
forced
loan
a
aud
> ia e,
pressments were going on,
exceedingly filthy, the surface of it being covwas being collected from the merchants.
ered with grease. Nearly 200 out of 400 who
Buffalo, Aug. 27.
The rebellion in Peru still maintained strong
A fire this evening destroyed tbe Main
accompauied him to Andersonville died after
Street
headway.
they were paroled. The 24th New York bat- Loss elevator, owned bv Hazard & Desbley.
-*
'-■•••*•—
40,000; insured far §20,000,
at
were
anni-

“Until

Entertainments.

MERRILL & SMALL

had a life preserver in his hand.

The fact, however, was re
ceived that Winder is dead, therefore tins
commission is sitting here trying a man not
m existence.
He moved to strike out the
name of Winder.
Judge Advocate—Do you appear for Winder?
Mr Baker—No!
The Court—Do you hold that Winder is on

the world lias taken

ALL

W$mteea‘

LATEST.
The boats'have returned, having seen nothwreck.
of
the
We
ing
give up all hope of sav-

name of Dry White was
corrected.
Mr. Baker said that the name of John H.

Winder also

Miscellaneous.

The

PRESS.

y

AUCTION COLUMN.

Lot at Auction—Houry Bailey & Co.

Dc. rili^ Gall—‘Theatre.
catholic Fair.
Timber Limits, Saw Mills, Ac., tor Sale.
Acvorttsed Letters—A. T. Dole.
Di -solution—C. F. irlolmos & Go.
A;, nU Wraite-i—Wm. Grace & Co.
Ci at Makers—J. L. Fernald & Son.
Visola Wanted—Littlejohn <£ Chase.
House wanted.

George

--—i -i.

History

a

of

Few

bag* /

the

Rebellion l

rSUITED by the AUBURN lUBLtSHIMr. CO.. In
I two Octavo \oK, 1000 pages, 2'H) PoimiAirs
Maps, Diaorams, <&e. The FIRST, cheapest and
History publlAed. A rare chance tin Agents.
h^t
Ht-tr Illustrated Order Hook now
ready. Terms
liberal, |-yr or Circulars, terms, Arc write tovery
E.
G. STORKS,
N.
Y,
AUBURS,

’»ug!6d'w

■

Job

[From Harper's Magazine for September.)
SEPTEMBER.
Sweet la the voice that calls
Prom babbling waterfalls
In meadows where the uowny seeds are hying,
blow
And soft the breezes
And eddying come and go
is dying.
rose
In faded gardens where the
Among the stubbled corn
The bathe quail pipes at morn,
The merry pateridge drums iu hidden places,

ghttering

N.

FOSTER & co>

Proprietors

train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and re
turning i? due in Portland at 1 P M.
trains at principal station?,
Stages connect with
daily for most of the towns North and East of this
1U,°'
C. M.TfOESK, Snpt,
Watervillc, June 23,1865.
juuc'iSu

filt AND

soon ob fiokl and hill
Toe winas shall whistle chill,
And patriaren swaJows call their docks tog®**er
To riy fr om frost ana »iiow.
Ana fcomt for lands where blow
The fhirer olossoms of a balmier we*tNr-

#aipe has just been furnished with

Our

complete

a

set of

ORNAMENTS, &e.,

That linger in the last dowers of Sepwmper,
Wuiie plaintive m.ovning doves
Uoo sauly to the*1.
Of the dead summer tbrf 80 we“ remember.

And

The cricket chirp* all day,
“O lairs** summer, stay!”
The saairrei e yw» askance the chestnuts browning;
j'Ue wda-fowl ily alar
the loamy bar
And hasten southward ere the skies are frowning.

|

now

found in

embraces the largest variety to be
State.
any oliicc in the

Attention is

THE

BEST STYLE OF THE ART,

From Momreal,
From
do.

■Cine to the soft

Yet, though

a sense

grief

of

Comes wiui the lairing leaf,
mem jry .nnte* the summer doubly pleasant,
In ail my autumn ureams

A future

summer

Our

Establishment la turniabed with all the approved

gleams

Passing the fanest glories oi

me

And

Quebec, ko, at

our

Interesting Announcement.—The Siam
Times of the 25th of May last thus records a
new arrival:
“At tne Royal palace on 23 instant, 5h. 24m.
p. M., her excellency Chauchom Manda Thiang, tne eldest royal lady of his Majesty the
supremt? Ring of Siam, gave birth to a royal

do

Coro puny art not responsible for baggago to
any cmufint exceeding *60 in value, and that personal unless notice is given, and paid fbr at the rate
of one passenger lOr every #600 additional value.
C. J. BUYDGKt, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Superintendent
Portland. Juue22ud. 1886 -dtf

'•__I

-J

r.

On and after April 8,1886, Pnssenger
Trains leave as follows:
Portland for Boston, at 8.40 A.M. and 3.60

and

Of every description,
STYLE.

Railroad and otter Corporation Work,

"Tina voice in silence die.”

“Do you keep nails here?” asked

a

Sermons, Reports,

sleepy

looking tad, waising into one of our stores the
other day. “Yes,” replied the gentlemanly
proprietor, “we keep ail kinds of nails. What
kind will you Have, and bow many ?” “Weil,”
said the boy. sliding toward the door, “I’ll
tase a pound of finger nails and a pound and

Pat up in

1

Superior Style.

BRONZED <fe COLORED
V

LABELS,

«V I
i
4
j
For Apothecaries, Merchants, and Fancy Dealers,
got up in the best stylo of the art-

The difference between the two sexes may
be often stated thus: A man gives two shillings for an eigliteen-penuy thing he wants,
and a woman gives eighteen-pence for a two
shilling thing she does not want.

^TEIDIDIilSra-

CARDS,

Notes of Invitation. Visiting Cards, Lists of Dances,
etc., etc., of every variety and cost furnished

CIRCULARS,

Advice from

an

old soaker.

liquor;

it

upon

Never put

inevitably damps

a

And Plain

ALSO,

wa-

Ml

Why should marriage be spoken of as a tentie, when it is so confounded tough that
nothing but death can cut it ?

PROVED,
HAVE
and

from the most ample experiire success*, dimple—Prompt—EffiReliable.
cient,
They are the only Medicines
perfectly adap od to popular use—so simple that
miaiuKcs cannot be made in using them; so huimli-ss
as to be free from danger, and so efficient as to ue always reliable. They have raised the hipest commendation from all, and will always render satisfaction.
ence. an eu
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Winthrop the same evening.
Winthrop Village is pleasantly located on the
Maine Central Railroad, between Portland and Ban-

23
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
26

contains abont 2000 inhabitant*. It has a
gor;
Telegraph Office, and all the conveniences ot some
large places.
The Boats, and House on the Island, are under the
management of CAPT. W. H. HODGDON.
For further particulars apply by letter or telegraph
it

E.

[23

Farm tor Sale.
in North Yarmouth, on the Gloucesroad, formerly known os the “Col. Cushman

ter
SITUATED
within two miles of two

depots on the G. T.
300 acres of land, 40 of which is
wood land: fences mostly stone wall.
Buildinggood two storied house, with out-buildings; and barn
100 feet by 39, cut full of hay last year. Orchardconsisting of several hundred thrifty apple trees, all
grafted ; bore in *02, 1500 bushels, and in *64 wo have
sold $600 00 worth of apples, besides a bountiful supply for a large family. Pear, plum and cherry tree*
In bearing, with a
of other fruit.
Also, a Cranberry patch from which 3o bushels have
been taken in one season.
The location is a line one, with plenty of sliadctrces. Mills, school house, &c., near by.
For further particulars inquire on the premises.
juno3eod3m*
SAM'L H. SWEETS1U.

Place,”
R. R., containing

variety

city of
In the Year
AN

Portland]--

Eighteen Hundred

and

July26*65eod1 y

1141 a m§s
|

U. S. Marshal’s Notice.
United States of America, i
District oi Maine, bs.
j
to Monitions from the Hon. Ashur
Ware, .Judge otjhe United States District Court,
within and for the District of Maine, I hereby give
public notice that the following Informations have
been filed in said Court, viz:
An Information against One Hooshead of Mousses, seized by the Collector of the District oi
the third day ot February last
Passamaquoddy, inonsaid
District.
past, at Houlton
An Information against One Barbed of Gin,
and One Barbel of Whiskey, seized by the Collector of the District ot Passamaquoddy, on the fourth
day of February last past, at Houlton in said Dintrict.
Which seizures wore tor breaches oi the tows of the
United States, as is more j>articularly set forth in said
that a hearing and trial will be had
Informations;
thereon at Bath, in said Distriot, on the First Tuesqf September next, where any persons intereste I therein tin,appear an I Sh iw cause. If any can be
shown, wherefirc the same should nit be docreed folOf according to law.
^u"
twenty-secon(1 ,la?
gust a d

PURSUANT

nu*l t’m.
from the

I'erfamr, I>i*fiiled
Konntif'nl Flower from
mid
which It take* its until*'.
Manufactured only by PIIAL91V Sc SO IV.

grant
Hare

tdP" Beware of Counterfeits.
f’>r t*hittiittV.— Tithe tio other*
8o!d by dru^gista
gcncraUy.

iTnlyl—oodfim

to

».

from

last'*11"*'thlB

F. A.
Aue 12-dlld
22_d 11,1
Aug

Dep.

QUINBY,
U. S. Marshal,
Dist.

of Maine.

MECHANICS’ HALL.
VKTELL
arranged for Concerts, Lectures

Fvhihl

Obstinate Cates of Indigestion, Dpspeosit, «>»».■
matlgra, Dropsy aud Diseases of the Urinyry Organs, which will be Readily Cured.

^

oV^td^rlho Hair

DandrofT.A OO V.
It is tho best Hair
Dressing and
Preservative in 1 ho tverld; <

SterifncFs AjMrosia

via the Ekie tie ilway, for sale
at the Union Ticket Ofeioe,

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE!

For sa’e by W. K PHILLIPS 4 CO H9 Midd e
St, and Crosman 4 < o., 75 Middle Street, Portland
BUMliJBlUtl a it' 1, II .to, Wholesale Drncggists,
86 Hanover st. boeton Mass, General Agents lor the
United States.

THE

STEAMERS

Will, until further notice, run us
follows—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
'every Monday Tuesday Wed ties

; Pday, Thursday, Friday and Saturclock
M ; and India Wiiarf, Boston,

o

very Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday,
day and Saturday, a 7 o’olock P M,

Fri-

Fare in Cabin
$2.00.
K£T Freight taken as u<ual
The Company are not responsible ft>r baggage to
any amount exceeding $.50 in value and that personal unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $300 additional value
L. BILLINGS Agent.
ffeb 18,1863 —dtr
Aug 5, 1865.

Mew

England Screw Steamship Co

SEMI-WEEKLY

LINE.

The 0f Iendld and taat 8 team 8 hi pa
ce ESA PEaKE,.Capt W. W. Shtr^
wood ana F&ANCONJ A, Capt. L.
^^■^^^■SaEBWOOD, will until further notice,
run aa lOilowa;
Leave Brown'sWharf, Portland,
overy WEDNKSand SATURDAY, at 4 P.
M., and leave Pier
3o.tiv?«T,er’ New Tork, evory WEDNESDAY
vnd

8ATURDAY,

at 4 o’clock P. M

These vos-els are tilted npwlh tine accommodElor passengers making this the mo.t
afe and com for table route tor travellers speedy,
between
Maine
Pa saer,,n State
Boom,
'b.i». Cabm pawia c 86 00. Meals ixtra.
■ons

l.codt

orwa-dedby

t.vs line

to ana

from Man-

rcol, Qnebeo, Bangor Bath, Augusta, Eaatportand

'*.JoUn.

Shippers

reamers

requested to stnd
early as 3 F. M. pa

are

«»

ave

Portland.

For

freight pr

the-r freight to the
the day That thev
1

pas age apply to
t-.MEBY & FOX. Browne Wharf. Portland.
H. B. CBOMWELI.*. CO., No. 86 West Street,
few York.

Mtv 29, 1866.

dtf

International Steamship Go.
Eastport,

Calais and

Si. John.

sufficient to

O" and after Monday, Marob 27. the
New YOuK.Capt 11 W ChiaRailroad Wharf, loot of Staff St,
»
ery Monday a 5 o’clock r. w ; and the Steamer
Brunswick, Capt E B. Winches'er. wi;lleave
ive-y Thursday a\ 5 o’clock p.m, for EAstportand
't. John.
Returning will leave St. John every Monday and
»hurs-iuys at 8 a m, for Ea tport, Portland and
win

rave

•08 Oil.

M Ea«tpor* the Rtoamer “Queen” will connect
St. A ndrews, Robins-on and Calais, with the New
•ro8W'ck and Cunad Railway Vr Woods rock and
•ouiton s atioua.
S aure ^'o&'-hes also connect at
M chi’'8 aDd intermediate places.
At St. John the steime* Empero*- w 11
connect, for
»Vind or, i->’tfby and Wall tax, and with steamer? for
Frederic «r'i! the Ht John River.
tickets
Through
orocured of the ajrewts or -the clerk on board. No
or

>

A°tf«.*irVor

Passports required.
Freight received cn days of saihng until 4 o’clock
c. V. Eaton, Agent.
PortlaEd, March 20. 1865
mchaitt

p. M.

Portland and Penobscot River
8munirr trrangement
On had >Per Moo’av April24th the
and fast, going Steam
‘-KEG11-' I
apt. W n M'wrr will Ifave Railroad Whaf, i.Hjt o('Stato Strict
Frrtlanrt,aver,
Monday-, W edek. r a v ant F hid AY evening, at 10
Cock eonnec’in’t with heS p ■ train lrom Boa»onRe'nrning. will leave

jBSaB&HL’-iC’W

Bangor

every

Mondat,

Wednesdayand Fkioay morning, at 6 o'olock,
*Bckl*Fd, Camden, Belfast, Neanport,
ucliing
H’-ckaport Winte-port and Ham. on. both wa.«
Faeseogere ticketed through on 'beBoston, Maine
•ind Eaa'ern hailroad at the Depote m Bouton, Salem r.flin and 1* recce
For Hreigh or pawaee apply to
A. SOMEBBY. Agent,
At Office on the Whari.
Portland. April 21.1886.—tf
t

pay the amount due

on

C. CHURCHELL,
L. M’OODBURY,
GEO. EVANS,

It will cure Nervous Affections Palsy arising from
the abuse of Mercury or Lead. It is a Tonic as well
as Alternative, restoring the tone of the system,
thus curing Dropsy and General Debillity, tending
to Consumption. It is a great protection fronf at*
acks that originate in change of climate, season and
of life.

Tonic.
will give
satisfaction whenever
native and Purifying <uedicine is required.
s a sure

and

permanent

gjood

Office of Collector of Internal Revenue

PRICE
jDR.

E.

1865; that the severM duties, taxes, aud li.
censes assessed aud enumerated in sMd list have become due and payable, and that I will, in
person or
by Deputy, attend to collecting and receiving the
aforesaid duties, taxes aud licenses assessed and payable within the County of Cumberland, in sMd District, at my ottice, No. 22 Exchange Street, Portland,
from the 15th dan qf August to the 3l»f day qf August,
A. D., 1865, both nays inclusive; and at the TONTINE HOTEL, in Brunswick, Friday, August
25th,
from 3 to 6 o’olock P. M., and Saturday, August 26th,
from 9 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.
And I further give notice that I will in like manner
attend to
and receiving duties, taxes and
licenses a* aforesaid, assessed and payable within the
County of York, in sMd District, at the following
designated times and places, vlt: In
SACO, at the Hotel kept by ltqftis M. Lord, August
18th, W5,from 10 o’clock A. M„ to 5 o’clock P. M.;
at the Biddq/brd House, Saturday
August lath, 1565, from 10 o’clock A. JL, to 5 o’clock

collecting

LIMERICK, at the Hotel kept by Amos Fetch, Monday, August 21 st, 1806, from 8 to 11 o’clock A. M.;
SANFORD, at Hotel kept by T'mothy Shaw, Monday, August 21st, IHG5, from 3 to 6 o’clock P. M.;
SOU TH BER WICK,at New ichan wariick Haase Tues4

qf Francis Bacon, Em., Wednes23d, 1865,from 10 o’clock A. M., to 2
A. Hall

o’etock A.

M.’,

All persons who shall neglect to pay the duties
taxes and licences assessed upon them as
on or before August 31.
to moor my
“wifi be liable, (under the provisions of See. 28, ofan
Act of Congress, approved June 3oth, 1864,) to
pay
ten per centum adullionM upon the amount thereof
with a fee of twenty cento for the issuing and serving
of notice.” which will in all cases he exacted.
No other money than United States Treasury
Notes, or Notes of NationM Banks, or Gold or Silver
Coin will bo received for taxoe.
Persons In York County, desirous of so doing can
pay their taxes at my office, No. 22 Exchange Street.
Portland, at any time prior to September 1, 1865 except during the time herein specially
for

aforesaid’
I860’

Deputy,

designated’

their collection elsewhere.
NATHANIEL J. MILLER,
Aug. i—dim
Collector.

Great

FOE PASTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
for sale a large qnantifv

be convinced ol Uieir euper»ori>
ty o/«*reverything e'se ol the kit d ever (flared to
the pubiic t* r flronehitu, Coughs. Colds, Hoarse•
nes» Sore Throat.l a arrb and influenza
Xumeroue restimouia s iron* tue Clergv, and others, acFor sale by the prino pal
oompa-yuiir achbox.
Druggist* throughout the city.
may27eodt<
hkm

!

end

,.i

West, Emery, Cushman, Lewi*, Bnunhall Moanment, Daniorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on p credit of from one to ten rears
if4e«lred by the purthaser*, and to parties who will
build houses of satisfactory character, then will kd.
ranee, ilUAred, out fourth q) Vie eosi qffkkdino ou
compieiiouef the house. From pan-tie* who
mediatelv, no cash payments required.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. Ml, at the office of the subscribers, where plans
may be seen, and full particulars Obtained.
J. B. BBOWN & SONS
Portland, May 3, 1865.
may4tf
a---—
ir^T'-se-»
?oi
—I

halfi ’i™

Symond’s Patent Burner,
And Petroleum Fluid,
Aug 12—tUw

A

A

N0YES & S0N,
35

Exchange

BY

1865

1865

i

'I!

.1

!■•

Cash

No.

113

Broadway.

Capital,

$1,000,000 00

SurpluB, Jan. 1, ’65,

204188 40

charge made.
day passes but we are consulted by one
young man with the above disease, some ot
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
have it. All such cases yield to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

••

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
men at the age of thirty who an
troubled with too frequent evacuation* from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner
the patient cannot account for.
On examining tin
urinary deposit* a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the cofor will be of a thin mllkish hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this dililcnlty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
There

are

many

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration oi the urinary
organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so *>y writing, in a plain manner, a
description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will b*
returned, if desired.
Addrtes:
Da. J. B. HUGHES,
No. ft Temple Street (corner of Middle
HT Send

a

Street], Portland,
Stamp for Circular.

Elect ic

Medical

TO

THE

Total Liabilities, $18,500.

Poisons.”
“Not dangerous to the Human Family.”
“Rats come out of their holes to die.**

a

liquid

or

destroy, and

as a

Drake,

Ase’t

Secretary.

Platt, Manager Marine Department (late ol
the Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co.)

J. H.

«/. W. Munger Jt Co., Agent*,
No. 166 Fore Street, Portland.
June 7,1865—eodly

BUTTON-HOLE MACHINE.
Best of Machine OIL The well-known Howe
Sewing Machine. Needles ior all kinds of Machines.

THE

Weed, Weed, Weed ! The Hew Sewing Machine.
New Machines exchanged tor old. Florence Sewing
Machine makes tonr ditterent stitches, and has the
Machines to Let, and Repaired.
Reversible leed.
Shaw & Clark's *16.00 and *20.00 Sewing Machines.
Button-Holes made to order. Stitching done in the
best manner. Twist to match the goods.
Oil Cans,
Screw-Drivers. Robing’s Shuttle Hemming Gages.
The best Cotton Twist and all kinds of Machine
Trimmings. Manntocturing andail other first class
machines sold at low prices.

Office No. 1371-2

Middle

Street,

Up One Flight Stairs.
Aug 1—eodlm

FLOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS. PROVISIONS, LARD, BUTTER. and WESTERN PRODUCE generally.
Particular attention given to shipping hy quickest
No. 182 South Water
and cheapest routes.
St.,
P.

O. B"X 471.

Chicago,

Reference!—Messrs 8.

M0estar's” Electric Powder for Insects,

is

on

each

Box,

HBXRY R. COSTAR.

Principal Depot, 482 Broadway, X. Y.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Portland, Me.
July 13—d3m
of

■t

of the Currehoy, (
Washington, July 17, 1865. (
by satisihetory eyldence presented
undersigned, it has been made to appear

Comptroller

Illinois.

PICKETT,

J.
Dealer

In

Photographic

mirrors and

Goods,

Engravings

Manufacturer of Mi-ror A Picture Frames.

Jmnelltf

Pobtlawd, Mb.

COMPOUND KXTRACT Of

Cubebs and
Surf, Certain,

sueh

13

a

Tar rani's

JVEVER

FAILS.

as

Oppression

after

eating,

Whit

Sour

jite

,

CASK HR

REMEDY,
CAR

CCR

As the great ai d oe taln cure for ail those fea/thl
end doetmotive maladies widen an s from a: Ir
pore
state 01 tne b:o d.
The wondenul sm.ee
which
ha-.n a >ow «, where it tas b'en fairly
tried, followed its use, leaves no room to diubt tbe b'esaed
feet that Cancers may be cured.
Sufferer- trom the econrge may therefore *o longdread the feattul alternatives o. tbe Sur.eon’s
er
knit* or the grave. They have a speeds a id certain
remedy,*h oh removes themslsdy.ro.Wand branoh,
which utbomnndio- ease .1 hooper Ml
g knife does
1 ane.r mu-t be oured bv remed
not.
width iboreughly renova'e the constit, tion. aril <hat o.n only
be t»en<
notifying tha e. t re mssu of the elrculatiae fluid. ThTa is fleeted by t .e Syrup, as thousand e

dissipated speedily. Old Uloers arc eared
leaving bad effects after closing them.
The ntosl terrible Scurvy complaints it banishes
from young or oi l.
Distressing Neura^a
Affections soon yield to its power. It clears thw
Complexion from Blotches and Pimples,
renders it brilliant. It cures Jaundice and
Dyspepsia, and all Eruptive Diseases. In all cases
of Female Weakness and Irregularities
produc
ing General Debility, Piles, etc., its effects are
without

Manuiacturers of PC

2 WHITE

LEAD, Dry and

in

LITHARGE,

Glass-in- ers’

Oil,

ED LEAD,
Red

etc.

Atso, LINSEED OIL, Rai
For sale

-,

Boiled

miraculous.
lyOne trial is all that is nooded to prove the peculiar virtues ot the .Syrup
Its repu atiou It now
so well established that more need not lie said.
Its
immense sale Is its tieBt recommendatton.

by Druggists

St

Dealers

generally, and by

Price SI 25 per bottle.

HOWARD’S UEALING SALVE. In all oases
Cancer, Ulcers, Burns, (Scalds, Skin Euruptlous, etc.

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,

where

an

rxten.nl a/.pa ton

uiav

be

1

Returning

will

leave

Pier in the afternoon at4 o’clock.
Fare each way 30 cents. Freight taken at low

Excursion parties accommodated on application to
J. W. LAWRENCE. Yarmouth.
Or, LYMAN, SON & TOBEY, Portland.
July 13th, 1885.Julyl3tf

Pearl Sc, NEW YORK.

and expense
I't lee 25 ceuts per box.
JAMK.
0 BOYLE 1* fO (Successor* to Reddin'
A Co.,) 6 tale-treet, Heston ProprietorW F PHILLIPS k CO Agts, P rtland.

$100,000 INCREASE
IESTTEAlfCE

ATIs\!VIIC

CAPITAL !

Directors of the ‘‘Piscatauua Fire and Morin**
ngurance Company” would announce that th«
r>o*u-u has this day voted to increase the
Capital
Stock of said Company One Hundred Thousand Dollars, making the whole Cash Capital $360,000.
Terms of Subscription $loo per share, Cash—payable at the time of subscription, or on delivery of the
Stock.
Subscriptions may be made through the following
Agents: At
Boston, Messrs. DAVID FAIRBANKS & CO., No.
70 State Street,
Portland, Me., Messrs. JOHN E. DOW & SON, Cor.
Exchange and Milk Streets,
^le*’ RUFI7S SMALL & SON, clt>

BBuflding

Mutual Insurance
61 Wall St,

cor.

Jaxoaar, 1346.

Insures Against Marine and Inland Navi*
*
gation Risks,
The whole proffu of the
Company revert to
Assouan, and are divided Awnuaily n«.,
Premiums terminated during tbe vtar
and
i*ued.

CjjtjAjatesw,

The

Works,

WORK8 of
FIRE
from the Country

a“dS

4

n

auu'acturer-

prices

< nr Works »re
and ut<* 'ranted t•»

t*ery descHptlcn.
Oner*
ioiud. Towns *>upp i«d a*

OH AS. OiY. Jr,
114 Middle St.
from the REST manufacturers
give Bttl-ftc't >n.

AGENCY

J. L.

July 22, 1866.—diwiw

WINSLOW, Agent.

13,1(43,730

^

For Sale.
Salt Marsh,

Copartnership Notice.

FARM In Cumberland of 40 acres, eight miles
from Portland and within fifteen minutes walk
of the Grand Trunk Station. For further
particulars
Inquire on the promisee ol
MRS. A. L PETTENGILL.
Job»
Siwaw*

A

by Stocks

md

over

Eleven Million

otherwl-e.

Premlnm Not. s and BLN Receivable,
Real Estate, Bond and Mortgages, and

other-ecurit!es,

United States Gold Cola,
Caeh la Bank,

44,371 7n0
3,137 850
3.1W.5W

'‘l

990

«M-430

•11,138,400

Jrl

SmEArS!?1'
william K Dodge,

W II H Moore,
Henrr OU.
Wni V Piokeregiil,
Lewie Carrie,
Cbarlee H Roesell,

Dennia Perk inn.
Joseph Gadaid Jr,

i Henry Bnrgy,
Cnraeliue

..

VmSSSfr* haTe '0nned

a

'oP^ershi,,

In

FREDERICK DAVIS,

Also the
acres very

For Sale.

has Atiett,

John D Jones,
Charier Donah,

In lots to suit pur-

Homestead Farm, containing about 128
superior up-land, being the property recently owned by the late Hon. Horatio Southgate.
Enquire of Seth Scammon on the premises, or
EZRA CARTER, Jr., Portland.
May 3—eod6t&wtf

Company

nnrin:

Valuable Real Estate in Scarboro’,
ACRES of

46

here has been redeemed

secured

«o

,al

amount to the

4r, 1865.
JJOiimrg, via:—
Statea »“d State of New-York
Fire Works ! Uo.‘®dw
Stook, City, Bank and other storks,
Loans

JULY

Fire

n.*

Wwl.Irh

teAinp'Sk*?

j poTM^t‘^hDdl,in Yt“” 1863
The Profits
32 Years
O^which
Cash,

urer.

Company1

William. N EW YORE

for

Garden and Cemetery Embellishments.
for the sale ol Chase & Co's (New

York) ORNAMENTED IRON and TERACOTA
ARTICLES, such as VASES, FOUNTAINS, RUSTIC SEAT’S &c„ at WINSLOW’S Maehlne Works,
No. 1 Manufecturers Block, Union Street, Portland.

-ary,

may3ld3m,

Portland

rates.

nece

this Salve, prepared expressly for thu purpose, will
be found invalualilo It wil always be useful in the
Household, ami a Imx of it tuay atn* much suffering

General Agents,

287

the worst cases

Steamer for Yarmouth.
The steamer CLIPPER will leave
Yarmouth for Portland every morning until further notice, (Sundays
excepted,) at 8 o’clock.

ASH

SYRCP,

are

name

1

VROiTARLB

of
up as incurable by
dootors. It banishes Salt Rheum
entirely and1
permanently. In Erysipelas its effects are surprising. All cases, however virulent, of Sorofula or King’s Evil, Vkhite
Swelling, or Tumors,

of New Y

usually

Commission,

THE GREAT HUMOR
ROWARU'S

The CANCER and CANKER SYR0P infalli-

and Refined.

823 Broadway, N. Y.. l)cc, 20, 18T.4. j
ISK *EL WASHBURN, Ju., pf Portland.
Maine, ha-» consented to aocept the duties oi
General Agent of the Commission for Maine, aDd
is hereby appointed euoh agent by authority of the
Commit* ion.
He will fce ready to furnish advice to the friendt
of the Com mission’8 work throughout the Sfate.
All money contributed in Maine lor the use of the
Com miss on should be paid to Mr. Washburn or to
persons designated by bim.
Bon. Mr. Washburn is the sole agent recognized
by the Commission for Maine.
J. FOSTER JENKINS,
c28dfcw»r
General Secretary.

THE

bly eradicates and mires
Canker, even when given

Lead

and Linseed Oil Co

Lead,

Commission.

maySSSdly
FINGER OF PROVIDENCE, from tbe
Teaohlues of taper enoe seem to point to

Stomach, Spit-

Lead.

;

Atlantic \

Currency.
july20 2m

On application sent to this Agency, stating the
and post office address of the claimant, the
name, rank, company, regiment, service, and State or j
the soldier on whose account the claim is made, date ;
of discharge or death, the proper blanks will be filled
out as tar as possible and forwarded to the person applying. These can then be executed and returned to
this office, where the claim will be proseuted to a flnaj
issue in the shortest possible time,
j uly7eod2m & w6m.

CO..

ft

*78 Green wioh 8‘ New York.
by Druggist* ail ever tbe World.

by

of the

anitar*

Cubebs and

hare testified.

to
and their
expenses
paid for
prosecution
ol such claims, have established this Agency, to collect pensions, arrears oi pay, bounty and other claims
against the Government, without charge or expense OF ANY KIND WHATEVER TO THE CLAIM-

S.

Compound Extract q/'
Copaibs

there la no need ol onflueir eut q» change of diet
la its approved iorm o' a pa^'e, i. i eutirel
tasteless aa cauieB no unpleas ’*t teosa ion to the
ttienr. ana no < xpesure
\t is now ae'oiowledged by
tue mo.-t learned in The profession that iu the above
o’e-s oM'seat**1, Cubebs snd Copaiba are the only
< wo rein die* koowu that can
be relied u|on with
aoy oertalaty or success.

Monthly Pains, and ail Irregularities, Neuralgia. ;
Travelers find the Lozenges Just
Faintness, &e.
what they need, at they are so sompact and inodorous
hat they may be corned in the vest
poetst. Price #0
cento per box; small boxes 30 cento. For sale
by J.
S. HARRISON & CO„
Proprietors, No 1 Tremout
Temple, Boston, Will be mailed to any address on
enclosing 80 cento.
JulyMly

Now, therefore, I Freeman Clarke, Comptroller o1
Currency, d > hereby certify that “The National
Traders* Bank of Portland,” in the City of Portland,
in the County ol Cumberland, and State of Maine, is
authorized to commence the business of Banking under the Act aforesaid.
In testimony whereof, witness my hand and seal of
«
oftice this seventeenth uayof July, 1866,
FREEMAN CLARKE,
[U 8.]

V

a

to the

ting of food, Palpitations; also, Headache, madness,
Pam in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin
and Eves, Slok Headache, Coated Tongue, Bfllousness, Liver Complntnt. Loss of Appetite. Debility,

Elied
ig under said Act:

Office '•/ the

Copaiba,

d Speedy l ure T«r a'l \i<sa.j.
e* of UulUitritlcr Hi mpy* an<i (J rimer» t
f^ums,
e»*h' r in the m dc or leinJa. uwj •© .t;y p»-r ibrininjf
a u. r pet c»r.* ia ihceb.ir vfm-e ef tl rc<. 0r our
d »y» a id tun s n l«. s* tun-.* than any ot'^er preparation. *o the use oi

palate, cause no pain, act
require increase ol dose, do not
promptly,
exhaust, and for elderly persons, females and children, are Just the thing.
Two taken at night movtlie bowels once the next morning.
Warranted
in all cases of Tiles aud Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a cure for all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,

OF PORTLAND,”
In the City ol Portland, in the County o Cumberand
State
of Maine, has been duly organized
land,
under and according to tne requirements ol the Act
of Congress entitled “An Act to provide a National
Currency, secured by a pledge of united States bonds,
and to provide /br the circulation and redemption
thereof/* approved Junes, 1861, and has complied
with ail the provisions of said act required to be comwith before commencing the business of Bank-

Sanitary

Pail,”

TARRA N T’B

never

“National Traders Bank

Comptroller

ink Word as

no

|

TJLEASANT
l

iy!!! Beware ! !!ol all worthless imitations.

G.

Bewd’ear * Cos Mavi
am*. Sons; H. k W. Chtckerirg; c H. Cnmm'ni
k Co; Chas. H. Stone; tiallett, Davis k Co; Boston.
J. N. Baoon, E»q, President N«wt-n National Bank.
Nuwton.Mass; C. B Coffin Esq, N.Y.City febSWdiv

LADIES.

Sold

HON.

TXNIOJXT

“Tkfre Is

Infirmary,

Jant.1868d.Swly

ANTS.

Oliver A.

Me

TAB BA U

S, SANITARY COMMISSION desiring
FIRE THEU
relieve Soldiers, Sailors,
families from
the heavy
the

HAMILTON BRUCE, Vioe-Pres’t,

Melrose, Maes.
V Phillip. t Co, and II. II. IIay. Wbcl/eale
Aroma Port4ii,, ana told by Uiurr"t
»n<i deal
ri»*'Oi rally.
mcb35ooU4reoMbn

pre-

jgp-See that “Costab’s” name
Bottle and Flask, before yon buy.

Hoavery,.

Manufactured only by

Bed-Bugs, &c.

ventative for

8.

KNiaHTM, Proprietor,

W

wash, used to

also

K.

Copaiba

W. H. Fessenden, Local Agent.
Office* No* 65 Exchange Street*

O. C, HINE, Secretary.

E.

DR

Tarrant* Compound Extract of Cubebt anti

NO CHARGE FOR SERVICES.

CHARLES TAYLOR, President.

1

“CostarV* Bed-Bus: Exterminator,
Is

CTti. ANl) #1 PER BOTTLft

50

Prepared by

a

ARMY & NAVY CLAIM AGENCY,

INSURANCE.

PRICK,

DB. H U U HES particularly Invite, all Ladles, who
need a medical adviser, to call at Us rooms, No. G
Temple Street, which they will dud arranged for their

C. S. Sanitary Commission

AND

Ms.

paste—used for Rats,
Mice, Roaches, Black and
Red Ants, tfcfc., $c.

Is

OCEAN,
INLAND,

JM Woodbury Newfleld.

Some of the above uannul Cergyuum may have ovi*ii«f•<1 tbeir Pastoral charge since the pubilcntiou oi the
above.

‘0o8tar's” Eat, Eoach, &c., Exterminators,

No. 1461.

MARINE,

1

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attend-

“Free from

^Mnujfer

44

or no
a

own sex.
ance.

known/*

“Only

*4

'f

Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war-

the

$1,204,18840

C' lugalls,Melrose,Ms
A ugunt^ 1K«
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Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervout.
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait fbr the consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!

_

established in N. Y. City/’
years
infallible remedies

to the

ol New York.

t*lut0Kre<:T??«e"d *12*tte

Her J

DU. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street (corner of Middle), PortUnd.

“18

y11^

haviugeiperienced

LADIES win find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried In
vain.
It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, aud may be taken
with perfect safety at an limes.
Sent to any part of the country, with fell directions,

that

City

0ttre

especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electlc Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action la specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.

INSURANCE COMP’Y WHEREAS,
the
Of the

ami of sin'h peculiar character, that
sufferers canuot
reasonably hesitate to receive th*
probered aid
The class of diseases for which the
tiyrup provides
y
which has so often baffled th*
Highest order of medical skill The fact* are tangible, the witnesses accessible, and the safety and e&cacy of the Syrup incontrovertible
The umlersigned
the beneflcta effects of the “Larookah’s
8yrup." <!» not htsiof the Public
the best Medicine they ever used.

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

ranted

well

so

authenticated,

All who have committed an excess of
any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the
stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,
SEEK FOR AN AN Ta DOTE IN SEASON.

June 23—d&w3m

Office

No. « MARKET SQUARE.
St.

FOR DALE

Treasury Department,

INTERNATIONAL

OF

k SSSSVMB&SJSiBaisS

JjlOB

AND

A. CHOATE, Druggist,
Under Revere House. Boston; and by druggists generally.
Wholesale Agents J. W. Perkins & Co, 86 Commercial St: Wholesale and Retail E. L. Stauwood, cor.
Fore and India Sts; 11. 11. Hay, junction Free ami
Middle Sts; M. 8. Whittier, eor. Free and Congress
Sts; Wm. W. Whipple No 21 Market Square; ami
all druggists in Portland and vicinity.

£3rSokl by all Druggists and Retailers everywhere.
iBY

J
W. SYKES.
PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,

Inducements

mHE subscribers offer

by

PREPARED

HENRY

Fleas, Bed-Bugs. Insects on
Plants, Fowls, Animals, lie.

at office

9

cure

Is tor Moths, Mosquitoes,

BIDDEFORD,

tolo’ctSA

Colds.

Bronchitis.
Are an effectual remedy for Catarrh,
lways cure Hoarseness.
Ill relieve a Dry Cough instantly.
All Vocalists should use them.
Will always clear and strengthen the voice.
All public speakers should use them.
More In quantity for the money.
The large boxes are the cheapest.

Alter-

For sale by W. F Ihillipe tr Co., and U H. Hay
Wholesale Agents, and retailed by all dealers »
medicine.
mch'Ji’Gdei.dJvowfim

list for

sale

an

$1.00 PER BOTTLE.
Prepared by 8, 8eavery.
R. KNIGHTS, Proprietor

/ f ON FORM A BL V to the provisions of the eeverM
VV Acts af Congress “to provide Internal Revenue
to support the Government, and to
pay interest on
the public debt,” I hereby give notice that 1 have received from the Assessors of said District the annuM

KITTERY,

Often

1865.

At.} to

ami

cure

Melrose, Mass,

First Collection District of State of Maine.

A.

Sore Throat.

BJSNJ. F. ABBOTT.

Office

redemption as hereinafter provided,”
Portland, July 26, 1666.—dtf

da^August&d, 1&J5,jYam la o'clock

Coughs

cure

Melrose, Nov. 21st. 1864.
Dr. Lakookah:— I have been in the lrabit of preLarookah’s arsaparilla Compound for two
scribing
years with the most satisfactory results. It will l e
lound a remedy well adapted to cure Scrofula and
incipient Consumption. It purifies the Blood, diverts humors from the lun&i and at the same time

Co.

1’OBTLAND, August 1st,

cure

They will

Dr. Larookah’s Sarsaparilla Componud, has been
so
family that we olass it
£reat a blessing in our
with Larookah’s
rup, the best article in use for
what it purports to do. The 8 YRU1\ in the opinion
of my friends, saved my life And Mrs. Seloe, has
been as greatly benefited by the use of the Sarsaparilla Compound.
REV, N. P SELEE.
Melrose, Mass., Dec. 1st 1864.

Trustees
C. R. R.

Particular attention is called to tbe following provision of tbe Aot of the Legislature of Marsh 45,1884,
“And if any person so Interested shall foil to pay
his proportion by the time fixed in sMd notice, then
any sucli deficiency arising from such foilure may be
paid by any other person or persons holding bonds or
clMms seeuredas aforesaid; and tlie person so paving any deficiency as aforesMd, shall succeed to Ml
the rights which the person foiling to pay as aforesMd
would have had If seasonable payment had been
made by him, subject however to the further right of

_

They will

OF

Rheum,
Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism, Pain in
the Stomach, Side and Bowels, Debility and all complaints arising from impurities of the

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
tliat remedies handed out for
general use should have
their efflcacy established
by well tested experience in
the hands of a
educated
regularly
physician, whost
preparatory studies fits him for all the duties he must
fulfill; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls,
purporting to be the best in the world,
are not only
useless, but always li\jurieus. The unfortunate should be particular in
selecting his
Pkyatciaib as it is a lamentable yet inconlrovertable met, that many syphilitic
patients are made
miserable with ruined constitutions
by maltreatment
from inexperienced
physicians In general practice;
lor it is a point
conceded by the best syphiigenerally
ograpbers, that the study and management of these
complaints should engross the whole time of those
who would be competent and successful in their LreaU
ment and cure.
The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make
himself acquainted with their
pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

Hardly

Salt

mors,

liable and
all other complaint* tending to
consumption.
The proofb of its etiicaoy are no numerous,

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

or more

Tickling in the Throat.
Sleepless Nights from Coughs.
Will prevent the Asthma if taken early
Are good for oold in the head.

Compound!

( Y. &

j

should use, and every
should*
sell them.
Druggist

Always

CURB

everybody

Sure to prevent

Myers’

said

KENNEBUNK, at Hotel kept by Woodbury

JefeE^kaSsUSteamer
•oim,

Bond-Holders,

mortgage, and all other claims having a priority over
the rights and claims of said consolidated bond-holdAnd they further give nodco that the sum to
ers.
be paid tor the redemption of aid mortgage to John
G. Myers, having priority over the right* and claims
of said consolidated bond-holders, Is, as conveniently as may be at the rate ol twelve per cent, on each
hundred dollars of bonds and coupons secured by said
deed and mortgage of Jan. 1, 1857.
The undersigned, Trustees as aforesaid, do therefore hereby call upon Ml holders of said bonds and
coupons for interest or other claims, secured by sMd
deed of Jan. 1,1857, to pay their several proportions
Of the sum to tie paid for tne redemption of said mortgage to Myers, being at the rate of twelve per cent, on
every hundrea4t)Uar» so held by them respectively,
and they appoint the same to be paid to either of
the Trustees, st the office of Evans jt Putnam, No.
74 Middle Street, P. rttand, on or before thtf firet day
of September, 1866.

day^Aujjust

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.

SARSAPARILLIA

acts
It

1865, by adjournment from the twentieth day of June
1865, it was voted “That it Is expedient that the
holders of the bonds issued by the York & Cumberland Railroad Company, June 1, 1857, commonly
called “the consolidated bonds,” pay and redeem Hie
mortgage made by said company to John G. Myers,
bearing dal* Feb. 8,1851,” and that the Trustees under said deed of January 1, 4867, to Hayward and
others,” immediately proceed to take all due measures as provided by law to carry said vote into effect,
and to levy upon and collect of said bond-holders, a

sum

MAGIC LOZENGES!

DR. LAROOKAH'S

Allowing

Gemkkal Dkbilitt and the vailThroat Affection* and
ous
Hoarseness to which Pul
He Spoaktrsandbing-

The

Six Bottles for $5:

CHOATE’S

And why

ever niaue ior me

preparation

complaints:
Colds, Coughs, Whooping Cough Croip, Asthma,
Catarrh Bronchitis, SpittingBlood,Pain
inthkSidr. Night sweats Humors,

Druggist,

v

uajMSufaiid Notice is hereby given to holders of
6®p5“iS»itBond8 and Coupons for interest, issued
by the York & Cumberland Railroad Company, bearing date Jan. rj.1867, eommoniy oalled "consoli.
dated bonds," secured by deed of mortgage to James
ward and others, Trustees, that at a meeting oi
Hay
said holders, held on tbe twenty-fourth day June,

Arrangement /

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,

_

to

J.
N.

Summer

YORK.

CUMBERLAND R. R.

j .Notice

31 EXCHANGE STREET.
p. UTTUi, Agent.
marlSdfcw atf

;
•lay, At 7

NSW

&

YORK

Comp’y,

PROPRIETORS,

7*60

LITTLE

For the OH RKGIO&R of New
•WSlifS'ewf J’-whi-ylyaxia, Ohio, and all

-arts ol rhu tv ent
H the lowest rates,

SOLE

HENEY A. OHOATE,

Under Revere House, Boston*, and by wholesale ami
retail druggists generally throughout the country.
1ST To be sure of the genuite notice the Circular
Trade-31 ark enclosing a Audi a Leaf on each bot-

SI Per Bottle.

IT.

TUB

o

and

tle.

PRICE, $1 PER BOTTLE.

FOR

diseases

gists and apothecaries everywhere.
more in quantity, lef^ in pric<-

RESTORED!

hea thy and normal tone by

BLOOD.

Hair.

Gravel, Dropsical Swellings,and all
Urinary Organs, in Men, Women

than any other similar preparation.
Sold at wholesale and retail by the proprietor,

MEDICINE

TRY

BUCHU,

OF

Is Better In quality,

Complaint, Dyspepsia, Scrofula.
Dropsy, Neuralgia, Epilepsy,
Erysipelas, Jloils, Tu-

falling; Clcames, Beautifies,
Preserves, aadr^uderp, it Soft and
Glossy, and the Head free from

;

Through Tickets.

a

it*

FULLER’S

EXTRACT

Children.
Sold for $1 per bottle*, six bottles for $3; by all drug

Liver

STERLING’S

provertfs

ChUdho. d it has been lorn d

ENERGIES

back to

DR.
FLUID

SYRUP.
TV* best

era ore

*

BUCHU,

OF

pore Fluid Extract, not a weak tka or infasion;
Is the one thing needful fbr all complaints
insidental to females. (For particulars send for circular.)

Cures

Smolandcr’u Extiact Bucku.

young should use

Wn

a

EXTRACT

Vegetable Pnhnonio

Indian

to » P. M.
daily,
addresses those who are suffering under th«*
oi private diseases, whether
arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch oi
the medical profession, he feels warranted in UuaeRANTEEINO A CURE IK ALL CA8E8, whether of
long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a
*
perfect and PERMANENT CUBE.
He would call the attention ot the afflicted to the
fact of his long standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his s’.IIl and suc-

cess.

FULLER’S

of

neoeesary,will find their

M^The Cars from Portland every hall how.

It

one

rendering

THAYER, Proprietor

The

the continued

june30 eodfw2in

WINSLOW A THATEB.
Westbrook, Oct. 10-dtf

Is

Dropsy.

INVALUABLE.

Parties.
fort of guests.

Travelers!

W. D. LITTLE, Afsent.

it

®£jp™lnauces

Infunoy

house,

FOIt''1’

Faculty!

ERUPTIONS

and

MORRILL’S CORNER,
Portland, lias been re-furnished and
the reception of Company and Pleasure
Every attention will be given to the com-

Old and

to

ALL

,'B
milea from

open tor

FLUID

Those whose ey stoms aro reduced by the too ardei t pursuit ol business or pleasure,
a

AS TBB

Ma NUFACTURING

Agent for all tlw ftreat Leading Route* to Chi
cago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukee,
^a‘ena. Ophkeah, Bt. Paul, J.aC>ossef Grcep Bay,
Btinuy/df/Lt ui», i oinOTile, Indienapoli*, Cai*o,
rC. on'’ i^ prepared to furnish Through Tickets
romPoitKud to al the principal i itiee and Towns
in ilie
l^yal State* and the Canaan*, a« the
LdaEST rates of fare,
\nd all needful information cheerfully furnished.
Tr^vuli.kh* will find it greatly t<'their advantage
to procure Through TickriH at the
Portiam1 Kail way Ticket Office* 31 1£kchange Street, 'ni* stairs.]

ORDINANCE respecting the Collection of Taxes.

BE

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

Fx«|iii*Mtr. Oelicnlf

W.

Sixty-five.

viz:
Section 1.—It shall be the duty of the Assessors
to make out and deliver to the Treasurer and Collector,
at the time of the commitment of the warrant fbr the
collection of taxes in each year, tax bills for all taxes
assessed upon all real lent" persons and estates, with
the name and residence oi the same marked thereon.
Sec. 2.—The Treasurer an i Collector shall immediately issue the tax bills, and if the same are not
paid within four months thereafter, he shall issue a
summons to each delinquent person assessed, and U
such person shall not pay his taxes within ten days
af*er the receipt of such summons, or after the service thereof in the usual form, the said Treasurer and
Collector shall isssue his warrant for the collection of
said taxes according to law.
Sbc. 3.—On all taxes assessed, interest shall be
charged at the rate of six per cent per annum, commencing sixty days after the* commitment of said bills
to the Treasurer and Collector.
Sec. 4.—On all taxes paid within sixtv days, from
the date of the commitment thereof, a discount of live
per cent on the amount shall be allowed.
Sec. 5.—Section ten of the Revised Ordinances on
taxes, page 235, an 1 an ordinance “respecting discount and interest on
taxes,” passed June 19, 1857.
and parts of ordinances inconsistent with the provisions of
this, are hereby repealed.
Approved Aug. 15, 1865.
augl6d2w

NEW PERFUME

SmIc

21

_

West, South, North-West and the Oanadas.

ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council in City Council assembled, as follows,

MEDICINE

IIAV, Agent, Portland.

STANTON.

Prop. Winthrop House, WINTHROP, ME.
August 5—dim*

to

The publio are respeotlWly informe*
that this spacious, convenient and wel
known House, situated at

EDWIN NOYES.

Important

the regular trams.
A few summer boarders can be accommodated at
the Winthrop House, with pleasant rooms. There is
also connected with the House a Good Livery Stable.
Parties leaving Boston in the morning arrive in

CASES.

jersonaily

KlfOWN

McClellan

on

COMPANY.
Office and Depot, No. 502 Broadway, New York
Du Humphukvs is consulted daily at his office
or by letter, as above, for all forms of

A !?lont

VOBHKUT-Y

leaves new depot Portland at C 46 A.

April g, 1886— qptaotf

Wintrop

PERCH.
or Arrangements have been made with the
MAINE CENTRAL R. R. CO., to convey parties oi
Twenty, or more, to and from any point between
Portland and Bangor to Winthrop, for HALF FARE,

VETERINARY SPECIFICS.
Mahogany Cose lo Vials.
$10 00
Single Vials with directions,
I UO
jgpThese Remedies by the Case or single Box,
of
to
he
sent
any
are
part
country, by Mail or Express, froe of charge ou receipt of the price. Address,
HUMPHREY'S SPECIFIC
HOMCEOPATHIC

88i p. if.
Freight Train
i. daily.

Pa**a re Ticket*
California, by tho 0Td Cine
flail .Steamer*1 and Panama Railroad way be secured
•y eat lv application at this ofiicc.
March 20, 1366.
ma*^0d&wtl

has

luoident

FOREST AVEHIIE BIOIJSS

er

Notice

rowing

sailmg

§ut

35 Vials, Morocco Case, and Book,
$10 00
20 large Vials, in Morocco, and Book,
6 00
20 large Via 8, plain case, and Book,
5 00
15 Boxes (Nos. 1 to >6) and Book,
3 00

11*11.

March 27, 1865 —dlf

mi

i

yield

IMPAIRED

spaoiou*

DR.

Smolander’s Extract Bucku?

and.bronght

jjmkopt

By

WORK

TO PLEASURE PARTIES.

which will

very

and finely furnished Lous
has iUBtoeen open to tho public,and it will t*
in all respeots as a Orot clam
del It
mis located ■■ ithin a lew rods of tl
lepot, ir
one of the pleasantest and most Hiving villages o
ul
the Stats. «#I vital n«
It is. within live antes of the eelebrttrd Polsm
Mineral Spring, the wateroi whiohis kept ooustaut
ly on band at the bouse. The ’aoiiiUes lor trou
dshiog aud other sports aro excellent.

res through us that it shall ocat them no more
£
h>* noe ihm b-an) ot er.
o tlsod to oounect with trains
T aim er. due in
■or Boston oa Moniais a: 8 80 a. m, and every da.

outh Pond, and is ready to accommodate Pleasure
Parties and Excursions at shot notice. He has erected on Wood's Island a house for the accommodation
of Pic-Nics. Chowder Parties, &c.
The Pond abounds in PICKEREL and WHITE

25
25
25
Salt Rheum Erysipelas Eruptions,
25
Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains.
25
Fever and Ague, Chill Fever, Agus,
50
Piles, blind or bleeding.
50
50
Ophthalmy, and sore or weak oyos,
Catarrh acute or chronic, influenza, 50
50
Whooping-Cough, violent Coughs,
Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
50
Ear Discharges, impaired Hearing,
50
Scrofula ei larged ii lands, Swellings, 50
General Debility Physical
50
Weakness,
Dropsy. &ud scanty decrctions
50
Sea-Sickness, sickness trom riding,
5o
GO
Kidney Disease li ravel,
Nervous Debility Seminal Emissions,
100
Involuntary Discharges,
Sire Mouth, Canker,
50
Urinaru Incontinence, wetting bed.
50
even
with Wpasms,
50
Painful Periods,
100
Sufferings at Change of Life,
Epilepsy, dpasin*, at. Vitus’ Dance, 1 00
50
Diphtheria ulcerated Sore Throat,
FAMILY

FIGURE

WIN-

qts.

Cures Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations,
Worms, Worm-Fever Worm-Colic,
"
Crying-Col so or Tee hing of infants.
*
Diurrasa of children or adults
"
Dysentery, Oripiug, Biliious Colic,
*'
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting,
"
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,
"
Neuralgia Tootiiache, Faccnehe,
Headaches, dick-Headache. Vertigo,
"
Dyspesia, Biliious dtomach,
"
Suppressed or paiuful Periods,
Whiles, too profuse Periods,
*•
Cough, difficult Breathing,
Croey.
"

AND

Proprietor of the Winthrop House,
THE
THROP, Maine, would give notice that he
in BOATS for
in
and

HUMPHREYS’

SPECIFICS,

RULE

iL^Special

ter

HOMCEOPATHIC

Printing of every description.

Executed neatly, and on terms that cannot
£aiil to satisfy.

your

A politician who stands forever in one spot
is no doubt a person of standing, but he isn’t
anything else.
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POSTERS,

Hand-Bills, Shop-Bills, Programmes.

ex-

pressed.

No

This

Monday next trains will leave l*ortand asilv lor Bath A .gus.n, Waterville, Kenda l's
and
hk
lihe,
,wl»>-gaB, at I p. K, and oh Ssiardsje
My for Bath lute Augusta at 8 16 e. at. The rain
d
at 1 p. tt, connects at Kenda l's Mills
rom Pn.tlai
with the train lor Bangor and o'hef stations east,
am
n'g't. Passengers from Portland defiring: to
ate this roucoan purchase tickets to Ken. Mills
•nd inform the oonduotor in the cars that they go
hrough to Bangor, and he will so arrange their
On and if
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LARGE

Dyspepsia

SPRING

MECHANIC FALLS, -i.
ME.
A. T. PiKR(.I), Proprietor*

Cure, Pain or Weaknoss in the Hack, Strictures, Ac.
Cures Weak Nerves, Loss of
Memory, Trembling,
Dimness of Vision.

—FOB—

HOTEL,

PORTLAND AID K&NNEBEC R, R.

at Short Notice.

Thirty Laplanders, dressed in furs and skins,
accourauied by tweiv $wedei,have arrived at
St. Paul, to settle in Minnesota.

public lecturer who dwelt
topic has changed his residence.

rietor

FULLERS
FLUID EXTRACT OE BUCHU

«'ont.umpiive Krmcdy

DR. LAROOKAH'S

Temple Street,

Dr. H.
affliction

DR.

BUOOE'SS.

being eapeoially
Recommended by the Medical

/JY

_:GEtJ.

EAGLE

Gorham for West Gorha|m
Itanuish, Steop FallB, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Irirtgton, Lovell. Hiram, Brownfield, Vryeburg,
Jorway, Bartlett Jackson, Limlngton, Cornish,
“orter. Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center, for West Buxton, Bonnev Earle, South L,man-ton Mmingtoo, IJmeriek Newlelrt, Parsonsfield.and Oseipee
A t Sacoarapp* for South Windham, Windham
dill and Nortn Windham, daily.
DAN. CARPENTER, Sunt.
dt?
Portland, April 6. 1866
connect at

TO TUB

Jargonelle?” quiered a gentleman
huciiter, as he pointed to a pear.—
“No,” replied the pedd.er, “it’s ten cents 1”

spirts.
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attaohed.

mmman

a

The

mouse,
Tro.

WINSLOW &

"■svmna&sn
On and aftor Mondav, 10th inst, 1886.
will leave as follows, until for
-her notice:
Leave Saoo River for Portland, as 6.46 and 8.20
1. M., and 3.46 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River, at 7.46 A. M. and
1.60 and 6.30 P. M.
The 1 60 P. M. train eul and the 6.46 A. M train
nto Portland, vMli be freight trains with passenger

1

of a street

ter in your

*

a>e

hare been long uied

WITH

n

half of toe nails.”

Humor consists of common things oddly

and

House shall be kept a lirst-cla-s rcao
House.
The choicest Suppers served.
—tt
W. MUilCH.

fv

& all kinds of Pamphlets,

artioles which ojmpyse this preparation

WILLIAM ST.,

this

-Vo. 5

All diseases of the Kidneys and Olailder

of the

HOTEL WELL KNOWN IN MEDICINE

tbs
,.1>dPo'»J'«'>ro.'!CBPfiptftIliiuiormed
It f.t the intention df the
the

on

IXSTTRANCE POLICIES, RILLS of LADING, TIME TAJILES, and all sorts
of LEGAL DOCUMENTS,
at Short Notice.

the varioos

affeotio-a
Stomach,
Urinary Organs, Uheumitiem, General Debili'y,
CUBES
Cct'n'ous Diseases.

Custom Ho#.-©,

Hotoi is the la-gcst i-i ttelow
Province’, and is Bret elms in all its department-: i’ convenient to the United
i_jrttateB and Nova -c tin 8tena»f oa. landings
JAMEs Mfll«W)SH(
Prop ietor.
Bf. .Tohn N. B. 1st iune, 18ff>—d8m

Done with promptness and fidelity.

unusually aspiring this day.
to the last line as If they would
never leave it
“This voi-oice in si-ilence
di-i-i 1-ie,” went through every imaginable
flourLh. At last, however, wearied out of all
patience, the minister roared out,—“Stop!’■—
There was instantaneous silence. “Ah I” he
continued, with a sigh of relief, “That voice
is at last in siience—dead. “Let us pray.”
was

BUCKUI
The

oapisic poke

j||

csuu

arrival of Train in Port-

The above

TUg
«reai

he
be consulted privately, and witli
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
WHERE
and from 8 A. M.
hours

Dropsieeand

PBISCE

Vic To It Y

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

pe,£ient

Sabbath to transient visitors

the

a
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er

UUUMSR ARRARORMRRT.i #

Stages

Blanks and Bank Ch ecks,

Compound

Be-openud with Now Furniture A Fixture.,

lars
_

EXECUTED IN THE BEST

on

DR. J. B. HUGHES

Fluid Extract

lor

ST.JOtlS, NEW BRUNSWICK.

<tH*“5B8ltraina

BILL-HEADS EULED AND OUT IN THE
NEATEST MANNEE.
J
•

the

on

Opposite

I--

every variety, stylef
cost,
Printed at Shortest Notice.

The Rev. Mr. G-, an Episcopal clergyman
iu the western part of Pennsylvania, who had
a chon of aspiring musical taste, one Sunday
gave out the hymn, “1 love thy Kingdom,
Lord,” asking the choir to sing the first three
vers63.
The last line of the third verse runs:

“Is that

P.M.
Leave Boston ior Portland at 7.90 A M. and 8
M.
Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily:
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
edtf
Portland, Aprll 3, 18(16.

BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL CARDS,

of age.
“xae new bom Prince is a full brother of
her royal highness Princess Somawti, who is
very generally known to foreigners.
“i'ne name of the new Prince will be his
royal highness, Prince ‘Chroon Seddnitege.’

n- w ooen

tru“al?1‘l ‘"d

STUB 3S’

YORK & CUMBERLAND RAIL ROAD.

Of

is

Portland, Jane 12,

lbs

Leave

Is new, and Superior to any other Establishment in the City or State.

son, being tne seventy-third royal offspring
and tnirty-.eventh son.
“Tne new bom Prince is the ninth offspring
and fourth son of the same mother, who is the
elde.t daughter of his excellency Phya Barmorbaci, an ouicial minister of the royal household. The nob.eman is an old devoted servant
of his present Siamese majesty, having entered his ilajeoty’a service when only eight years

a

B. Closed

N

city,

TURKS MILES FROM PORTLAND.

selection of

St f attfn

■Roo|

°r

th

Medical.

|

Medical._

SMOLANDER’S

to convey passeugeis and
baggate to Burnwhere a steamer eaves for the Island

s*harf,
W^lUlFly.

8.17 A M.
1.06 P. M.

-Toimmgn

Tney hung

laud
ham
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?OBTUHD, 8ACOA PORTSMOUTH
RAILROAD

MODERN MACHINERY,

present!

om

Boner, in att ndance

will be issued
during tne sucn.er season iroin Portia d to Reihal,
Gorham, itlanel Po. d, Montreal and Quebeo.

BOOK and JOB PRINTING.

caress

half m Icb f

a

tolrdre‘“'BmOU*“0n

the oars cedar trees

Bestowed in happier nays by loving fingers.

CG8HIKGB 18I.AJSD,

two

Tickets, at Reduced Prices,

Ktturu

Every description of

And round about my temples londly lingers,
In gentle playfulness

But the choir

j_[

Miscellaneous.

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

I lliU celebrated summer reaort, situated

TKA1NB WILL AuRiVU AB FOLLOWS:

respectfully invited to our unrivaled
facilities ibr executing in

fragrant breeze

WpTlt&Uti E,

Portland Harbor, Me,

TRITNK ttAILVPAt,
Of Oanada.

SUMMER ARMANWRMRNT.
rsfgSSEJC] Uu «nd After Monday, June 26th,1M6
wise w*'1 INfl) trains will run as follows
Morning * xt*r. as train for South Paris. Lewiston,
Gorham, Island Pond Montreal, and Quebec, 1st
7 00 A *1.
Man train lor Waterville, Bangor, Gorham, Island
Pond, Montreal and Quebic. at I 26P M.
potnot these trains co..n at at Montieal wi h ex
pri US Gains for loicnto, Detroit, Ciicagb, and nil
other places west.

Medical.

—

TYPE, BORDERS, CUTS,

NEW

The pollen-dusted bees
Search for the honey-*908

And

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
TO COMMENCE M0NOAY, JUNE 2#th, 1866
-ua.rn.mmn
Trains leave Portland, Grand Trunk
u'aj* jjj.station■ far Lewiston and Auburn, at
f t>t» A M and 126 P. M.,
For Bangor and intermediate atauone at 1.26 P. at.
HKTunniKQ-Leave Lewiston at «.«A. M and
Leave
11
A,
Bangor at
arrive In Portland at ».»
7.30 A. M and arrive in Portland at 2.16 P. M.
with
train? &r
Both times train." pouiicetai Porflanu

^'preight

oreiiared to execute every description of Printfng in the best possible manner, end on the
most satisihetory terms.

IY,

Ah,

Through

Exchange Si.,

j»ORtlAN:Dj

At eve, cool shadows fall
Across the garden wall,
And on the clustered grapes to purple turning,
A-ii pearly vapors lie
Aiong the eastern sky
Where tlie broad liar vest-moon is redly burning.

comes a

"Portland Daily Press,»

of the

Fox Block, 82

Above the reedy stream
Where busy spiders spin their filmy laces.

Now

OT TA

...

gleam

insects

A.

Hotels.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Office.

Printing

_

And

Railroads.

Miscellaneous.

Poetry.

-—7=.-

Aug.l, 1S«S.

CHARLES H. MESERVK.
LOWELL P. HASKELL.
ELBRIDGE CHAPMAN

UnunelM
*
C A band,
Watte Sherman,
B J Howland,
Moral Phalpa.
BenJ Babcock.
cialeb 8a re tow,
Kletch r Wealrav
A P PHIot,
Bob B Mintarn jr
Danel S Miller,
Joebna J H-ery,
Gordon W Bnrnham
.eorget. Hobeoa,
Frederick Cbaunoev
-rarid Can®,
Jamea Lew,
a>ee Bryoe
Chae H Marshall
Johv l). Josm. Pr-aidem.
Lowell Holbrook,

K Warr<*n Weston,

auglMawlw
J. H.

For Sale Cheap.
Two second-hand HEI
AJKoA
Carriages,

-'C^mN.GINES. with Hose

ENall in

_

W. H. H

g."*'*..▼‘K-Pn-Want.
Mooaa. ka Vloo-Pree’t

Chapman, Anting Secretary.

Applications

J. W.

received

by

MUHQER, 166

For*

8t.
o, Hose suitable to.
Kebkiedlaa llmeodA wdw
PORTLAND
I
Apply to
|
EZRA RUSSELL, Lhlei Engineer
Ii you are in want of any kind oi pri\ti
Or A. P. Morgan, Chairman committee on Portk RJNT1
call at the Dally Preaa Office.
Junel«tl
land Fire Department.
Hand Fire Engines.

